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The resolution of optical instruments is normally limited by the wave nature of light.

Circumventing this limit, known as the diffraction limit of imaging, is of tremendous

practical importance for modern science and technology. One method, super-resolved

fluorescence microscopy was distinguished with the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2014,

but there is plenty of room for alternatives and complementary methods such as the

pioneering work of J. Pendry on the perfect lens based on negative refraction that

started the entire research area of metamaterials. In this thesis, we have used ana-

lytical techniques to solve several important challenges that have risen in the discussion

of the microwave experimental demonstration of absolute optical instruments and the

controversy surrounding perfect imaging. Attempts to overcome or circumvent Abbe’s

diffraction limit of optical imaging, have traditionally been greeted with controversy. In

this thesis, we have investigated the role of interacting sources and detectors in perfect

imaging. We have established limitations and prospects that arise from interactions and

resonances inside the lens. The crucial role of detection becomes clear in Feynman’s ar-

gument against the diffraction limit: “as Maxwell’s electromagnetism is invariant upon

time reversal, the electromagnetic wave emitted from a point source may be reversed

and focused into a point with point-like precision, not limited by diffraction.” However,

for this, the entire emission process must be reversed, including the source: A point

drain must sit at the focal position, in place of the point source, otherwise, without

getting absorbed at the detector, the focused wave will rebound and the superposition

of the focusing and the rebounding wave will produce a diffraction-limited spot. The

time-reversed source, the drain, is the detector which taking the image of the source.

Experiments with microwaves [1, 2] have confirmed the role of detection in perfect fo-

cusing. The emitted radiation was actively time-reversed and focused back at the point

of emission, where, the time-reversed of the source sits. Absorption in the drain localizes

the radiation with a precision much better than the diffraction limit. Absolute optical
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instruments may perform the time reversal of the field with perfectly passive materi-

als and send the reversed wave to a different spatial position than the source. Perfect

imaging with absolute optical instruments is defected by a restriction: so far it has only

worked for a single–source single–drain configuration and near the resonance frequencies

of the device. In chapters 6 and 7, we have investigated the imaging properties of mutu-

ally interacting detectors [3, 4]. We found that an array of detectors can image a point

source with arbitrary precision. However, for this, the radiation has to be at resonance.

Our analysis has become possible thanks to a theoretical model for mutually interacting

sources and drains we developed after considerable work and several failed attempts.

Modelling such sources and drains analytically had been a major unsolved problem, full

numerical simulations have been difficult due to the large difference in the scales in-

volved (the field localization near the sources and drains versus the wave propagation in

the device). In our opinion, nobody was able to reproduce reliably the experiments [5],

because of the numerical complexity involved. Our analytic theory draws from a sim-

ple, 1–dimensional model [3] we developed in collaboration with Tomas Tyc (Masaryk

University) and Alex Kogan (Weizmann Institute). This model was the first to explain

the data of experiment [1], characteristic dips of the transmission of displaced drains,

which establishes the grounds for the realistic superresolution of absolute optical instru-

ments. As the next step in Chapter 7 we developed a Lagrangian theory that agrees

with the simple and successful model [4] in 1–dimension. Inspired by the Lagrangian of

the electromagnetic field interacting with a current, we have constructed a Lagrangian

that has the advantage of being extendable to higher dimensions in our case two where

imaging takes place. Our Lagrangian theory represents a device-independent, idealized

model independent of numerical simulations. To conclude, Feynman [6] objected to

Abbe’s diffraction limit [7], arguing that as Maxwell’s electromagnetism is time-reversal

invariant, the radiation from a point source may very well become focused in a point

drain. Absolute optical instruments [7] such as the Maxwell Fisheye can perform the

time reversal and may image with a perfect resolution. However, the sources and drains

in previous experiments [5, 8] were interacting with each other as if Feynman’s drain

would act back to the source in the past. Different ways of detection might circum-

vent this feature. The mutual interaction of sources and drains does ruin some of the

promising features of perfect imaging. Arrays of sources are not necessarily resolved

with arrays of detectors [4], but it also opens interesting new prospects [4] in scanning

near fields from far–field distances. To summarise the novel idea of the thesis:

• We have discovered and understood the problems with the initial experimental

demonstration of the Maxwell Fisheye [2].



• We have solved a long-standing challenge of modelling the theory for mutually

interacting sources and drains [3, 4].

• We understand the imaging properties of the Maxwell Fisheye in the wave regime.

Let us add one final thought. It has taken the scientific community a long time of

investigation and discussion to understand the different ingredients of the diffraction

limit. Abbe’s limit was initially attributed to the optical device only. But, rather all

three processes of imaging, namely illumination, transfer and detection, make an equal

contribution to the total diffraction limit. Therefore, we think that for violating the

diffraction limit one needs to consider all three factors together. Of course, one might

circumvent the limit and achieve a better resolution by focusing on one factor, but that

does not necessary imply the violation of a fundamental limit. One example is STED

microscopy that focuses on the illumination, another near–field scanning microscopy

that circumvents the diffraction limit by focusing on detection. Other methods and

strategies in sub-wavelength imaging –negative refraction, time reversal imaging and on

the case and absolute optical instruments –are concentrating on the faithful transfer of

the optical information. In our opinion, the most significant, and naturally the most

controversial, part of our findings in the course of this study was elucidating the role of

detection. Maxwell’s Fisheye transmits the optical information faithfully, but this is not

enough. To have a faithful image, it is also necessary to extract the information at the

destination. In our last two papers [3, 4], we report our new findings of the contribution of

detection. We find out in the absolute optical instruments, such as the Maxwell Fisheye,

embedded sources and detectors are not independent. They are mutually interacting,

and this interaction influences the imaging property of the system.



Preface

The purpose of the present research was to investigate an alternative method to cir-

cumventing the diffraction limit. The inspiration came from an old proposal of J. C.

Maxwell on an unusual lens, called the Maxwell Fisheye, having an aberration-free image.

Aberration-free imaging is considered as perfect imaging in geometrical optics approx-

imation, where neglecting the wave nature of light results in the absence of diffraction

effects. But, as soon as acknowledging light as an electromagnetic wave, the diffraction

phenomena affect the outcome of the optical device. The problem that we aimed to

solve was: under which circumstances an imaging device, which is aberration free in

geometrical optics would also be diffraction-free in wave regime. The structure of the

thesis is as following: Chapter 1 is dedicated to introducing the classical concepts in-

volved in the process of imaging. Different resolution criteria used in the literature have

been introduced. Imaging in geometrical optics approximation has been compared with

imaging in wave optics regime and various terms like the optical absolute instrument,

the perfect imaging device, the point spread function, the Airy disc, etc., have been

introduced. A historical review on the pioneering methods in super-resolved imaging

follows, with a short discussion on each approach and method. The chapter ends with

an argument about the diffraction limit: whether super-resolution is equal to breaking

the diffraction limit and if any of the current super-resolved strategies overcome this

fundamental limit.

Chapter 2 includes some theoretical concepts that the candidate believes are necessary

to mention, although they do not directly affect our arguments and calculations but lie

underneath the methods that we are using. For example, inverse scattering methods

are the core of our approach, even though we do not address them directly. The same

applies to transformation optics and the optico-mechanical analogy.

In Chapter 3 we introduce the Maxwell Fisheye (MFE). We provide a method to derive

its index profile, study its geometrical symmetries and discuss practical options how to

fabricate it. We end the chapter by giving a timeline on the study of Maxwell’s Fisheye.

In Chapter 4, we study the wave propagation in the Maxwell Fisheye medium. In this

chapter, we implicitly use transformation optics and the optico-mechanical analogy to

treat the MFE in two different ways: first, as an inhomogeneous medium and second,

as the spherically curved vacuum. We provide an overview over the methods of electro-

magnetic calculations in stratified mediia and curved spaces.

Chapter 5 is about the controversial experiments (we call them Singapore experiments),

their demonstration, and the papers published in NJP in 2011 and 2012. We clearly

express our critical opinion on the methods used in the experiment. The last section of



Chapter 5 discusses another experiment on the Maxwell Fisheye, Minaño et al.’s experi-

ment. Both the Singapore experiment and the Minaño experiment focus on the detection

of super-resolution in the Maxwell Fisheye. We discuss the different consequences and

critical points. The latter experiment results in an unexplained observation, the so-called

Minaño dips, which is a crucial phenomenon in interpreting the experimental results and

provides a conclusion about the sub-wavelength focusing power of the MFE.

In Chapter 6 we introduce a new model of interacting sources and drains which ex-

plains the above mentioned Minaño dips. We explain the role of the drain and the

resolution. The implementation of a drain in the MFE — as a time-reversed source —

plays a crucial role in our argument on the Fisheye imaging. A real (non-perfect) drain

also plays a crucial role in understanding the Minaño dips. A comprehensive matrix

model is developed to perform the calculations based on the Lagrangian model in the

1-dimensional Fisheye.

In Chapter 7, we extend our new model into two dimensions and numerically study

different configurations of sources and drains. Our study clearly shows that the Maxwell

Fisheye resolves a single source with precision much better than the diffraction limit,

even if an array of detectors are detecting the image. However, for double sources or

more, the internal interaction suppresses the sub-wavelength features.

Our Final Word discusses the concept of the Maxwell Fisheye as such and whether

it is a perfect focusing device. By introducing a condition to overcome the refraction

limit, we conclude that the Maxwell Fisheye, equipped with a drain, is a perfect focus-

ing device for a single source which breaks the fundamental limit. However, it is not a

perfect imaging device, because any perfect imaging device must be able to resolve two

separate parts of the source located arbitrary close together, while the Fisheye fails to

do this under the current circumstances.
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Chapter 1

Introductory Chapter to the

Problem

1.1 An Introduction to Perfect Imaging

Perfect imaging is a broad term in optical science for the challenge of making the ul-

timate imaging device[9–11]. However, the concept of “ ultimate image” is subject to

interpretation and depend on context. For example, though it has a well-defined mean-

ing in geometrical optics, the definition of perfect imaging is more ambiguous in the

wave regime because, given the wave nature of light, the quality of the image is limited

by the diffractive nature of light. Perfect optical imaging system, in addition to provid-

ing the aberration-free final image, must provide unlimited resolution. Ever-increasing

attempts in the last few decades have resulted in the development of many methods

and strategies for super-resolution. A super-resolution device is not necessarily a perfect

imaging system but rather one that resolves the image beyond the resolution limit. The

resolution limit first formulated by Ernst Abbe in the study of the theory of microscopes

[9, 10, 12].

Abbe’s Resolution =
λ

2NA
. (1.1)

Here, λ is the wavelength of the light and NA, the numerical aperture, is the char-

acteristic number of the lens and depends on n the refractive index of the medium.

Abbe’s formula later generalized for all types of optical instruments, became known as

the fundamental limit, as it is independent of manufacturing defects or the precision

of the device. Since the nineteenth century, up to the year of this dissertation, achiev-

ing an optical resolution higher than Abbe’s classical bound ( 200nm in the mid-visual

range) was in high demand in both science and industry. In recent decades, super-

resolved imaging has become even more crucial because the scale of human control over

1
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the construction and manipulation of materials has been approaching the nano regime

in science and technology. In bioscience, developments in medicine strongly depend

on nanoscopic techniques. To have a quantitative picture, the maximum resolution for

modern optical lenses with the high numerical aperture NA is limited to 150-200 nm in

mid-range of visible light. Such a limit sharply restricts access to sub-nano structures

smaller than 150 nm. Therefore, fields like biology, nano-science and nano-engineering,

where working with nano-sized objects in the range of visible light is crucial, suffer from

this restriction. Today, many advanced devices like electron microscopes or near field

imaging microscopy techniques are available, but this fact did not reduce the needs for

the hight resolution optical microscopy. The revolutionary influence of access to super-

resolution in these areas resulted in awarding of the Nobel Prize in chemistry for the

development of the illuminated fluorescent nanoscopy [13, 14].

The resolution problem might be reduced to the fact that optical instruments with

coherent illumination cannot resolve the object better than 150-200 nm (Abbe’s limit):

then the phenomenological solution would simply be challenge to push the limit below

the 150-200 nm. Despite this practical achievement to reach the sub-wavelength image

(around 40 nm) by fluorescent microscope, the hard core of the problem to achieving

the optimal perfect imaging or beating the diffraction limit yet remains in front. One

can argue whether the fact of having resolution better than 200-150 nm is necessarily

breaking the diffraction limit. The situation resembles the quantum uncertainty relation

among conjugate variables: achieving the quantum squeezed state with high resolution in

only a single variable does not violate the uncertainty principle. The enormous amount

of literature on the topic gives the sense of a lack of comprehensive, fundamental approch

to the core problem. Varying interpretations of super-resolution or diffraction limit and

varying interpretations of superseding the Abbe’s limit, make it hard to categorise and

evaluate the efficiency of the different approaches. From the theoretical point of view,

there is sufficient evidence to consider the resolution limit as a fundamental restriction

of nature (similar to the uncertainty principle of quantum theory). Therefore, any study

regarding the violation of this fundamental limit, should discuss the set of conditions

that would define a meaningful resolution limit in a rigorous framework and any possible

loopholes in the suggested method of exceeding it.

In recent studies, the term “super-resolution” is more often used as a phenomenological

attribute rather than a theoretical prediction. Consequently, the lack of rigorous theo-

retical background relevant to resolution limit in classical terms results in controversy

when experimental and phenomenological evidence are the only means of supporting

the claims: without a theoretical framework, one might not be able adequately criticise

efficiently one method or to describe the failure of another approach. In this chapter,

we give a brief, historical overview of the optical resolution problem. First, we are re-

viewing the elements and parameters of classical optics which are essential for formation
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of an image. We will argue why a diffraction limit might be a fundamental feature of

optics, and if so, which techniques were successful in circumventing that limit. Later,

we describe the relation between overcoming the diffraction limit and super resolution.

1.2 General Features of an Optical Instrument

In the context of this thesis, an optical instruments, is a device for enhancing or regis-

tering an image of an object to aid vision. The register of the image involves processing

light waves. We can describe this processing by the behaviour of electromagnetic waves,

or when possible, simply in the geometrical optics approximation. Image quality literar-

ily means the faithfulness of the device in transmitting the details of the object through

the enhancement process. The instruments in an imaging device include a combination

of lenses, apertures, light collectors, reflectors, and detectors. However, in this chapter

we do not dealing with the complicated details of these elements but rather abstractly

reducing them to aperture. The imaging process has three main stages: illuminating

the object; collecting the light; and detecting the light. The quality of the image de-

pends on all of the above. Enormous amount of studies in the nineteen century on the

construction of microscopes and telescopes revealed that all defects in the formation

of a faithful image could, in principle, be remedied by honing the lenses to perfection

except one: the resolution. Optical defects like coma, defocus, distortion, astigmatism

etc. in instruments are due to optical aberration (the departure from the paraxial ap-

proximation), which requires correction to the wave front of light. Aberration theory

provides methods for visualising the effects of aberration and correcting them. However,

Ernst Abbe showed that there is maximum spatial resolution which is independent of

the perfection of the instrument because it is due to the intrinsic nature of light.

1.3 Elements of Imaging

The image of an object can be defined as a graphic representation of the spatial dis-

tribution of one or more of the object’s properties. The object might be an luminal

emitter like an antenna, or a scatterer. The image of an object is formed when when the

emitted/scattered light from the object, which carrying the information, comes together.

The interaction of light (with proper frequency in the spectrum of the electromagnetic

field) with the object is a necessary condition. In ray optics, there is no restriction on

the probing/emitting light. The plane which includes the position of the object calls the

“object plane” or the “object space” and the location of the image place at the “image

plane” or the “image space”. Any effort toward super-resolution imaging can apply

to any of main imaging stages: illumination; collection of the scattered/emitted light;

procession of light inside the optical device; and detection at the detector. Resolution
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criteria only reflect the sum impact of all of these stages on the final output. However, it

is crucial to distinguish the independent contribution of each of these steps in resolution

of the image when comparing different strategies for achieving supper-resolution.

1.3.1 Illumination

In image processing, the wave nature of light requires that the target object interacts

with the light of a wavelength comparable to, or smaller than the object itself [7].

According to the Abbe’s theory, the fidelity of the image is determined by the proper

ratio between the size of the object and the wavelength. This definition is compatible

with the theory of diffraction. The final diffraction pattern of the scattered light from

an obstacle or a slit projects the properties of the slit or obstacle. The wavelength of

the illuminating light must be of the order of the size of the object or the field will

miss the object. In the case of the slit, the light cannot pass through if its wavelength

is too large. Illumination becomes more important when the object is nonluminous or

has an extended area. For an extended object the image is a complicated (practically

infinite) overlapping of single diffracted patterns with slightly different frequencies and

strengths from different points of a specimen. Manipulating the illumination process

might have a significant effect on the resolution. For example, illuminating the object

by evanescent waves leads into a situation that high spatial Fourier components of the

object can appear in the image, and therefore increases the resolution of the system,

even if those components were hight to pass through the device. Beside the key role of

wavelength in the resolution of the image, the coherency of illuminating light and the

method of illumination can also affect imaging quality. The effect of light coherency

on resolution has not considered in this research project. However, it might be an

interesting parameter for future study.

1.3.2 Collection

Collection of the scattered light has a direct relation to the quality and the resolution of

the image. The more information from an object, the better the image an optical device

can construct from it. This fact expressed in Abbe’s formula: A larger aperture or higher

numerical aperture NA results in higher resolution. There is a limit to the scattered or

emitted light from an object that is gathered by a conventional lens. According to Abbe’s

formula, even an infinitely large aperture can collect only half of the radiation comes from

an object. However, the new 4π microscope utilizes advanced collecting construction to

gather significantly more scattered light. Later we will use this parameter to argue for

spherically symmetric lenses.
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1.3.3 Detection

Detection is probably the most sophisticated part of imaging. In classical optical devices,

we speak of the image plane, the real or virtual surface upon which rays of light intersect

and form the image. Reflection from the image plane is transmitted into the eyes of the

observer. So in conventional optical devices like microscopes, or telescopes, or cameras

the detector is simply the human eye or a photographic plate. Modern optical science

utilizes photons in detectors like CCD cameras in which, image formation does not

require the direct reflection from a surface into our eyes, but rather goes through a

more complicated process. With in this context one can argue about the quality or

resolution of the detectors and their influent on the diffraction limit. Thus, in some

modern imaging devices the resolution limit depends on the resolution of the detector

as well as wavelength and numerical aperture.

1.4 Geometrical Optics vs Wave Optics

In this section, we are compare imaging in geometrical optics regime with imaging in

wave optics. In particular, the definition of perfection in the two regimes is very different.

In geometrical optics, the “ perfect ” image is one perfectly focused and free from

aberration: diffraction is not taken into account. But in wave optics resolution is the

key feature of perfect imaging The subject of present study is the relations between the

two phenomena and the conditions under which they coincide: when a perfect imaging in

geometrical optics means a perfect imaging in wave regime. First, we see the definition

of the geometrical optics approximation.

1.4.1 Geometrical Optics Approximation

In the high frequency approximation, Maxwell’s theory of electrodynamics reduces to

geometrical optics in the zeroth-order approximation, while certain feature of wave phe-

nomena, like polarisation and wavefront solutions, remain as the first-order approxima-

tion.

Diffraction limit is the consequence of the wave nature of light: it therefore vanishes

naturally in the geometrical optics, GO, approximation. GO theory divides the propa-

gation into two independent parameters: trajectories or rays, which mathematically are

equivalent to geodesics of space and wave fronts which specify in space by Eikonal equa-

tions. However, in the full wave regime, exact wave fronts can differ dramatically from

their zeroth-order GO approximations. Therefore, it is critical to know the conditions

which lead to the exact wavefront solution and to clarify which optical properties of the

solutions are shared between exact solutions and GO approximations (zeroth-order) and
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which characteristics vanish at the GO’s breakdown. First consider a monochromatic

scalar Helmholtz equation in an inhomogeneous medium:

∇2ψω(r) +
ω2

c
n2(r, ω)ψω(r) = 0 (1.2)

At the high frequencies, the Helmholtz equation can be interpreted as time-independent

Schrödinger equation. In such a limit, a quantum de Borghlie particle with particle-wave

features and a classical EM wave with wave-particle (photon) duality are on the same

footing. The wave properties of a quantum point particle and the particle features of

classical wave optics here coincide. However, geometric optical trajectories are not the

paths that photons follow; similarly, classical trajectories are not the paths followed by

quantum particles. So, the difference between wave optics and GO geodesic paths is the

same as the difference between the quantum and classical motions of a single particle.

It is easy to see these features in the Helmholtz equation if we separate it properly. As

the solutions are complex, we can separate the amplitude from the phase in the familiar

form of:

ψω(r) = R(r)eıS(r) (1.3)

By substituting Equation 1.3 into Equation 1.2, we can separate the later into:

∇2S(r) +
∇2R(r)

R(r)
+
ω2

c
n2(r, ω) = 0 (1.4)

∇ · (R2(r)∇S(r)) = 0 (1.5)

Geometrical optics is valid if and only if the second term in Equation 1.4–called the

quantum potential– vanishes from the Helmholtz-Schrödinger equations [15]. If the

term,

∇2R(r)

R(r)
,

becomes negligible, we have the GO approximation. If under particular circumstances

∇2R(r) becomes exactly zero, the GO solutions are exact.

1.5 Imaging in the Geometrical Optics regime

In the geometrical optics approximation, scattered light rays from an object diverge

spatially. By collecting the rays and reversing their divergence to convergence (or some-

times vice versa), we may visually reconstruct the object. This process is called imaging.
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Gathering and appropriately reversing the rays, divergence is done by an optical device.

If an optical device is sufficiently good to collect all possible rays emitted or scattered

from a point object P in manner that all of those rays converge at another point P ′,

then the corresponding constructed image would be termed a strongly sharp image [7].

In geometry such points are called perfect conjugate points.

Definition 1.1. Two points P and P ′ on the Riemannian manifoldM are a conjugate

pair if they are connected by a 1-parameter family of geodesics. The prolate ellipsoidal

reflector 1 is an example of an optical device with one pair of perfect conjugate points

that coincide with its focal points. Apart from the ellipsoid reflector and the flat mirror

(the latter is a very exceptional case), it is not trivial to obtain a sharp image. A theorem

of differential geometry states that in the Euclidian space, there are no conjugate points.

Therefore, obtaining a sharp image in Euclidian space using conventional optical devices

geometrically is not likely. However, certain designs result in optical devices that confine

light rays in a medium which implements a non-Euclidian manifold with conjugate pairs.

Absolute optical instruments are examples of these [16, 17].

1.5.1 Perfect Imaging in Geometrical Optics; Absolute Optical Instru-

ments

The concept of perfect imaging first appeared in geometrical optics where the limitations

of optical instruments are less than in the wave regime. In GO, the diffraction limit of

resolution is not a factor, but instead one needs only eliminate the optical aberrations

of the device. Remarkably, there exist devices in which optical aberration can be totally

eliminated: they are called absolute instruments [7, 17]. In geometrical optics there

is a set of established conditions under which an optical device can minimize or even

eliminate optical aberrations. Within geometrical optics, the resultant images of such

a device are called perfect [7]. As stated in [17] “the meaning of ‘perfect imaging’ is

different in geometrical and in wave optics. In particular, an imaging device that is

perfect from the point of view of geometrical optics may or may not be perfect from

the point of view of wave optics and vice versa .” This is simply due to the difference

between the nature of geometrical optics and wave optics. Absolute Instruments are

optical devices which make strongly sharp, full image from any point of object domain.

An object domain needs to be a non-zero volume in 3-dimensional space to fit the criteria

for the device. Tyc. et.al defined the strongly sharp image as following [17]:

Definition 1.2. A strong, sharp image of a point x1 is the point x2 if an infinity of rays

emerging from x1 meet again at x2 through a nonzero solid angle.

1A prolate spheroid is a surface of revolution obtained by rotating an ellipse about its major axis
(Hilbert and Cohn-Vossen 1999, p. 10). A symmetrical egg (i.e., with the same shape at both ends)
would be a good approximation of a prolate spheroid
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If an infinity of rays emerge from x1 meet at x2 through a zero solid angle, the image is

said to be weakly sharp.

Definition 1.3. If an infinity of all the rays emerging from x1 meet at x2, the image at

x2 is full, otherwise it is partial image.

If an optical device produces a strongly sharp image, it is called an optical absolute

instrument (AI). If an optical device produces a sharp image not just for a single point

but for all points in an object domain, it is called an optical absolute instrument of the

first kind.

1.6 Imaging in the Wave regime

In wave optics, perfect imaging is connected to resolution. Super-resolution is obtaining

an image of higher resolution than Abbe’s limit. While, perfect imaging is an ultimate

case: the unlimited resolution, which is not restricted by the wavelength of light. Before

attempting to construct a perfect imaging device, one must clarify the definition of the

perfect image in wave optics and the parameters involved in the process.

1.6.1 Optical Resolution; Abbe Limit

In the broadest sense spatial resolution might be defined as the smallest feature that can

be identified from an optical system’s output. One of the earliest works that formed our

perception of optical resolution emerged from intensive research on the development of

microscopes in 1870ies [9, 10, 12, 18]. Ernst Abbe’s famous discovery in 1873 turned into

a paradigm in optics, wherein the resolution and fidelity of an optical image produced

by an optical instrument is determined by two parameters: the properties of the optical

device and the natural characteristic (wavelength) of the illuminating or detected light

[7]. Remember from the introduction:

Abbe’s Resolution =
λ

2NA
=

λ

2n sin θ
. (1.6)

where NA = n sin θ, the numerical aperture, is the characteristic number of the lens and

depends on n the refractive index of the medium, and an θ, the maximum angle that

the lens can collect the light from the object. Ignoring optical aberrations due to the

manufacturing quality of the device, the formula indicates that even given the largest

aperture number NA available [19], the ultimate limitation bound to the wavelength of

light, prevent us from unlimited resolution. No detailed structures smaller than about

half the wavelength appears in the image. Though, Abbe derived the formula for a

particular type of microscope with multiple complicated lenses the maximum resolution

applies to all types of optical instruments.
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1.6.2 Resolution Criteria; Rayleigh, Sparrow, and other Formulas

In 1896 Lord J. Rayleigh [20] refined Abbe’s formula and introduced a physical picture

based on diffraction, today called the Rayleigh criterion. It probably is the most widely

used measure of resolution.

Rayleigh Resolution =
0.61λ

NA
. (1.7)

According to the Rayleigh criterion, the optical resolution of a device is defined as the

distance between the closest neighbouring points where the image of principal diffraction

maximum of one point overlaps the first minimum of the others, as shown in Figure 1.1.

Rayleigh’s model explained the physics beneath the fundamental limit of the resolution,

which is the universal law of diffraction intrinsic to periodical fields, including electro-

magnetic. Rayleigh’s description of resolution leads to the definition of the point spread

function (PSF) of the optical system as a measure of imaging resolution.

Figure 1.1: Maximum resolution is defined by the overlap of the two picks, when the
first maximum of one point is located on the first minimum of the other.

Radiation from any single point source that passes through an aperture onto an imaging

surface, experiences diffraction process and interference, recombining to form a pattern

on the imaging surface. The result is an array of constructive (bright) and destructive

(dark) regions with a bright intensive maximum in the centre. The width of this max-

imum, is a measure of the deterioration from the original point source. In the case of

circular lenses, the width of this area is called the diameter of the Airy disc and, without

losing generality, we will use it in what follows.

Any image from an extended object is composed of a collection of overlapping diffraction-

limited spots.[7]. Any two arbitrary points of an extended object can be readily distin-

guished if their separation is larger than the resolution of the lens.

As we will see, the Rayleigh criterion is not an adequate measure of resolution because it

does not take in to account the role of evanescent fields in image formation. Accordingly,

one can argue if the Rayleigh’s resolution truly indicates a fundamental limit. For
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example in experimental astronomy it is possible to resolve the two stars even when

they are closer than Rayleigh’s limit.

After Rayleigh, other people refined the resolution limit even more. C. M. Sparrow, in

1916 during the course of photographic experiments with simulated spectroscopic lines,

recognized a different upper bound on the resolution which is about 20% smaller than

the Rayleigh limit. Sparrow’s resolution limit is met when the combined light from two

overlapping and equally bright Airy disks is constant along a line between the central

peak brightnesses. During the twentieth century, various physical origins were proposed

to describe resolution limit, resulting in diverse sorts of technology to solve the reso-

lution problem. For example, the discovery of the role of the near-field components in

the image as a source of diffraction limit resulted in near-field microscopy and negative

refractive index lenses. Rayleigh’s criteria for resolution, based on Fraunhofer diffraction

is not able to describe the near-field contribution to a detailed sub-wavelength image.

Another strategy recently used to exceeding the Abbe limit is based on the techniques

to localised the light waves beyond the limit that Rayleigh criteria is allowed. Another

approach argues that the diffraction limit has its roots in the lower bound on the size

of the illuminated object. There is a limitation on the focusing of light, which is also

proportional to the scale of the wavelength. Time reversal imaging, absolute optical in-

struments and tied focused light method, all attempt to overcome the imperfect focusing

problem. As we can see a different interpretations of resolution limits and its underlying

causes, results in various techniques for overcome the limit.

Moreover, recently it has been found that the Rayleigh limit has a meaningful relation

to other estimates of signal resolution, including the Shannon sampling rate, which

is fundamental for representing band-limited signals. Perhaps this is the root for the

assumption that the Rayleigh limit is a fundamental concept of physics, though this

question is beyond the scope of the present thesis [21]. In short, the parameters which

affect the image resolution of an optical device are:

• The fraction of the field that enters the device from the luminal or scatterer source,

which depends on the numerical aperture.

• The wavelength of the emitted light.

• The focusing factor of the device. Appears partially in the aperture number.

• The phase relation of the focusing fields which construct the image. Appears partially

in the aperture number

• Near field components. Does not appear in Abbe-type formula
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1.6.3 Kirchhoff Formula for Diffraction

According to Rayleigh’s interpretation, the resolution limit is a consequence of diffraction

in the optical system. Before discussing the more quantitive measure called the two point

spread function, we will briefly examine the definition of the diffraction which caused

the fundamental defect in the performance of an optical instrument. Diffraction is a

phenomena observable in all physical systems which possess wave behaviour, including

sound waves, electromagnetic fields and matter waves. The Huygens model of wave

propagation provided for the first time a qualitative understanding of diffraction based

on the concepts of secondary sources and the envelope of secondary wavelets 2.

Diffraction is created when the path of light bend at any sharp obstacle. In the Huygens

picture of wave propagation, a wave front in a particular locus of space is an envelope

over infinite secondary wavelets. The mechanism of wave bending or diffraction is due

to the partial elimination of secondary sources. Figure 1.2 shows the diffraction pattern

of a plane wave from a simple aperture. An aperture passes only the finite part of the

wavefront, eliminating the rest. Elimination of the in-phase secondary sources distorts

the shape of the plane wave, bending the direction of wave propagation, and changing

the phase relation between the secondary sources on the particular locus. Consequently,

after passing through the aperture plane wave decomposes into several new enveloped

wavefronts which interfere with each other and form the dark and bright patterns. All

of the above-mentioned processes are most pronounced when the size of the aperture is

comparable to the wavelength of the light. That is why diffraction has been assumed to

be a wave phenomenon. In the geometrical optics regime, the effects are negligible. In

the context of our discussion, perfect imaging has a clear meaning and even is achievable

in the GO approximation but not in the wave regime.

So far we have presented only the most simple qualitative description of what happens

when light enters the aperture of an optical device. In reality, the process is much

more complicated, though even in this basic picture you can see how the original field

distribution might be deformed through the most unsophisticated optical process. And

the diffraction pattern calculations are complicated, requiring computers and numerical

methods, based on the Kirchhoff diffraction theory. The simplest form of the theory is

shown in Figure 1.3, where we are illustrate the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff scalar theory for

a monochromatic point source. We do not aim to go into detail of diffraction theory.

However, just the schematic form of the theory can reveal the parameters which have

influence on the final outcome of an optical aperture including an imaging system. The

point source P0 emits the monochromatic light Figure 1.3. The space is assumed to be

isotropic, homogenous, nonmagnetic, and linear. S1 is an finite aperture, with a normal

2 Each point on the wavefront of disturbance is considered a new source of a secondary spherical
disturbance. The wavefront at later instants can be found by constructing the envelope of the secondary
wavelet. For more details of Huygens theory see [7]
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Figure 1.2: In the figure we can see the formation of constructive and destructive
wave components results in diffraction pattern for waves. Before the aperture plane
waves propagate parallel and in phase. Aperture just collects fraction of the waves

which reforms the phase relation of the wave fronts.(Source: Internet)

vector n dividing the space into two regions Rs the source space in front of aperture,

and Ri, the image space behind the aperture.

Figure 1.3

Our aim is to calculate the field distribution at point P in the image space where

the distance of P from the aperture S1 is much larger than the wavelength: that is

s >> λ (the Kirchhoff condition). S = S1 + S2 + S3 is an arbitrary closed boundary

which includes the aperture. Based on Green’s theorem, Kirchhoff derived the following

integral, which gives the field at the point P :
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U(P ) =
1

4π

∫∫
S

(G
∂U

∂n
− U

∂G

∂n
)ds S = S1 + S2 + S3 (1.8)

In formula 1.8, G is the propagation or Green’s function for the system and U inside

the integral is the solution for the field at the boundaries. U(P ), the field at point P is

expressed in terms of the boundary values of the wave on any closed surface surrounding

that point. It is obvious that the integral would have a meaningful value only if we put

reasonable conditions on the boundary values. The Kirchhoff conditions are a set of

boundary conditions which assume that the field goes to the zero on all the boundaries

except the aperture {U(x) = 0 ∀x |x ∈ S2+S3}. The function U(P ) is the field distribu-

tion in the image space. We can see the direct dependency of the final field distribution

on the Green’s function. By changing the Green’s function, we can control the diffrac-

tion. For the same initial fields (source) and initial boundary conditions, a different

propagating function results in the different degrees of diffraction. So parameters which

influence Green’s function –boundary conditions and geometry of the propagating space

– control the diffraction process. Later, when we discuss a specific optical device, called

the Maxwell Fisheye, we will see that a particular forms of Green’s function can change

the diffraction limit for a single point source.

1.6.4 Point Spread Function and the Airy Disc

What we have seen in the previous part was the mechanism for calculating the diffraction

pattern of a single point source under Kirchhoff boundary conditions. We can extend

this mechanism to the much more complicated optical systems with multiple lenses,

apertures, etc., and an extended object, though the computation is not trivial and

in most cases not even analytic, often requiring computer softwares. The result of

Equation 1.8 for a single point source is called the point spread function (PSF) of the

optical system. PSF is the image that an optical system gives from an ideal luminous

point object. Some literature calls the ideal luminous point object the “impulse function”

and denotes the PSF as the “impulse response” of the system. Mathematically, the

impulse function is a delta function δ(x0, y0). The PSF expresses the degree of spreading

(blurring) of the point object and traditionally is the characteristic of an optical system’s

quality of the image. In conventional optics, diffraction limit implies that no optical

system can image a point source (delta function) into a point source (delta function).

The PSF of an optical system is never a delta function. An aberration-free imaging

device with the best-focused spot (called perfect imaging in ray optics) has the minimum

PSF. George Biddell Airy in 1835 calculated the most compact PSF, which is called after

him the Airy disc. He used a uniformly-illuminated pinhole with a circular aperture as

an aberration-free optical model. The resulting diffraction pattern has a bright region in

the centre with the surrounding series of concentric bright rings. Similar to the Abbe’s
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limit, the radius of the Airy disc is proportion to wavelength and the inverse of the

diameter of aperture. The approximated form of the Airy formula when the aperture is

far from the image becomes:

θ = 1.22
λ

d
(1.9)

where θ is the angle at which the first minimum occurs. In this point, we define a

criterion for a perfect focusing system in the electromagnetic regime as follows:

An optical device violates the diffraction limit if and only if its point spread function

(PSF) is smaller than its own Airy disc.

1.6.5 Point Spread Function and the Extended Object

As we have mentioned, the Kirchhoff diffraction theory assumes the linearity of the

optical system. Therefore imaging by a microscope or telescope follows the superposition

principle:

Image (Object1 +Object2 ) = Image (Object1 ) + Image (Object2 )

Any object can be thought of as consisting of many points (in the limit, infinitely many),

each with its strength in linear optical systems (called linear shift invariant), such that by

using non-coherent illumination, the image can be described as a sum of corresponding

individual PSFs. Mathematically speaking, a linear system can be idealised as utilising

the position-independency of SPF. Therefore, the final image can be considered as a

convolution of a perfect image with the point spread function. Mathematically, an

extended object might be represented as following:

U(x0, y0) =

∫ ∫
U(m,n) δ(m− x0, n− y0) dmdn (1.10)

i.e., a sum over weighted impulse functions. U(m,n) is a weight function describing the

geometrical features of the specimen. Rewriting the object transmittance function in

the form above allows us to calculate the image field as the superposition of the images

of each of the individual impulse functions, i.e., as a superposition over weighted point

spread functions in the image plane using the same weighting function as in the object

plane, U(x0, y0). Mathematically, the image is expressed as:

I(xi, yi) =

∫ ∫
U(m,n) K(m− xi/M, n− yi/M) dudv (1.11)

in which K(m− xi/M, n− yi/M) is the image of the impulse function δ(m− x0, n− y0)
or PSF of the system.

However, there is no ideal luminous point source. Any form of the source has some

extended structure. Therefore, the above picture is not entirely exact when we are

dealing with precise measurements.
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1.6.6 Diffraction Limit and The Contribution of Higher Frequencies

As we discussed earlier in this chapter, it is believed that the Rayleigh criteria for reso-

lution are not completely describing the resolution of an optical device. Thus, resolution

flaw is not only the results of interferences of the waves in different phases but also partly

due to the lack of information carried out by the decay of near field of the emitter. To

see it clearer, consider a field emitting from an object, written as a superposition of

plane waves: The direction of propagation is the z-axis:

E(x, y, z, t) =
∑
kx,ky

A(kx, ky)e
i(kzz+kyy+kxx−ωt) (1.12)

where kz is a function of kx and ky as:

kz =

√
ω2

c2
−
(
k2x + k2y

)
(1.13)

Only the positive square root is taken because the energy is in the +z direction. All of

the components of the angular spectrum of the image for which kz is real are transmitted

and re-focused by an ordinary lens. However, if

k2x + k2y >
ω2

c2
, (1.14)

then kz becomes imaginary and the wave is an evanescent wave the amplitude of which

decays as the wave propagates along the z-axis. This results in the loss of the high

angular frequency components of the wave, which contain information about the high

frequency (small scale) feature of the object being imaged. The highest resolution that

can be obtained can be expressed in terms of the wavelength:

kmax ≈
ω

c
=

2π

λ
.∆xmin ≈ λ (1.15)

1.7 Eyes on Super-Resolution

3 We have already introduced the relevant features of imaging in the wave regime such

as diffraction, resolution, and the parameters influencing the quality of the image. In

this section we briefly review some of the approaches and techniques used to achieve

super-resolution. Our list of such approaches and techniques is not complete, and sci-

entific efforts toward super-resolution is much beyond that. In the nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries, when diffraction phenomena were at the peak of optics studies, the

visible range of the spectrum was the only available technique for imaging thus, reso-

lution criteria were established regardfully. However, today we are facing the diverse

3The title is taken from an interview with W. E. Moerner on the topic, which appeared in Nature
Photonics 3, 368 - 369 (2009)
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fields of imaging systems ranging from MRI to electron microscopy. In this review, we

consider only optical or EM imaging. During the past few decades, many new tech-

niques have been invented and theoretical works developed to push imaging resolution

beyond the diffraction limit. Today, the methods used in modern microscopes already

give resolutions better than Abbe’s limit (that is, better than 200 nm in the optical

range); but of course there are some trade-offs and under costly circumstances. Each

of the methods has its own set of advantages and disadvantages, and in most cases

the advantages demand significant compromises. For example, the near field method is

restricted to surface objects and short distances (roughly about 10 nm) due to the col-

lection of evanescent signals from the object. Another example are far-field techniques

like STED and SIM, which do not restrict the user to short scales, but impose a lot of

requirements on the optical properties of the specimen. All methods based on florescent

microscopy need to attach the florescent substances to the specimen. Moreover, from a

fundamental point of view, it is not trivial to assume that any super-resolution method

is actually violating the diffraction limit. For example, in fluorescence microscopy, spa-

tial Fourier components of the fluorescence intensity with a period less than λ/2 cannot

be imaged, even if it is possible to resolve much finer Fourier components in the object

itself. [19, 22].

To categorize different strategies, A. Neice in his review article [23] used the terms “true

subwavelength imaging” and “functional sub-wavelength imaging”. Here, we would like

to adopt his definitions. “True sub-wavelength imaging” means the sub=-wavelength

system should be able to:

“(1) Image an unrestricted variety of images. (2) Use transmitted, reflected, or emitted

radiation. ”

and,

“If arbitrary restrictions must be added to the sub-wavelength system to accurately

reconstruct images, then it would be more accurately described as a functional system.”

Accordingly, Niece suggested the following rules for a true sub-wavelength system [23]:

1. “The image is created based on waves or fields, EM or otherwise, that are produced,

reflected, refracted, absorbed, or otherwise transmitted by the plane being imaged,

and the detection and imaging system is agnostic as to the specific interaction with

the radiation. In particular, it is not reliant on any particular nonlinear optical

effects.

2. The distribution of matter within the imaged plane can be any arbitrary distribu-

tion and still allow imaging.

3. The fields or waves described in rule (1) are the only means of interaction between

the imaging device and the sample. . . .
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Imaging that is otherwise sub-wavelength but violates one of these rules is considered

functional sub-wavelength imaging.”

The majority of super-resolved imaging techniques, according to these conditions, are

functional. These include: MRI, photoactivated localization microscopy, stimulated

emission depletion microscopy, structured illumination microscopy, and reversible sat-

urable optical fluorescence transitions (RESOLFT) microscopy. Also strategies that in-

volve nonlinearities in the behaviour of the fluorescent proteins, such as photo-bleaching

and saturation, violate rule (1) can not fit into the definition of true sub-wavelength

imaging[23].

Therefore, very few imaging techniques can be regarded as true sub-wavelength imaging

according to Niece rules: these includes Pendry-type super-lens (negative refractive index

lens), optical AI (the subject of our research), near–field microscopy, and time-reversal

imaging. This shows the importance of the current thesis.

In early 2000, interest in the topic resurged with the proposal of negative refractive index

lenses by John Pendry [24, 25]. The new wave was about the theoretical possibility of the

perfect imaging rather than only phenomenological achievements. Pendry’s proposal was

based on earlier theoretical papers by Veselago [26], which followed by other interesting

candidates like time-reversal imaging methods [27], polarisation perfect focusing [28],

superoscillation lenses [29], etc. However, theoretical proposals also encounter sort of

limitations or practical barriers. In short, despite the theoretical and practical advances

in true sub-wavelength imaging, the fundamental limit of nature does not wholly go

away, but rather reappears in different expressions. In the philosophy of science, such

a situation is called loophole in the theory. We can practically get better resolution

than diffraction limit but only through loopholes. The main aim of our research is to

study and analyse a proposal for the direct true sub-wavelength imaging with unlimited

resolution and consider possible loopholes. Referring to all methods in nanoscopy needs

a separate document and it is beyond the scope of this thesis, but before going further

we will mention few methods that we already named in this introduction.

1.7.1 Functional Sub-wavelength Imaging

Sub-diffraction imaging methods like STED, SMI, and SIM employed modification of

illuminating stage. The main trick of the strategy is to restrict the illumination only

to the sub-wavelength portion of the specimen. Manipulating the illumination process

alters the classical condition of the diffraction limit and opens a loophole for reaching

resolution of down to a few ten nanometer.

Stimulated emission depletion microscopy (STED), developed by Stefan W. Hell and

Jan Wichmann in 1994, (experimentally demonstrated in 1999) perhaps is the most

sophisticated method. It creates super-resolution images by the selective deactivation of
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fluorophores, minimising the area of illumination at the focal point, and thus enhancing

the achievable resolution for a given system. S. Hell and his colleagues shared the Nobel

Prize in 2014 for STED methods.

Structured illumination microscopy (SIM) enhances the spatial resolution by collecting

information from frequency space outside the observable region. Several shifted frames

of illumination are required to compute the final image from the Fourier transformed

map.

Spatially modulated illumination (SMI) modifies the Point Spread Function (PSF) of an

optical microscope. SMI is a form of SIM in which the structured illumination is used

to increase the precision of distance measurements of fluorescent objects. The result is

resolution down to the molecular dimension of a few ten nanometer.

1.7.2 True Sub-wavelength Imaging

1.7.2.1 Near-field Scanning Optical Microscopy (NSOM)

After Veselago introduced the theory of resolution based on evanescent fields [26], at-

tempts to develop super-resolved technology beyond conventional lenses focused on in-

volving near-field features in the image formation. Many indirect super-resolution mech-

anisms such as near-field scanning microscopy and fluorescent microscopy are developed

based on the capturing of evanescent waves. Most of these methods are strongly limited

to surface objects. A small pin works as a detector and collects near-field emission at

sub-wavelength distances from the specimen.

1.7.2.2 Negative Refractive Index Lenses and Super-Resolution

The first development of a true super-resolving optical imaging lens is credited to Sir

John Pendry a decade ago [24]. Its design was based on Veselago’s original work, which

theoretically predicted the existence of negative refractive index materials. The lens is

called negative refractive index lens or Pendry-type super-lens. The super-lens is a slab of

material with negative values of both permittivity and permeability, (ε = −1, µ = −1),

resulting in a negative index of refraction n = −1. Negative refractive index materials

have many unusual and interesting optical properties which have never been observed

in natural substances. Therefore, it took decades for Veselago’s predictions of material

with a negative index to turn into actual fabricated materials. However, it was Pendry

who recognised that Veselago’s lens have the power of evanescent fields enhancement:

therefore, sub-wavelength imaging is possible due to the reversal of the exponential decay

of evanescent waves.

The mathematical picture of above process can be understood as follows: Transport

of energy in the +z direction requires the z-component of the wave vector to have the

opposite sign:
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Figure 1.4: Negative refractive index lens enhances evanescent waves, resulting in
sub-wavelength resolution (Source: Internet)

k′z = −
√
ω2

c2
−
(
k2x + k2y

)
(1.16)

From Equation 1.16 it is clear that for large angular frequencies, the evanescent wave

grows; so with proper lens thickness, all components of the angular spectrum can be

transmitted through the lens undistorted. It seems that there are no problems with

conservation of energy, as evanescent waves carry none in the direction of growth: the

Poynting vector is oriented perpendicularly to the direction of growth. For travelling

waves inside a perfect lens, the Poynting vector points in a direction opposite to the phase

velocity. Detailed discussions of super-lenses and properties can be found in [23, 30].

Figure 1.5: Physical space seems to run backward inside a negatively-refracting
medium (Credit: Ulf Leonhardt).

However, further studies show that super-lenses are not flawless. When it comes to the

practical and experimental realisation, some serious fundamental restrictions limit the

performance of the super-lens [31–33]. One elegant way to visualise image formation in
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negative refractive index lens is to interpret it in the transformation optics terminology

[34] [35]. In this picture, negative refractive index lens resembles the topology of folded

space. Thus in Figure 1.4 light emitted from the object is propagating through the

Figure 1.6: The top figure shows a suitable coordinate transformation from the phys-
ical x-axis to the x’-axis in vital space; the lower figure illustrates the corresponding
device. The triple value segment on the x-axis corresponds to the focal region of the

lens (Credit: Ulf Leonhardt).

media with positive-negative-positive refractive indices respectively and finally forms the

image outside the lens in the medium with positive refractive index. According to [34]

the geometrical picture of such a positive-negative-positive index medium corresponds

to empty but folded space . Perfect imaging, which in this case means identical image

and object, is a result of the fact that the field becomes multi-valued in folded space

(Figure 1.6). If we accept the geometrical picture of folded space,Figure 1.5, for super-

lens image formation, then, as Leonhardt and Philbin [34] showed, imaging power of

super-lens in the broadband of frequencies might no longer be physical. As shown in
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[35], analysing a flash of radiation propagating in the folded space, reveals restrictions on

materials with negative ε and µ. In particular, it must be impossible for any medium to

have ε = µ = −1 for a narrow wave packet of radiation, and this restriction arises from

the requirement that sources radiate forward in time with signal speed equal to c. This

is indeed what a detailed analysis of electromagnetism in media shows [33]. It is only

possible for material to have negative ε and µ for a very narrow range of frequencies,

whereas a flash of radiation necessarily contains a very broad range of frequencies and ε

and µ will be positive for much of that range. The perfect lens will in reality only operate

for approximately monochromatic waves at a frequency where ε and µ are negative.

Moreover, the same considerations lead to a conclusion that is not apparent from the

transformation picture: negative ε and µ are unavoidably accompanied by significant

absorption of the radiation by the material and this will degrade the image formation

of the perfect lens [33, 35].

1.7.2.3 Perfect Focusing and Time Reversal Imaging

Three phenomena in physics schematically resemble each other: first, focusing of light

beams into a spot smaller than a half wavelength; second localizing a quantum particle

in a region smaller than its de Broglie wavelength; and third, imaging features smaller

than a half wavelength through an optical device. Despite the scale differences, there

seems to be a common resemble behind three: their intrinsic wave behaviour. Therefore,

it is interesting to search for possible relations: for example, if better light focusing has

a significant influence on changing the resolution limits. Obviously, though, the relation

between sub-wavelength imaging and perfect focusing is quite subtle. Much work have

been done to check if perfect focusing is possible in the wave regime[36, 37].

Let’s consider an extreme case, an atom emitting radiation in R3. Due to the time

reversal symmetry of Maxwell’s equations, we can change the direction of time t→ −t.
The question is if the emitted wave focuses back into the delta function or performs

a finite extension. A time-reversed wave back-propagates and refocused exactly at its

initial source. However, because of diffraction, even if the source is a perfect point,

the time-reversed wave refocuses on a spot at least half a wavelength size. By using a

time-reversal interpretation of this limit, De Rosney and Fink showed that the latter can

be overcome if the source is replaced by its time-reversed image [27]. There are other

methods based on time-reversal imaging which result in a super-resolution imaging. For

further information see [27, 36].
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1.8 Does Super-Resolved Imaging techniques Breaks The

Diffraction Limit?

Does super-resolved imaging techniques break the diffraction limit? From the content of

this chapter chapter, very probably the answer is not. The functional super-resolution

techniques provide resolution extremely better than the conventional devices limits but

only through the loopholes, so they do not break the “diffraction limit”. The true

super-resolution devices on the other hand facing some practical barriers to overcome

the limit. Explaining any individual case and arguing whether each method failed is

far from the purpose of this thesis, we refer the interested reader, for example to [21,

22, 102]. However, the goal of this section is to raise the point that arguing over the

violation of diffraction limit needs a rigorous definition of the “ diffraction limit”. That

is unavoidable unfortunate not to have a solid definition of a problem which takes the

ample efforts of scholars to solve it. Among others, these two definitions might be the

most accepted or as Maznev and Wright say “...defined in a reasonable way.”

Definition 1.4. “The period of the largest in-plane spatial Fourier component of the

intensity profile at the image plane cannot be less than λ/2, where λ is the wavelength

in the medium (or effective medium for a metamaterial).

Definition 1.5. More than 50% of the total energy cannot be focused into a spot smaller

than λ/2 in diameter.”[22].

where λ is the wavelength in the medium. Nevertheless, the equivalence of these two def-

initions never proved or argued in the literature. Accordingly, diffraction limit remains

unbroken. Another ambiguity that seems never argued in the community is the relation

between the perfect imaging in wave regime and diffraction limit. This diversity in the

definitions is due to the heterogeneity of the properties of the systems under study. Any

definition of diffraction limit tailored to describe the limitations of a particular system.

For example, the near–field microscopy providing super-resolution based on the higher

Fourier component of the source field and does not rely on the focusing feature. While

the far–field time reversal, and far–field perfect focusing methods, hardly explain any

mechanism to describe why the lack of evanescent component might lead to spreading

the focusing light spot.
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Theoretical Background and

Methods

2.1 The Scattering Problem and the Fermat Principle

Before going further to tackle the problem of diffraction limit we briefly introduce some

theoretical background which is in the heart of methods we are using. Inverse prob-

lem, Fermat principle, and optico-mechanical analogy are theoretical bases behind the

Maxwell Fisheye problem.

2.1.1 General Introduction to the Inverse Scattering Problem

Inverse scattering problems have a central role in shaping our perception of the surround-

ing world. The simplest example is the human brain’s ability to analyse the photons

which scattered from the environment. Brain reconstruct the objects from the datas of

the scattered photons. Most scientific observations are outcomes of inverse scattering

analysis of detected parameters.Transformation optics which is a method used in this

research is a form of inverse scattering problem, therefore in this chapter we briefly

review the basic concepts in direct and inverse scattering theory.

In general, the scattering theory is the study of the long-time behaviour of a solution

of evolution equations. Although it is quite common to apply the time-independent

formulation of scattering by the Fourier transformation to momentum space, the relation

between Fourier transformed problem and the actual experiments evolving in time is not

always straightforward.

Any scattering problem includes the incident and scattered fields Fi and Fs evolving

in space. Space can be a Euclidian geometry RN/D or a general Riemannian manifold

RN/D. An incident field Fi scatters off the target D to produce Fs :

Fi → Fs (2.1)

23
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In fact, direct detection of Fs is practically impossible and can only be achieved by

subtracting the initial field from experimental results. In time-independent formulation,

or for a stationary state, the experimental results F would be given by:

F = Fi + Fs (2.2)

The direct scattering problem is to find the scattered field Fs based on information

about the scatterer in the closed bounded D, with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary con-

ditions on ∂D. Mathematical formulation of the problem starts by finding the solution

of the appropriate Helmholtz equation governing the total field in the region RN/D.

As we will see in further chapters, finding the proper Helmholtz equation for non-trivial

geometries, is an elaborate task. But for wave propagation in flat Euclidian space we

simply have:

∆F + k2F = 0 in RN/D and F = 0 on ∂D (2.3)

Both parts of the field need to satisfy the equation while the following asymptotic con-

dition is posed on the scattered field only:

∂Fs
∂r
− ıkFs = O(r−(N−1)/2), r →∞. (2.4)

Hence, the family of solutions should be of the following form:

F(r, k) = O(r(N−1)/2)eıkx + (r−(N−1)/2)eıkrA(r, k). (2.5)

A(r, k) denotes the scattering amplitude and is the primary goal in a direct problem.

The above solution can be written in the familiar form:

F(r, k) = (r(N−1)/2)eıkxa(r) + (r(N−1)/2)e−ıkrb(r). (2.6)

The coefficients of solutions a(r) and b(r) are apparently not independent. The map

which connects the coefficients is a unitary operator called the scattering matrix or the

S-matrix and is denoted by S(k). It includes all the information about the scattering

process:

b(r) = S(k)a(r). (2.7)

The mathematical characteristic of the S-matrix manifests the physical nature of phe-

nomena. For example, the poles of the S-matrix resemble the resonance points of the

system or determine its causality and stability.

The inverse scattering problem, on the other hand, is solved by reconstructing the
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properties of the scatterer localised in D based on outgoing data from the scattered

field or S-matrix. Again for wave propagation in flat Euclidian space RN with spherical

symmetry, the asymptotic behaviour of the scattered field is given by:

Fs(r) =
eıkr

r(N−1)/2
F(∞) +O(r−(N−1)/2), r →∞. (2.8)

However, the inverse problem, unlike direct scattering, is not always a well-posed prob-

lem. Precisely speaking, the existence, uniqueness, and stability of solutions are not

guaranteed. Therefore, finding novel methods to solve inverse problems for elaborate

systems is the subject of intensive research in physics and mathematics. In the following

we will see that newly developed technique called transformation optics actually can be

used as the inverse scattering method to design the optical instruments with unusual

properties, especially when the geometry is not trivial. For this, we need, to begin with,

the Fermat principle and see how an optical inverse problem can be formulated and

solved by Fermat’s fundamental law of nature.

2.1.2 The Fermat Principle

In classical and quantum mechanics the “ principle of least action,” or “principle of

stationary action” is considered as the most fundamental law of nature. In fact, this

law was inspired by the prior version, called after Pierre de Fermat; ”Principle of least

time”, describing the propagation of light in a medium.

Light travels between two points P1 and P2 in a way that minimises the duration of

travel T :

T =

∫ P2

P1

dt (2.9)

The principle of least time results in the concept of optical length in (spatial) 3-dimension:

S = c

∫ P2

P1

dt =

∫ P2

P1

c

v

ds

dt
dt =

∫ P2

P1

nds, (2.10)

where n is interpreted as the response of space to the propagation of electromagnetic

perturbations and s is the length parameter. In geometrical optics, light rays are tra-

jectories orthogonal to the wave front which defines as the surface of constant phases

S(x, y, z) = Const . Along a particular ray of light, the relation between the point r

and the length parameter s is:

n
dr

ds
= grad S, (2.11)
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where n is the response of space to the propagation of light. Differentiation with respects

to s gives:

d

ds

ndr

ds

 = grad n. (2.12)

when n is constant we have:

d2r

ds2
= 0 (2.13)

And the light path is a straight line. Light travels along the straight lines when space

is homogenous. The homogeneity of space (or space-time) results in straight paths of

light rays. Therefore, it is natural to expect that any non-homogeneity in space will

deviate the light from a straight-line trajectory. An example is the optical illusion of

mirage, which is the result of the non-homogeneity of air density. Another example is

when light is bending in an inhomogeneous gravitational field due to the inhomogeneity

of space-time [35]. However, in reality, both of above phenomenon follow the same

principle:

d

ds

ndr

ds

 = grad n 6= 0. (2.14)

Therefore, it is possible to apply the same mathematical structure for describing both

phenomenon. In the next part we will associate a metic to a medium to describe the

behaviour of light when it is passing through.

2.1.3 Metrical Structure of the Medium and the Fermat Principle;

Flat Space-Time

To find the metrical structure for the medium, let us consider a flat space-time with the

metric:

ds2 = c2dt2 − d`2, (2.15)

where d` is the spatial distance element of the Euclidian space

d`2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2. (2.16)

According to special relativity, a light path in the vacuum is defined by the causal

relation:

ds2 = 0. (2.17)
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Consequently:

c2dt2 = d`2. (2.18)

Here c dt is the infinitesimal spatial distance that light travels with a speed of c in the

vacuum in the time interval dt.

The second axiom of special relativity says in an inertial framework, clocks and rulers

(devices for measuring time and space) are correlated with each other such that for

any frame in which dt is measured would have proper measuring results for the spatial

counterpart d`2 to assure that causality ds2 = 0 remained invariant. Now assume a

finite region of space which is filled with some medium:

µ 6= µ0,

ε 6= ε0,

(2.19)

Inside the medium, where the speed of light reduces to v < c, an infinitesimal spatial

distance element along the light ray is defined by dl. However, if we accept the causal

relation, then 2.17, is invariant inside the medium, so we require:

c dt = c dt× 1 = c dt×
1

v

dl

dt
=
c

v
dl (2.20)

the above expression can be written as:

ds2 = c2dt2 − n2dl2 = 0 (2.21)

Comparing equations 2.20 and 2.21 shows that substituting medium with vacuum does

not effect ds2 = 0. But, rather save the causal relation, the apparent form of spatial

distance elements should chance

d` −→ dl (2.22)

To preserve the causal relation, the apparent spatial paths inside the medium is changing

to dl.

The Equation 2.20 is only valid if the observer who do the measurement in the vacuum

(d`) and the medium (dl), stays in a single inertial frame.

The change of trajectories is strongly framework dependent when the temporal mea-

surement of a phenomena is firmly constant, while the spacial measurement of the same

phenomena is varying in a finite region of space due to the influence of medium. This

is a situation that normally happens in the low speed u << c labs or daily experiences

on earth. However, it is not easy to analytically determines dl. For some particular
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coordinate system the relation:

dl2 =
1

n2
d`2 (2.23)

would determine the geometry of light inside the medium, but that is not a general state-

ment. Modern version Fermat principle implies that the propagation of light between

two points A and B is always determined by minimal time:

T =

∫ B

A
dt, (2.24)

or, equivalently, that the optical path has to be an extremum (usually a minimum):

S = c T =

∫ B

A
c dt =

∫ B

A
c dt× 1 =

∫ B

A
c dt× 1

v

dl

dt
=

∫ B

A
n dl (2.25)

S = cT is the “optical path” which is:

The distance which light would cover in a vacuum during the time it takes the light to

travel from one point in space (medium) to the other [26].

We can read the relation 2.25 in a different way:

S = c T =

∫ B

A
c dt =

∫ B

A
c dt× 1 =

∫ B

A
c dt× 1

v

dl

dt
=

∫ B

A
v ndt, (2.26)

thus defining a new time τ as:

ndt = dτ. (2.27)

we end in the equality:

∫ B

A
c dt =

∫ B

A
v dτ. (2.28)

This can be interpreted as a specific time delay inside a medium: the speed of light

reduces inside the medium while the measure of time for light changes. The light would

not ‘recognise’ the change of speed as the time scale is changed to cover that. However,

this time delation is different from the relativistic time delation which is a result of a

Lorentz transform of the observer’s reference frame. Here the observer is at rest relative

to the observed system.

In conclusion:

Clocks not only work at different rates when they move with high speeds or are close to

the black holes: they work differently when they are immersed in water.

Applying the causal relation 2.17 to the interval A to B in the medium, we obtain:
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In the vacuum : c2dt2 − d`2 = 0

In the medium :


c2dt2 − n2dl2 = 0 or

v2dτ2 − n2dl2 = 0 or

v2dt2 − dl2 = 0

(2.29)

2.2 Optico-Mechanical Analogy

The kinematical analogy that holds locally between a point massive object in a grav-

itation field and a point massive objects under the corresponding non-gravity force is

known as the strong equivalent principle.

This analogy is the fundamental de facto in classical physics that leads to the formulation

of a geometrical theory of gravity by Albert Einstein 1.

On the other hand, there is another possible analogy between a gravitational potential

and an optical system.

For many of space-time metrics of interest, as the propagation of light is concerned, one

can substitute the gravitational fields by a particular profile of optical refractive index.

2 If this later analogy is a consequence of the equivalence principle or an independent

one, is a matter of profound theoretical physics question and maybe out of the context

of this theses. We call the later analogy optical-mechanical analogy. The terminology

is coming from the more general situation. The analogy between the refractive index

profile and force field is going beyond gravity and space-time metric. The analogy is

valid, in principle, for any potential field. For example, one can find the equivalent

refractive index profile for a Coulomb potential or the Kepler potential or even Yukawa

potential.

There is two independent method to consider the optical-mechanical analogy, first in the

framework of general relativity for the propagation of light, and the second consider it in

the non-relativistic context for an object in a potential field. Calculating the properties

of the optical medium with the equivalent refractive index for a particular potential is

an inverse problem. Therefore, finding a solution for a particular potential is strongly

bonded to our mathematical possibility for solving an inverse problem. If we like to

work in the general relativistic picture, for a particular potential we might be able to

correspond a particular geometry to a particular potential. Then we can speak of the

1General relativity is a geometrical theory of space-time. By geometrical, we mean interpreting
gravity as geometry instead of force, or in more rigorous words, the covariant formulation of the theory
which it is a direct consequence of equivalent principle

2The question whether other massless or massive fields rather than electromagnetic fields are following
optical-mechanical analogy or not is another issue that needs further investigation that is out of scope
of this thesis.
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Figure 2.1: Curved lines in curved space-times, would act as straight lines in our
would. They are geodesics of light paths, but observation of those residents in the
non-Euclidean world would be a little bit different. This picture shows Hebe, Greek

goddess of youth, looking at herself in curved space. (Credit: Aaron Danner [35])

geometry of light. The only restriction is then just for very particular metrics with the

symmetrical character one can find known geometric features and solvable equivalent

refractive index. In general cases, a potential (both in GR or non-GR picture) might

correspond to an inhomogeneous anisotropic optical medium. For simplicity, here we

first analysis the optical-mechanical analogy for cases with isotropic symmetry. We

would see the analogy in both metric examples and non-relativistic potential examples.

2.3 Brief Introduction to Transformation Optics

In the mid-seventies, Plebanski formulated the analogy between the empty curved space-

time and the magneto-electric media [38]. But, just in the recent years [34, 35, 43] the

complete analysis, in term of transformation optics, reveals the essential conditions and

fundamental restrictions for such an analogy in practice.

The underlying principle of such a geometrical analogy is the conformal invariance of

electromagnetic fields which allows a diffeomorphism between an arbitrary curved vac-

uum (called virtual space-time or electromagnetic space) and the designed medium that

serves as the real space-time. One of the crucial conditions which allow this analogy

is the impedance-matched feature of the medium. An impedance-matched material is

a magneto-electric medium that satisfies the condition: µ = ε. The term ”impedance-

match” refers to impedance invariant property of the medium z =
√
ε/µ =

√
ε0/µ0

compare to vacuum. An impedance-matched medium resembles some of the electro-

magnetic responses of the vacuum. However, as the impedance-matched anisotropic
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materials are very rare in nature, applying this analogy had been restricted to some

theoretical studying.

“Transformation Optics” as a new branch of applied optics, was introduced to the com-

munity [34, 35, 39–41]. While, due to its concrete practicality, attracts the attentions

and developed into a multidisciplinary research field of theoretical and numerical physics

and engineering. Coincidentally, technological developments in artificially structuring

materials namely metamaterial science demanded the solid theoretical framework for

the systematic design and innovations.

Transformation optics provides theoretical means to exploit new emerging technology to

control electric and magnetic fields [40]. These developments were opening new possi-

bilities to apply the science of classical electrodynamics in the larger domain. Moreover,

these sort of techniques can be used to solve a particular family of inverse scattering

problems in electrodynamic systems.

John Pendry and Ulf Leonhardt among the pioneers widely established transformation

optics as an independent field includes methods of geometry to manipulate electromag-

netic files in innovative ways. The field introduced with dramatic illustrations such as

optical Invisibility devices [40, 41], perfect imaging lenses [16, 24] and optical analogue

of event horizon [35, 42]. In the following, we will briefly review both approaches of

Leonhardt and Pendry and their subtle distinction.

2.3.1 Conventional Formulation

Transformation optics, as a computational technique, developed by Ward and Pendry

in 1996 while working on computing wave fields in photonics crystals [39]. Photonics

crystals are some dielectric structures with periodical permeability and permittivity.

Interesting fact about Photonics crystals is that they response to photons the same way

as semiconductors behave in the presence of electrons. This resemblance is due to the

analogy between Schrödinger equation in semiconductors with Helmholtz equation for

the field in photonics crystals. More accurately, a periodic refractive index in Helmholtz

equation is an analogue to periodic electrical potential in Schrödinger equation. This

analogy between the electromagnetic property of dielectrics with the mechanical motion

of particles in a potential was an old well-known fact dated back to Newton’s time.

However, using this resemblance and accordingly developing a new technique was an

elegant way to ease the computation of Maxwell’s equations in an inhomogeneous region

of space which both µ and ε are sharply changing over the space. Sharp changes in µ

and ε over space corresponds to continuously rescaling some parameters like wavelength,

thus, resulting in the severe difficulties in computing the Fourier decomposition of wave

field over the non-uniform mesh of coordinates. In Ward-Pendry method this problem

reduces to two step:
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1) Solving Maxwell’s equations over the uniform mesh of coordinate.

2) By proper coordinate transformation locally transform the solution/equation from

uniform to non-uniform coordinate mesh.

Coordinate invariance of electromagnetic theory would guarantee the identity of the

form of Maxwell’s equations.

∇×
−→
E = −jω[ε]

−→
H

∇×
−→
H = jω[µ]

−→
E
⇒ Coordinate Transform

∇′ ×
−→
E′ = −jω[ε′]

−→
H ′

∇′ ×
−→
H ′ = jω[µ′]

−→
E′

(2.30)

The consequence of coordinate transform appears as a new dispersion relation. The

coordinate transformation would be completely absorbed into the materials property so

if now look at the field from primary coordinate we may see the different medium.

∇′ ×
−→
E′ = −jω[ε′]

−→
H ′

∇′ ×
−→
H ′ = jω[µ′]

−→
E′

⇒ Pull Back

∇×
−→
E = −jω[ε′′]

−→
H

∇×
−→
H = jω[µ′′]

−→
E

(2.31)

Then the computation process will reduce to solving one set of the Maxwell equation on

the appropriate uniform mesh of coordinate which locally changing the refractive index

respectively.

We can use this strategy for the different set of problems. Designing media in which we

can control the flow of Electromagnetic fields.

Assume a desirable pattern for the EM field, chose a manifold with a similar topology but

confined either to free space or a simple configuration of permittivity and permeability

then continuously reshape the coordinate mesh to reach your assumed field pattern.

In vast useful cases such continuous field pattern reshaping might be described by a

coordinate transformation like the following:

−→r (x, y, z) ⇒
−→
r′ (x′, y′, z′) (2.32)

If we began from Cartesian coordinate in free space, then we are sure that always a

coordinate transformation exists for any elastic reshaping of the system.

Functions and operators transform between the coordinates by aid of Jacobian tensor:

[Λ] = (∇−→r ′)T =


∂x′

∂x
∂x′

∂y
∂x′

∂z

∂y′

∂x
∂y′

∂y
∂z′

∂z

∂z′

∂x
∂z′

∂y
∂z′

∂z

 (2.33)

We can Maxwell’s equations in the new coordinate system, knowing that how vectors

and operators may change under coordinate transformations. Vectors are transforming

by the Jacobian tensor as the follwing:

−→
E′(
−→
r′ ) = ([Λ]T )−1

−→
E (−→r ) (2.34)
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−→
E (−→r ) = ([Λ]T )

−→
E′(
−→
r′ ) (2.35)

And material’s property tensors as transform as:

[µ′] =
([Λ])µ([Λ]T )

det[Λ]
[ε′] =

([Λ])ε([Λ]T )

det[Λ]
(2.36)

These new values of permittivity and permeability are the ones we need to give to our

designed materials if we want the fields to take up the desired paths.

2.3.2 Geometrical Formula; Special Transformation

Described method of transformation optics as came in the previous subsection, is mainly

applicable when the final desired pattern of EM fields, in the medium, is an elastic local

distortion from the free space geodesics. The advantage of this method is the simplicity

of the algorithm. However, from the theoretical point of view, there is a significant

subtlety in the mathematical structure of transformation optics, beyond the calculational

purposes. Leonhardt-Philbin’s reformulation of transformation optics [34, 35] represents

this mathematical beauty and technically brought the realm of general relativity into the

field of applied optics and vice versa. In this perspective grids of coordinate are not only

chosen the network of mesh to simplifies the calculations but rather geodesics of space

or space-time which reflect the geometry of the physical region of space. Accordingly,

transformation takes place between metrics of different spaces. This formula is more

potent when one is interested in manipulating the light in the global geometry rather

than local distortions or when the metric of desired space is in hand. A good example

is confining the light to propagate in a particular non-Euclidian geometry, or gravity

analogy studies [43, 44].

Real space or physical space is the vacuum space of observer. It might be a flat space,

as we are on the earth, or a curved vacuum if the lab located near a large celestial mass.

In each case, we need to choose a proper coordinate fit to our particular problem.

Maxwell’s equations connect the electric fields with corresponding magnetic fields through

the curl operator ∇× operator and imply the relation between those fields with the
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sources (charges and currents) by the divergence operator ∇·.

∇ · E =
ρ

ε0
GAUSS’S LAW (2.37a)

∇× B =
1

C 2

∂E

∂t
+ µ0j AMPERE’S LAW (2.37b)

∇× E = −∂B
∂t

WITH MAXWELL’S DISPLACEMENT CURRENT (2.37c)

∇ ·B = 0 ABSENCE OF MAGNETIC MONOPOLE (2.37d)

Mathematical operators of curl and divergence have the general forms in arbitrary curvi-

linear coordinates. Therefore, covariant Maxwell equations in an arbitrary curvilinear

vacuum would turn to:

1
√
g

(
√
gEi),i =

ρ

ε0
(2.38a)

εijkEk,j = −∂B
∂t

(2.38b)

εijkBk,j =
1

c2
∂Ei

∂t
+ µ0j

i (2.38c)

1
√
g

(
√
gBi),i = 0. (2.38d)

(2.38e)

From differential geometry, we know that the relation between covariant and contravari-

ant tensors (tangential and congenital spaces), expresses the geometry of the underlying

manifold in the form of the metric tensor g = gij .

For any arbitrary vector/tensor Ai the relation between covariant and controvariant

elements is:

Ai = gijA
j and Ai = gijAj (2.39)
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By the contravariant components into covariant ones then we can see that the Maxwell

equations possess a remarkable property [45]

(
√
ggijEi),i =

√
gρ

ε0
(2.40a)

[ijk]Ek,j = −
∂(±√ggijBj)

∂t
(2.40b)

[ijk]Bk,j =
1

c2
∂(±√ggijEj)

∂t
+
√
gji (2.40c)

(
√
ggijBj),i = 0 (2.40d)

If one observe/interpret the field equations in right-handed Cartesian coordinates, in-

stead of arbitrary curveilinier ones, then might read some of the terms as below:

% =
√
gρ , J i =

√
gji (2.41a)

ε0ε
ijEj = Di, µ0µ

ijHj = Bi (2.41b)

εij = µij = ±√ggij (2.41c)

They looks like ordinary macroscopic Maxwell’s equation for electromagnetic waves in

dielectric media:

Di
,i = % or ∇ ·D = % (2.42a)

Bi
,i = 0 or ∇ ·B = 0 (2.42b)

[ijk]Ek,j = −∂B
∂t

or ∇× E = −∂B
∂t

(2.42c)

[ijk]Hk,j = −∂D
∂t

+ J i or ∇× E = −∂D
∂t

+ J (2.42d)

However, the above derivation was carried out under the particular assumption that,

ε = µ. Such materials are called impedance-matched media.

In electrical engineering, the ratio of
√

µ
ε known as impedance, and it usually denotes

by Z; Constant values of Z implies some geometrical features of the material. For

impedance-matched media Z is clearly equal to unity Z = 1 as in the free vacuum. Con-

stant values for Z in an anisotropic material give rise to nontrivial (effective) geometries.

Impedance-matched materials preserve some geometrical properties of vacuum.

εij = µij = ±√ggij Therefore

√
µ

ε
= 1 (2.43)

This geometry is described below:
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gij =
εij

detε
(2.44)

Or in matrix notation:

g = (detε)ε−1 (2.45)

We, therefore, obtain the particular category of materials which induce geometry to the

electromagnetic fields. In some sense, a dielectric material is behaving in a way that is

similar to the gravitational properties of matter.

In the other word, geometry appears as a refractive index profile for the material, which

is given by:

n2 = (detε)ε−1 = g (2.46)

The induced effective geometry of the medium, topologically, can be curved or flat. In

3-dimension, non-zero Ricci tensor, Rij , implies the intrinsic curvature. On the other

hand, zero value for Ricci tensors Rij = 0 denotes the intrinsic flatness. However, it

does not refute the local curvature in the metric or accordingly in the derived geodesics

for light in the medium.

The later case, Rij = 0 has an interesting property: there exists a coordinate transfor-

mation that turns the Maxwell equations from arbitrary coordinates into those of flat

space, with a right-handed Cartesian system. So the electromagnetic fields in real space

appear as coordinate-transformed fields from flat, empty space. Such media are called

transformation media. These have been used in a variety of promising applications,

including perfect lenses and invisibility devices.



Chapter 3

The Maxwell Fisheye Medium

3.1 The Maxwell Fisheye Medium

Imagine an optical point source, located at point P in R3, is emitting the light rays

into space. The infinite number of rays diverge from point P to the infinity. In the

primary education, we had learned that light rays are travelling on the straight lines. In

the terminology of differential geometry, each ray of light is a geodesy of the Euclidian

manifold R3. As R3 is an unbounded geometrical space, it is possible to proof 1 that

there is no point like P ′, in the entire R3, that all the light rays/geodesics initiated from

P0 converge into that.

In the simple words, this statement says a conventional single aperture or slit like those

tackled by the Rayleigh’s resolution formula is not able to collect all of the rays emitted

from a point source. Even an infinitely large aperture, ideally, would receive only half

of the rays emitted from a single source. The ray collection factor is a parameter that

appears in the Abbe limit as the optical power of the device. This restriction is known

as one of the underlying reason for limited resolution of an optical device which it

demonstrates self as the finite value of the aperture number.

However, if light, instead of straight paths goes along the closed elliptical orbits, as in

the AI, the rays that emit from a point can converge again into another point 2.

Based on the theory of General Relativity, we know in a curved space-time, i.e. in

a strong gravitational field, the light will travel in the closed orbits. In the previous

chapter, we have seen that, in theory, for any mechanical potential there is an optical

analogue. A consequence of Snell laws that light can go through a transparent medium

on the non-straight lines. Whether any particularly designed lens (later called Fisheye)

can gather the entire rays, initiated from a point source, or not was a subject of paper

that the young J. C. Maxwell addressed in 1854.

1 Based on an axiom which states that straight lines cross once or never in the Euclidian spaces.
2A mathematical theorem called ”Singularity Theorem” in differential equation proves it

37
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The properties of the Maxwell Fisheye are described in one of a number of set problems

or puzzles in the 1853 Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal.The challenge is to

find the refractive index as a function of radius, given that a ray describes a circular

path, and further to prove the focusing properties of the lens. The solution is given in

the 1854 edition of the same journal.

Problem: [Assume] a transparent medium is such that the path of a ray of light within

it is a given circle, the index of refraction being a function of the distance from a given

point in the plane of the circle. Find the form of this function and show that for light

of the same refrangibility:

1. The path of every ray within the medium is a circle,

2. All the rays proceeding from any point in the medium will meet accurately in

another point.

3. If rays diverge from a point without the medium and enter it through a spher-

ical the surface having that point for its centre, they will be made to converge

accurately to a point within the medium.

This problem was the puzzle that J. C. Maxwell addressed in his paper [46]. To solve

the challenge he used trigonometry and Newtonian mechanics to proved two following

Lemmas:

Lemma 3.1. Let a transparent medium be so constituted, that the refractive index is the

same at the same distance from a fixed point, then the path of any ray of light within the

medium will be in one plane, and the perpendicular from the fixed point on the tangent to

the path of the ray at any point will vary inversely as the refractive index of the medium

at that point.

Lemma 3.2. If from any fixed point in the plane of a circle, a perpendicular is drawn

to the tangent at any point on the circumference, and then the rectangle contained by

this perpendicular. moreover, the diameter of the circle is equal to the square of the line

joining the point of contact with the fixed point, together with the rectangle contained by

the segments of any chord through the fixed point.

Through these two lemmas, J. C. Maxwell calculates the refractive index profile of the

supposed medium as:

n(r) =
2n0

1 + ( r
a0

)2
. (3.1)

He adds “the existence of the medium was suggested by the contemplation of the struc-

ture of the crystalline lens in fish”... [46]. Therefore, the lens called after him Maxwell

Fisheye or as we call it Maxwell Fisheye Medium (MFE). In the formula, r is the dis-

tance from the centre of the lens and n(r) is the refractive index, while n0 denotes the
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refractive index of the environment that the lens is embedded, which usually would be

the air. Therefore n0 = 1. Constant a0 is the characteristic scale which is used to

renormalize the units in term of wavelength. In practice, the characteristic scale will

be the radius of the lens. The advantage of the MFE is the ability to collect, the total

rays from an emitting source and recombine them in-phase at another point of the lens.

However, the MFE suffers from an impractical fact: as the formula shows the lens covers

the entire space, i.e., r can reach the infinity.

3.2 Geometrical Properties of the Maxwell Fisheye

Almost a century later in 1964, in his book, “Mathematical Theory of Optics”, R. K.

Luneburg gave an illustrative description of the Maxwell Fisheye medium[47]. According

to Luneburg, Maxwell Fisheye medium can be interpreted as a conformal map of a sphere

Sn into the Rn.

In the Luneburg picture, the MFE is demonstrated as light rays propagating on the

surface of the n-sphere along the geodesics, namely, the great circles. Consider a bundle

of light rays emitted at one point. All the great circles crossing at this point must

meet again at the antipodal point on the sphere, see figure 1(B). This interpretation

brings up significant advantages. Instead of working with the inhomogeneous medium

we can work with spherical geometry and vice versa. So, we can refer to MFE as an

inhomogeneous optical medium in Rn or equally surface of a n-sphere where, in practice,

n can be n = 1, 2, 3.

The stereographic projection maps any circle on the sphere to circles on the plane.

Consequently, in an optical implementation of the stereographic projection, in MFE, all

light rays are circles and all rays from one point meet at the projection of the antipodal

point, creating a perfect image.

A characteristic feature of the stereographic map between the sphere and the plane is

that straight lines in the Euclidean plane correspond to great circles on the sphere,

therefore, if one can constrain the light to travel in the two-dimensional world of the

sphere, then they will propagate on the great circles. Moreover, what is here remarkable

for us is that those circles on the sphere which do not pass through the point of projection

are projected to circles on the plane and circles on the sphere that does pass through the

point of projection are mapped to straight lines on the plane. These lines are sometimes

thought of as circles through the point at infinity, or circles of infinite radius.Therefor,

stereographic map preserves the circle.

The stereographic projection is a conformal map, i.e.; it preserves the angles through

the transformation. The Luneburg interpretation of MFE is held because the electro-

magnetic theory is conformal invariant.
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Figure 3.1: A light ray emitted from a point source propagates along the geodesics
of the sphere and converge back at the antipodal point.

Figure 3.2: Circles on the sphere which do not pass through the point of projection
are projected to circles on the plane

3.3 Inverse Scattering Problem and Spherically Symmet-

ric AI

In Chapter 2 we have seen that optico-mechanical analogy state a formal equivalence

between the trajectory of a mechanical particle moving in a force field and paths of light

rays in an inhomogeneous medium [35, 48]. As a problem to solve, one can think of find-

ing the optical analogous of a particular mechanical system: for example, celestial force.

This is the strategy that brought the young Maxwell to the idea of Fisheye medium;

A lens with the maximum focusing power [49]. MFE is a geodesic lens, guiding waves

over the geodesics of the medium which is generated by the gradient refractive index

profile. MFE is an optical Absolute Instrument (AI) (see Chapter 1). By definition, AI

is any optical imaging device that performs a sharp, strong image in the geometrical

optics regime. The key feature that makes an instrument absolute is perfectly focusing

capability. The Maxwell Fisheye is the archetype of the AI, and a very remarkable one,
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in the term that it is an optical AI of the first kind. That means MFE makes a strong,

stigmatic, full image of a point source located anywhere inside the medium.

MFE is a member of a larger family of optical Al: the family of lenses with isotropic

spherically symmetric refractive index profiles n(r) = n(r). This family is an optical

analogous of a particular mechanical system: central force or mechanical focusing po-

tential. In both case the is radial symmetry in the system. The radial symmetry of the

focusing potential allows the MFE to be an aberration-free device, because it collects the

light rays entirely and focuses them perfectly, along with the equal length trajectories.

Designing perfect lenses with radial symmetry is an inverse scattering problem. This

problem was probably solved first by Luneburg in his lectures on optics at Brown Uni-

versity in 1944. In 1953, Firsov independently developed the same procedure for the

equivalent problem in classical mechanics. With the inverse formula and given parame-

ters one can derive the optical medium as a counterpart of potential field [48]. We derive

the refractive index profile of the MFE using the Luneburg-Firsov inverse scattering for-

mula.

The trajectory of a particle which scattered from a central potential can be calculated

by a pair of parameters, which can be either; the velocity at infinity and the impact

parameter b, or the total energy and the angular momentum.

The deflection angle (the angle of which the particle is scattered from its initial direction)

can be a function of each pair of parameters. Given the deflection angle κ and particular

values of this parameter we can determine the potential U(r). Here, we assume to

have particles with different energies, and, therefore, the different velocities. They are

scattering from an arbitrary central force U(r). According to Luneburg-Firsov inversion

algorithm, we can calculate the potential U(r) only knowing the angle of deflection κ
for a particular particle a, which has the total energy Ea = E(b). Energy is a function of

the impact parameter b. In Firsov’s original formula, another quantity appears, which

is a function of potential:

n(r) =

√√√√
1−

U(r)

Ea
=

v(r)

v(∞)
(3.2)

where, the v(r) is the velocity of the particle at the given point r, and the v(∞) is

an asymptotic velocity of the particle at infinity. If one Interpret the function n(r),

in Equation 3.2, as an optical refractive index, there would be an analogy between a

mechanical scattering with an optical system.

Equation 3.3 shows the complete form of Luneberg-Firsov equation. Here, n(r), refrac-

tive index, can be written in terms of angle of deflection κ and the impact parameter b

(Figure 3.3).
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n(ρ) = exp[
1

π

∫ ∞
ρ

κ(b)db

[b2 − ρ2]1/2
]. (3.3)

where

ρ = rn(r) (3.4)

and

κ = sinα1 − sinα2 (3.5)

Figure 3.3: Scattering from a central force field

The turning parameter ρ is the impact parameter b for which the trajectory has a

radial turning point at r. The reconstruction formula 3.3 is implicit because n is not

directly expressed as a function of the radius but rather expressed in terms of the turning

parameter. Not all scattering data are physically allowed because the function n(r)

might be multi-valued (it may have several values of n for the same radius r ). If n(r) is

single-valued, Firsov inversion formulae, 3.3 and 3.4 establish a refractive-index profile

that implements the scattering data κ(b). To guarantee the uniqueness of the solution,

ρ as a function of r must increase monotonically by rising of r [48].

To derive the refractive index profile for MFE from the Luneburg-Firsov algorithm, one

should indicate the characteristic features of MFE:

• All rays follow the circular orbits lie in a plane which passing the centre of sym-

metry.

• For any chosen point P there is an antipodal P ′ that any ray passes through P ,

must go through P ′ too.

• The resulting image is an inversion.

To satisfy the above conditions the medium extends to the radius R. Light emitted at

the point P should be focused on the opposite side of the equator. Thus we require:

r1 = r2 r2 = R (3.6)
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Figure 3.4: Consider light rays (red) that may pass through a spherically symmetric
medium (darker region). We require that all rays that do pass through the medium from
radius r1 arrive at radius r2 exactly opposite to their starting point (meaning that the
starting point and the end point lie on a straight line through r = 0). We characterise
the rays by their impact parameters b. The impact parameter is proportional to the
angular momentum and is, therefore, a conserved quantity, as the figure indicates. The
initial and final segments of the trajectories are inclined by the angles α1 and α2. The
drawing shows that b = r1 sinα1 = r2 sinα2, which is all we need to know for solving

Luneburg’s design problem.

sinαi =
b

ri
=

b

R
(3.7)

Therefore:

κ = sinα1 = sinα2 = arcsin b/R (3.8)

Luneburg’s Integral becomes:

n(ρ) = exp
[ 1

π

∫ R

ρ

(arcsin b/R)db

[b2 − ρ2]1/2
]

=
π

2
ln (1 +

√
1− (ρ/R)2) (3.9)

from the reconstruction formula 3.9, we obtain the index profile in terms of the turning

parameter:

n(ρ) = 1 +
√

1− (ρ/R)2 (3.10)

By substituting this result in definition 3.4 of the turning parameter and solve the

resulting equation for ρ, we get the Maxwell’s profile for Fisheye:

n(r) =
2

1 + (r/R)2
(3.11)

The MFE may act as a perfect imaging device in ray optics if we take r from 0 to infinity,

but also it will keep the functionality if we terminate the refractive index profile at R

and surround it by a mirror [16]. In this case, the refractive index ranges from 1 at R
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to 2 at the centre. By assuming different condition on Equation 3.3 one can reconstruct

different media.

However, as we mentioned, to guarantee the uniqueness of solutions, there are subtle

conditions that one needs to concern while applying this algorithm which can alter base

of the complexity of the potential.

In the central force problems, such as Kepler problem or the hydrogen atom, conservation

of the angular momentum results in a planar motion, similarly, in optical analogues

with the spherical symmetry media, the propagation of light is restricted into a plane

passing through the centre. The reason is constancy of the impact parameter, which

is proportional to the angular momentum and therefore imposes a sort of conservation

on the light trajectories. 3 This feature has a great advantage, for example, to reduce

the dimension of the problem under study. In the radially symmetric optical media, the

pathway of propagating light can be a closed loop, similar to the trajectory of a particle,

with the non-positive energy, moving in the central force. Maxwell Fisheye lens or the

Miñano lens have closed light orbits. In such cases, usually, the object and image are

both confined inside the medium.

3.3.1 The Modified MFE

We will apply the same algorithm to derive another member of the AI family. In original

mirrored MFE refractive index changes from 2 at the centre to 1 at the edges. In practice,

fabricating a material with refractive index 2 is a cumbersome engineering problem. Our

aim is to ease the fabricating requirements compare to MFE. Whether this relaxing of

requirements would influence the focusing quality of the new device compare to original

MFE is the subject of section 3, Chapter 5. We would call the resulting medium the

modified Maxwell Fisheye. The goal of the modification is to reduce the range of the

refractive index. Suppose that the two radii r1 and r2 in Luneburg’s design problem

Figure 3.4 are the same,

r1 = r2 (3.12)

but R < r1, and we surround the device by a mirror at the radius r1. The light coming

from a point P on the mirror is focused on the other side and reflected, whereupon it

goes through the focusing medium once more and returns to P . Consequently, light rays

form close loops, provided they strike the focusing index profile. Suppose that we pick

the point r inside the medium that lies on a ray trajectory. As all light rays that strike

the medium form closed loops, so must all rays going through r. The radial symmetry

of the device implies that all these rays must also go through −r. Therefore, a source at

r is perfectly imaged at −r Figure 3.5. However, if the source is outside of the focusing

3For proof look at [35], chapter 2.
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profile, r > R, not all ray trajectories are closed, and the image is not perfect Figure 3.5).

In the case of the original MFE mirror [16], all ray paths are closed, because r1 = R,

no rays lie outside the focusing medium. What does it take to make a modified MFE

mirror? We obtain from the reconstruction formula 3.3 and relation 3.4 with the angles

3.5, 3.7 and condition 3.12:

Figure 3.5: Modified MFE mirror. Left: light emitted from a point outside the
focusing index profile. Not all rays are focused at the image point. Right: perfect

imaging within ray optics if the light is emitted inside the index profile.

r(ρ) = (ρ) exp
[ 1

π

∫ R

ρ

(arcsin b/r1)db

[b2 − ρ2]1/2
]

(3.13)

The radius is a monotonically increasing function of the turning parameter ρ (seen by

differentiation) and r < ρ. Consequently, ρ is a single-valued function of r: the index

profile is physically allowed. The function ρ(r) must be monotonically increasing as well.

Furthermore, the function n(ρ) is monotonically decreasing in ρ (seen by differentiation

again) and, consequently, n is monotonically decreasing in r: the highest index value is

the value at the origin with:

nmax = exp
[ 2

π

∫ R

ρ
(arcsin b/r1)

db

b

]
= exp

[ 2

π

∫ R/r1

ρ
(arcsin ξ)

dξ

xi

]
(3.14)

With the help of this formula, one can compute by a simple numerical integration the

required index range for the modified MFE mirror. We see that nmax may be arbitrarily

close to 1 for sufficiently small radii R. Given the radii R and r1, the index profile itself

is easily computed by storing a table of (r, ρ) values. Here ρ ranges from 0 to R and r
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is numerically calculated according to formula 3.13. Then an interpolating function ρ is

constructed from the calculated data and the index profile is computed as

n =
ρ(r)

r
0 ≤ r ≤ R

n = 1 r > R

(3.15)

Figure 3.6: Index profiles n(r) for focusing media with radii R and r in units of r1.

Figure 3.6 shows the profiles of the modified MFE mirrors depending on the ratio be-

tween the mirror radius r1 and the radius r1 of the material. They are modifications

of Maxwell’s profile 3.11 with n arbitrarily close to 1. We could multiply the profile

by a constant n1 and still have the same functionality because the ray trajectories are

unchanged. We thus find that the index contrast, the relative difference between n at

the centre and n1 at the rim of the material, may be arbitrarily small.

3.4 Stereographic Map; Real Plane

Assume a unit 2-sphere described by the equation:

X2 + Y 2 + Z2 = 1 (3.16)

Suppose the N – determines the north pole of the sphere – as the point of projection

Figure 3.7. Then its antipodal point 4, S, represents the south pole.

The stereographic projection defines as a map which projection the 2-sphere into the

2-plane:

s : S2 → R2 (3.17)

4Antipodal of a point P on the sphere is the point which is diametrically opposite to it, which is
determined by the crossing point of at least two great circles which passing through P
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Figure 3.7: the point N determines the north pole of the sphere as the point of
projection, S would be the south pole. The projection plane is the equator plane of the

sphere.

We take the equatorial plane of the sphere as a projection plane. Each points P on the

surface of the 2-sphere can be expressed as P [X,Y, Z]. The projected point P ′ on the

plane, is result of intersecting line NP with the equatorial plane:

[x, y] = [
X

1− Y
,

Y

1− Z
], (3.18)

consequently, the inverse map reads as:

s−1 : R2 → S2 (3.19)

and

[X,Y, Z] = [
2x

1 + x2 + y2
,

2y

1 + x2 + y2
,
− 1 + x2 + y2

1 + x2 + y2
]. (3.20)

There is a point on the sphere which has no well-defined image, and that is the projection

point itself. Mathematically, one might say that the image of the projection point locates

at infinity. Therefore we need at least two patches of maps to project the whole sphere

onto the plane; once take N as the projection point and once S as the projection point.

This fact has an impressing feature when expressed in the complex plane. In the real

plane, we can use different formula rather than Equation 3.16 to parametrize the sphere.

If we use trigonometric functions (sin θ) and (cos θ), by tangent half-angle substitution

we ends up with an interesting results: the stereographic projection gives the following

relation between the differential distance on the the sphere and on the plane:

sin θ =
2t

t2 + 1
cos θ =

t2 − 1

t2 + 1
(3.21)

dx =
2

t2 + 1
dt (3.22)
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To prove the Luneberg’s interpretation it is enough to remember the formula of the

optical path in the medium:

S =

∫ P2

P1

dl =

∫ P2

P1

nds. (3.23)

Stereographic projection is a conformal map, meaning that it preserves the angles at

which curves cross each other. Electromagnetic equations are conformal invariant [35] it

means that under Stereographic projection all properties of the light propagation with

be invariant . Therefore, the optical path length should stay invariant. Comparing

Equation 3.22 and Equation 3.23 we conclude:

n =
2

t2 + 1
=

2

1 + r2
(3.24)

Which only differs up to a constant from the refractive index profile for the MFE in

Equation 3.1.

Figure 3.8: Stereographic map preserves the circles. Stereographic map is a conformal
map it means it preserve the angles but not the area.(Credit: Ulf Leonhadt)

3.4.1 Stereographic Map; Complex Plane

To understand how the MFE is a stereographic projection of sphere, we need to know the

properties of this map. For simplicity, we are restricting our argument to 2-dimension.5

We will see that the properties of stereographic projection in complex plane help us to

calculate point spread function (PSF) of the Maxwell Fisheye. In in complex analysis,

inversion is a map, over a field of real numbers which is defined as following:

5 The extension to the higher dimension is possible. For a very detailed discussion and visualisation
of 3-sphere stereographic map, see [35].
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Inv : R→ {R− 0} Inv(a) = a−1 =
1

a
for all a ∈ R (3.25)

The function Inv is not well-defined at point x = 0, because:

Inv(x)|x=0 =
1

0
(3.26)

The same argument is valid in the complex plane, where:

z = x+ iy x, y ∈ R (3.27)

As z reaches 0, Invim is not well define, but we know that in the limit, when z → 0,

the inversion becomes Invim = ∞. Therefore, if we extend the complex plane to

involve the ∞, the map Invimg will projects the complex plan into itself and defines a

homomorphism. This explanation was quite abstract, but it became interesting when

Riemann finds a geometrical interpretation to it. The inversion function maps the zero

point of a complex plane into infinity. The stereographic projection also maps the

reference point (the projection point of the sphere) into infinity. Riemann showed that

the stereographic map of the extended complex plane (complex plane + ∞) is a sphere,

later was called Riemann sphere after him. There is a one-to-one relation between all

the points of a sphere and extended complex plane. The relation between the points 0

and ∞ is projected to the North and South points on the Riemann sphere. But, how

this argument relates to MFE: We said that Maxwell Fisheye is conformally equivalent

to a sphere. On the other hand, MFE is an unbounded medium. Substituting the

corresponding variables in the stereographic map equations, one finds that the inversion

of the centre of MFE will locate at infinity. This resemblance suggests that we can

present the MFE with the extended complex plane. The advantage of this adoption

is that we know how to project the complex functions (for example wave equations)

from the extended complex plane onto the Riemann sphere, which gives us a brilliant

tool to waveize the MFE. In this picture, the antipodal points on the surface of the

Riemann sphere resemble the source and image points in MFE medium. Meanwhile,

this is equivalent to the inversion of point “zero” in an extended complex plane. The

advantage of this strategy is using the symmetry group of the sphere. The relation

between a pair of a source/image point on the sphere is described by rotation. This

pair on the extended complex plane is represented by a Möbius transformation which is

equal to an invention. In [60] we used this method to find the PSF of the MFE. We find

a particular solution of the wave equation in the complex plane when the source is in the

centre and the image asymptotically at infinity. This resembles a pair of source/image

on the north/south poles of the sphere. Because physics is invariant under rotation of
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the sphere, we can assume the solution is valid for any pair of source/image at any

antipodal point. On the other hand, the stereographic map of a symmetry group of

a sphere is the Möbius transformation in the complex plane. Therefore, physics must

be invariant under the Möbius transformation. Therefore, to have the solution for any

arbitrary points in MFE medium we just need the apply a proper Möbius transformation

on our initial solution. This description was the essence of our paper [60] The Maxwell

Fisheye medium is a very unique optical device which has a point spread function PSF

equal to its Green’s function at image locus.

3.4.2 Few Practical Points on the Fabrication of the MFE

The realisation of a medium with an arbitrary varying refractive index profile became

possible by the advent of metamaterials, utilising subtle methods to fabricate composite

media. An inhomogeneous medium like the Fisheye is approximated by finely structured

layers of dielectrics. The medium is smooth enough if the dimensions of the layers are

much smaller than the wavelength of the electromagnetic waves. In the MFE, the

refractive index decreases from the constant value n0 in the centre of symmetry to zero

at infinity. In practice, falling the refractive index much below 1 results in confinement

of waves in the closed trajectories. However, as it is unphysical to extend the medium to

infinity, and practically far from trivial to bring the refractive index to zero. Therefore,

Leonhardt suggested cutting the medium by a mirror where the refractive index of

medium matches the refractive index of the vacuum/air [16].

As the structures of the metamaterial need to be much smaller than the wavelength,

fabricating the medium is much easier in the microwave range of the spectrum. For

fabricating the MFE in the visible range of light, it is better to use other strategies,

for example, in two-dimensions, by using planar waveguides with variable height. As

the height determines the effective refractive index of light in the waveguide, the height

profile generates an index profile. This method has been used at the Weizmann Institute

with silicon dioxide SiO2, n = 1.4 and silicon (n = 3.4) to fabricate the MFE in the

optical range. The relative refractive index can go from 2 in the centre down to 1 in

the border where the medium is cut by a Bragg mirror made of silicon rings. The

mirror turns the “half-MFE” into a full Maxwell Fish Eye suitable for perfect imaging.

Gold quantum nanoparticles play the role of the sources and detectors there. However,

fitting at the edge does not need to be ideal for the particular case of the MFE, because

the focusing behaviour of the medium does not suffer dramatically by the lower index

contrast.
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3.4.3 Time Line in the Study of Optical Properties of the MFE

1854: The Maxwell Fisheye is described in, Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Jour-

nal, in one number of set puzzles, in 1853. The challenge is to find the refractive index

as a function of radius, given that a ray describes a circular path, and further to prove

the focusing properties of the lens. The solution is given in the 1854 edition of the same

journal. The problems and solutions were originally published anonymously, but the

solution to this puzzle (and one other) was included in Niven’s The Scientific Papers of

James Clerk Maxwell, which was released eleven years after Maxwell’s death 6. Maxwell

concludes:

“ It would require a more accurate investigation into the law of the refractive index of

the different coats of the lens to test its agreement with the supposed medium. On the

other hand, we find that the law of the index of refraction which would give a minimum

of the aberration for a sphere of this kind placed in water, gives results not discordant

with facts, so far as they can be readily ascertained.”

1944: In his book M athematical Theory of Optics R. K. Luneberg gives a complete anal-

yse of the lens including the forms of the wavefront, trajectories, optical line elements,

etc. The new geometrical interpretation is introduced, and relation with a complex plane

is described.

1958: Chen. T. Tai derives the Maxwell equations for MFE. In his paper on electrody-

namics of Fisheye medium, Tai mentioned the lack of sufficient numerical studies, which

would result in detailed analyse on wave behaviour in focusing point in the Fisheye

medium [50, 51]

1971: Yu. N. Demkov et al. Consider the resemblance of the Maxwell Fisheye Medium

with a potential problem as ”...the hydrogen atom of optics...” They conclude that MFE

is a perfect imaging device in the full wave regime.

1990: David Shafer suggested a modification on the original MFE, to make it practically

realisable.

2009: Ulf Leonhard brought it back again to the community’s attention by re-deriving

the full Green’s function solution and suggested to place a drain in the image position

to completing the time-reversal symmetry.

From 2009 to 2015 vast amount of work dedicated to verifying whether Fisheye is capable

of making a perfect imagine beyond the geometrical optics or not.

2015: We published a model theory which describes a crucial effect which never consid-

ered before: the internal interaction between sources and detectors. These interactions

have a significant influence on the resolution of the image in the MFE.

The imaging properties of MFE in the geometrical optics are well studied and understood

[7, 47, 52], however, introducing the Fisheye as a diffraction-free imaging device in full

6Wikipedia page: www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luneburg-lens
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electromagnetic regime [16] needs a careful deliberation while there is a subtle difference

between geometrical optics and wave regime when in comes to image quality. In this

research, we assume to see whether MFE, which makes the perfect imaging in geometrical

optics, holds its significance in the full electromagnetic regime or not.



Chapter 4

Electrodynamics of The Maxwell

Fisheye Medium

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3 we studied the geometrical optics of the MFE. The MFE is a perfect

imaging device in that regime. In this chapter, we study the MFE in wave regime to

determine if its perfect imaging feature remains invariant under the transition to the

wave regime. The standard Helmholtz equation, as the wave equation, is associated

with the homogeneous medium, and therefore is not the full descriptive equation of

wave propagation through an inhomogeneous medium like the MFE. There are two

standard methods for deriving the proper form of wave equations in the MFE. First,

we can consider the Fisheye as an inhomogeneous stratified dielectric in RN , through

which waves travel with varying speed. Second, we can use the transformation optics

interpretation for gradient refractive index profile interpreted as the curved vacuum.

Under specific conditions [35, 53], the corresponding metric of the curved vacuum can

be derived from the refractive index profile. Then the wave propagation in the induced

geometry can be analysed. The equivalency of the two models is discussed in various

studies [34, 53, 54]. Nevertheless, recognising the equivalent geometry in a general case

is far from trivial. Fortunately, for a few highly symmetrical gradient lenses including

MFE, the geometry is known from geometrical optics. n-dimensional MFE medium

performs a geometry of n-dimensional hypersphere [47]. The connecting map between

manifolds is a stereographic projection which projects the Rn to Sna , the equivalency

being a valid base on electrodynamics conformal invariance.

To solve any electrodynamic problem, we need to to decouple the field equations and

boundary conditions into independent scalar functions. The methods used for any par-

ticular problem depends on physical the symmetries of the medium and the geometrical

symmetries of the boundary conditions. In the following, we study both approaches for

53
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deriving the decoupled scalar functions in the Maxwell Fisheye problem. Our first ap-

proach is based on Debye’s potentials while for the second approach we need to develop

modified Debye potentials. In a medium such as the MFE, wave propagation has its

most compact and comprehensive expression in the forms of dyadic Green’s functions.

Dyadic Green’s functions are bitensorial functions rather than conventional vector func-

tions. The additional information that they carry is the source’s spatial orientation. We

will see that the polarisation of the source has effect on the formation of the image. In

this chapter we deriving the Green’s function of the Maxwell Fisheye medium.

Remember that the Fisheye is an inhomogeneous medium with a radially symmetric

refractive index profile as:

n(r) =
2n0a

2

a2 + r2
(4.1)

where a is the characteristic length associated with the stereographic projection and n0

is a constant denotes the refractive index in the centre of the MFE: as r increases the

refractive index decreases.

4.2 Electrodynamics of Inhomogeneous Media

Optical inhomogeneity of the medium presents itself as a position dependency of the

elements of the electric and magnetic response functions µ(r) and ε(r). In the most gen-

eral expression, electric permittivity ε(r) and magnetic permeability µ(r) are tensorial

quantities. Maxwell’s equations in their general form in R3 are written:

∇×E(r, t) = −
∂

∂t
µ(r) H(r, t)−M(r, t)

∇×H(r, t) =
∂

∂t
ε(r) E(r, t) + J(r, t)

(4.2)

For an isotropic inhomogeneous medium like the MFE, ε(r) and µ(r) reduce to functions

of position, though not commutative with the∇ operator. Thus, for time harmonic fields

the wave equations become:

∇× µ−1∇×E(r)− ω2ε E(r) = ıωJ(r)− ∇× µ−1M(r)

∇× ε−1∇×H(r)− ω2µ H(r) = ıωM(r) + ∇× ε−1J(r)
(4.3)

Each of these two vector wave equations is self-contained: therefore, either is sufficient
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to describe the complete behaviour of the system. Most natural material, are non-

magnetic; their µ hardly deviates from the vacuum permeability, which results in an

insignificant magnetic response in the dielectric. Therefore, they are usually of only

theoretical interest. Because of inhomogeneity of the medium, ε−1 and µ−1 are not

commutative with the operator ∇. Therefore, applying the Lagrange formula for ∇ is

not trivial. Later we will see that the non-commutability of ε and µ with derivative

operators has a crucial impact on the general forms of the equations.

On the other hand, the dependence of the electric and magnetic fields E(r) and H(r) on

the source function and especially its curl derivative is apparent. For instance, in [51]

the advantage of polarisation dependency is used to ease the complexities. In analysing

image quality, the significance of the dyadic Green’s functions come to the place with

the utility to connect the field’s property with the source features in its most complete

details, including all possible dipole polarisations for sources. The dyadic Green’s func-

tion of the optical system permits the electric or magnetic field to be derived in its most

complete form:

E(r) =

∫
V
Ḡ · (r, r′)J(r′)dr′ (4.4)

where J(r) denotes the source distribution and Ḡ the dyadic Green’s function. The main

purpose of this study is to analyse the behaviour of the MFE dyadic Green’s functions

at their singularities, the source and drain ports. Before that, we derive and analyse

these functions in detail. To find the general solutions of Equation 4.3, we need to find

the Green’s function that satisfies Equation 4.4.

According to [51], the Green’s function for harmonic fields needs to follow the vector

wave equation:

∇×
1

µ
∇× G(r)− ω2ε G(r) = ıω δ(r)I

∇×
1

ε
∇×H(r)− ω2µ H(r) = ∇×

1

ε
δ(r)I

(4.5)

To find the bitensors G(r) andH(r), we need the solutions for the homogeneous equation.

∇×
1

µ(r)
∇× G(r)− ε(r)ω2 G(r) = 0 (4.6)

∇×
1

ε(r)
∇×H(r)− µ(r)ω2 H(r) = 0 (4.7)

There is no known method to solve Equations 4.6 and 4.7 for the general inhomogeneous

refractive index profile with three altering spatial variables, but fortunately for radially
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symmetric inhomogeneity, n = n(r) =
√
µ(r)ε(r), we can systematically solve equa-

tions for various boundary conditions. In other words, we may find the eigenfunction

expansion pertaining to the geometrical symmetry of the lens.

4.2.1 Inhomogeneous Media with Radial Symmetry

For a radially symmetric inhomogeneous medium, it is the most convenient to decompose

the EM field into transverse components TE to r and TM to r modes. Solutions of

equation 4.6 have their representation in terms of the Debye potentials πe and πm [51]:

Gte = ∇× (rπm)

Gtm =
1

ωε(r)
∇×∇× (rπe).

(4.8)

Thus we have one solution for transverse electrical modes and one solution for transverse

magnetic modes. Similarly for equation Equation 4.7 we have:

Htm = ∇× (πer)

Hte =
1

ωµ(r)
∇×∇× (πmr)

(4.9)

As usual, any general solution might be written as a linear combination of the two

modes.

G = ∇× (rπm)−
1

ıωε(r)
∇×∇× (rπe). (4.10)

H = ∇× (πer) +
1

ıωµ(r)
∇×∇× (πmr) (4.11)

πe and πm generate scalar functions known as the Debye potentials, which are purely

radial.

They themselves need to satisfy the following wave equations:∇2 −
1

µ(r)

∂

∂r
µ(r)

∂

∂r
+ ω2ε(r)

πe = 0

∇2 −
1

ε(r)

∂

∂r
ε(r)

∂

∂r
+ ω2µ(r)

πm = 0

(4.12)
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Here one may easily recognise the geometrical feature. The position dependency of ε(r)

and µ(r) induce an extra term in the Helmholtz-like equation for each of the transversal

modes, the final expression of the equations depending on the spatial permittivity and

permeability distributions and their spatial derivative.

Transverse magnetic modes tie to the extra term due to the derivative of µ(r):

Gtm = ∇× (πer)

Htm =
1

ωµ(r)
∇×∇× (πer).

(4.13)

And transverse electric modes tie to the extra term due to the derivative of ε(r):

Gte = ∇× (πmr)

Hte =
1

ωε(r)
∇×∇× (πmr)

(4.14)

If either of the medium functions ε(r) and µ(r)

ηi(r) =

 ε(r) i = 1

µ(r) i = 2
(4.15)

be constant , ηi(r) = const. i = 1 Y 2, then the corresponding equation 4.12 of the

counterpart transverse mode’s potential

πi =

 πe i = 1

πm i = 2
(4.16)

reduces to the Helmholtz-like equation

[
∇2 + ω2ηj(r)

]
πj = 0 ηi(r) = const. i, j = 1, 2 , j 6= i (4.17)

We refer to Equation 4.17 as Helmholtz-like because designation of Helmholtz equation

usually reserves for a homogeneous medium. In an inhomogeneous medium, if either of

ε(r) or µ(r) becomes constant, the other is yet position dependent. In such cases, the

extra term in 4.17 related to the derivative of ηi(r) vanishes while the non-derivative

term related to ηj(r) retains the position dependency.

In conclusion, inhomogeneity has two influences on the wave equation, one appears as an

extra term associated with the covariant derivative that changes the Laplace operator,
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and the other one associated with the spatial variation of speed. In each equation, these

two effects are due to different medium functions. By keeping one of the medium’s

functions constant and the other variable in space

ηi(r) =

 Const. i = 1 Y 2

ηj(r) j = 1, 2 , j 6= i
(4.18)

We would end up with a pair of equations:

(
∇2 + ω2ηj(r)

)
πj = 0

∇2 −
1

rηj(r)

∂

∂r
ηj(r)

∂

∂r
r + ω2

πi = 0 i, j = 1, 2 , j 6= i .

(4.19)

As previously mentioned, in most practical cases relative permeability is so insignificant

that it can be taken as unity, µ = 1, and ε(r) = n2(r); so Equation 4.19 for the MFE

has a explicit form of:

(
∇2 + ω2n2(r)

)
πe = 0

∇2 −
1

r n2(r)

∂

∂r
n2(r)

∂

∂r
r + ω2

πm = 0

n(r) =
2n0a

2

a2 + r2
(4.20)

Which is a wave equation for the scalar potential; but each potential (πm and πe) is

associated with a particular transversal mode. Unless the source is polarised in one

transverse mode, the MFE would have two different scalar potentials from two different

equations, which EM fields have to be obtained from.

The choice of appropriate potential is a matter of confusion in the literature devoted

to the topic. Scholars usually use only one of Equation 4.20 equations for the MFE.

Demkov [48], Benitez [55], Szmytkowski, [56, 57] and Pazynin [58], adopt the following

equation:

(
∇2 + ω2ε(r)

)
πe = 0. (4.21)

But, Leonhardt et. al. [59, 60] adopted:∇2 −
1

r ε(r)

∂

∂r
ε(r)

∂

∂r
r + ω2

πm = 0 (4.22)
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The best results appear if one applies the impedance-match condition [59].

µij = εij = n =
√
ggij (4.23)

Thus, the electric and magnetic response of the system would be similar. Impedance-

matching is a strong condition that only is only conceivable with meta-materials. Two

equations of 4.17 reduce to one for both modes, if the electric and magnetic responses

of the medium are equated:∇2 −
1

r

1

n(r)

∂

∂r
n(r)

∂

∂r
r + ω2n(r)

( πe

πm

)
= 0 (4.24)

Both the TE and TM modes are given by the same scalar Debye potential. Consequently

as condition 4.23 is held Equation 4.24 in spherical coordinates becomes: ∂2

∂r2
+

2

r

∂

∂r
−

1

n

∂n

∂r

∂

∂r
+

1

r2
4S2 +ω2n

( πe

πm

)
= 0 (4.25)

This scalar generating function is equivalent to the scalar Green’s function D in [59]

and [60]. The advantage of the impedance-matching condition is that it provides a clear

geometrical meaning to the equations. Equation 4.25 has a extra term with respect to

the Helmholtz equation in spherical coordinates. Impedance-matching allows us to read

this equation in curvilinear coordinates.

Assuming

gij = n2diag
(
1, r2, r2 sin2 θ

)

gij =
1

n2
diag

1,
1

r2
,

1

r2 sin2 θ


g = n6r4 sin2 θ

(4.26)

Equation 4.25 is in the form: 1
√
g
∂j
√
ggij∂i + ω2

( πe

πm

)
= 0 (4.27)

Resembling the wave equation in a curved vacuum. The Fisheye medium vanishes and

the curvilinear remains. In the next section we will come back to this in details. In

impedance-matching conditions the TEM waves show the same behaviour. In the non

impedance-match conditions with a proper polarisation-tuning, it is possible to avoid the

complexities and restrict the propagation only in one of TE to TM modes, as mentioned
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for the two 2-D medium in [35]. However, we need to study both cases. For simplicity we

are looking in the case when µ(r) = 1 because manufacturing the electrical permittivity

is more doable for the sake of practical reason. Thus, derivatives of the TE mode will

not be affected by the inhomogeneity of ε(r) = n2(r),

(
∇2 + ω2ε(r)

)
πe = 0

(4.28)

while a variation of ε(r) induces the geometry on the TM modes:∇2 −
1

ε(r)

∂

∂r
ε(r)

∂

∂r
+ ω2

πm = 0 (4.29)

In the following we analyse both Equations 4.28 and 4.29 in the MFE profile.

4.2.2 Analysing the Debye potential in an N-Dimensional MFE

4.2.2.1 The TE Mode in the Non-Magnetic Medium

For the sake of theoretical interests, we representing the equations in N dimension, as

in [57]: it might help us see the dependency of imaging properties with dimension of the

device. For the transverse electric mode in N-dimensions, the MFE requires the solution

of Helmholtz-like equation1:∇2 + ω2
4n20a

4

(a2 + r2)2

πe(r, r
′) = 0

(4.30)

The right hand side of equation, vanishes everywhere, except at the points of source

r = r′ and image r = ∞. At singularities we expect the divergence of the Debye

potentials to be:

πe(r, r
′)

r→r′−−−→
Cs

|r− r′|
N ≥ 3

πe(r, r
′)

r→∞−−−→
Cd

|r|
N ≥ 3

(4.31)

and

πe(r, r
′)

r→r′−−−→
1

2π
ln|r− r′| N = 2

πe(r, r
′)

r→∞−−−→ Cd ln|r| N = 2

(4.32)

1TE mode in N-dimensional Fisheye means that magnetic field is perpendicular to the (N-1)-
dimensional manifold of propagation.
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From normalisation conditions:

Cs =
1

(N − 2) SN−1
, (4.33)

where SN−1 denotes the surface area of unit (N-1) dimension Sphere. For the image

point, we need to calculate the Cd under exact boundary conditions. The form of Cd

includes the imaging behavioural of the MFE.

For simplicity we first assume the source is located at the centre of symmetry r′ = 0.

Then Laplace equation has the simplest form in spherical coordinate: ∂2

∂r2
+
N − 1

r

∂

∂r
+

1

r2
4Sn−1 + ω2

4n20a
4

(a2 + r2)2

πe(r, 0) = 0
(4.34)

4Sn−1 is the Laplace-Beltrame operator on the unit sphere of Sn−1 responsible for the

angular part of the Laplacian operator. Separation of variables leads to general forms

of the eigenfunctions:

πe(r) =
1

r
De
l (ωr)Y

m
l (4.35)

while the radial part satisfies the differential equation: ∂2

∂r2
+
N − 1

r

∂

∂r
+ ω2

4n20a
4

(a2 + r2)2
−
l(l + 1)

r2

De(r) = 0
(4.36)

In all original works that devoted to the wavization of MFE medium, Equation 4.36 is

solved only for l = 0 [16, 56, 57]. However, we believe to have a perspective on the

extreme behaviour of fields at singularities we need to keep the last term. As we can see

l is related to the index of spherical harmonics. The final term relates to fractional order

Bessel functions. This means that by omitting orders higher than l = 0 we have the

solution only for the zeroth order. We believe that the behaviour of waves at the focal

point of the system closely relates to these higher order functions. l = 0 only describes

an ideal point source, while in reality there is no point source as ideal as delta function.

All the physical entities have some internal structure. Therefore for a realistic system it

in crucial to consider the higher order solutions in the vicinity of image point.

To simplify equation 4.36 further, we define the variable ν as:

ν =
− 1 +

√
1 + 4ω2n20a

2

2
(4.37)
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The equation thus become: ∂2

∂r2
+
N − 1

r

∂

∂r
+

4ν(ν + 1)a2

(a2 + r2)2
−
l(l + 1)

r2

De = 0
(4.38)

For l = 0 as discussed in most studies [16, 48, 51, 56] a simple change of variables results

in the associated Legendre function. However, in our case the most general form of the

solutions appears in terms of hypergeometric functions.

De
l ν = A(

a

r
)l+1

2F1(1/4(−1− 2l − γ), 1/4(−1− 2l + γ),
3

2
+ l;−

r2

a2
) +

B(
r

a
)l 2F1(1/4(1 + 2l − γ), 1/4(1 + 2l + γ),

1

2
− l;−

r2

a2
)

(4.39)

in which

γ =
√

1 + 4l(l + 1)− 16a2ν(ν + 1) (4.40)

For l = 0 Equation 4.39 reduces to:

γ =
√

1− 16a2ν(ν + 1)

De
0 ν = A(

a

r
) 2F1(1/4(−1− γ), 1/4(−1 + γ),

3

2
;−

r2

a2
) +

B 2F1(1/4(1− γ), 1/4(1 + γ),
1

2
;−

r2

a2
)

(4.41)

By applying the boundary condition it is easy to find coefficients A and B.

4.2.2.2 TM Mode in Non-Magnetic Medium

We have seen that the electrical mode denoted as the transverse magnetic TM would

be fundamentally influenced by any inhomogeneity in ε(r). The equation governing the

propagation of this mode is:∇2 −
1

r ε(r)

∂

∂r
ε(r)

∂

∂r
r + ω2

πm(r, 0) = 0 (4.42)

As in the previous subsection, we assume the source is located in the centre of radial

symmetry. Equation 4.42 in spherical coordinates is:ε(r)

r

∂

∂r

1

ε(r)

∂

∂r
r +

1

r2
4Sn−1 + ω2

πm(r, 0) = 0 (4.43)
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Consequently the separation of variables gives:

πe(r) =
1

r
Dm
l (ωr)Y m

l (4.44)

while the radial part satisfies this further differential equation for the electrical modes:1

r

∂

∂r

1

ε(r)

∂

∂r
r + ω2 −

l(l + 1)

r2

Dm
l = 0 (4.45)

4.2.2.3 Impedance-Matched MFE

If we are in an inhomogeneous medium with a constant permeability µ(r) = 1, then

Equation 4.43 becomes ε(r) = n2(r), but not if we are in the impedance matched regime

ε(r) = n(r). This results in different equations in the [51, 61] compare to [59] as follows.

For the TM mode in µ(r) = 1, equation 4.43 is: 1

n2

∂2

∂r2
+

 1

n2

2

r
−

2

n3

∂n

∂r

 ∂

∂r
+ ω2 −

2

n3 r

∂n

∂r
−
l(l + 1)

r2

Dm = 0. (4.46)

And for µ(r) = ε(r) = n(r): 1

n

∂2

∂r2
+

 2

nr
−

1

n2

∂n

∂r

 ∂

∂r
+ ω2 −

1

n r

∂n

∂r
−
l(l + 1)

r2

Dm = 0. (4.47)

The equations derived for the scalar Green’s function in [60] and [59] by Leonhardt et.al.

are a specific form of Equation 4.47 with some additional assumptions to simplify the

equation. For the Fisheye profile adopted in [59], equation Equation 4.47 is: 1

n2r2
(
∂rnr

2∂r
)

+ ω2 − 1−
l(l + 1)

r2

Dm = 0 (4.48)

To summarise, we have found three different forms of equation for the MFE. Numerics

confirm that all three Equations 4.46, 4.47, and 4.48 have solutions in terms of hyper-

geometric functions and for l = 0. In all literature on the waveization of MFE, the

solution reduces to associated Legendre functions. To determine the possibility of per-

fect imaging by any of equations we need to compare their solutions of this three kind at

focusing points. Scholars do not seem to agree regarding whether any of these equations

correctly describe the system. Authors in [51] adopted Equation 4.46, and those of [61]

Equation 4.47. In papers[59, 60] we used the Equation 4.48, but only for the special

case of l = 0.
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4.3 The MFE as a Curved Space

A consequence of the optico-mechanical analogy is that curvature in space-time might in

theory be nullified by substituting particular media when only electrodynamic fields are

considered. Nobel lecturer Igor Tamm2. In this picture vacuum as in Maxwell’s equa-

tions in curved space-time might be interpreted as in effective medium in flat space-time

[34, 35]. Metrical structure of space-time appears as ”material equations” for electrody-

namic fields [62]. This fact can be used for applicational purposes [34]. Targeting the

particular property of EM fields (light) in specific curved space-time, the problem will

reduce to finding an effective medium that projects the properties of initial space-time.

The inverse process might be applicable in practice vice versa - having the material

equation building up the metrical structure that EM fields may experience. The theo-

retical key point in phenomena is electrodynamics’ conformal invariant which allows a

kind of equivalency between the space-time with the conformal relations.

g′ij = Ω2(xi)gij (4.49)

In 2D the equivalent picture on S2 is a source implanted on the surface, and waves

emerging from a point source are propagating in all directions totally confined on the

surface of the sphere. They cross again in the same point or at the antipodal point in

the closed loops. In general, if we can let aside some topological concerns regarding the

locality of conformal flatness of S3, we may assume the n-dimensional Fisheye medium

being a conformal n-sphere geometry [35, 54]. This would let us to attend the waveization

of Fisheye problem in the elegant way. The method here is similar to the previous

chapter, where we found the proper Debye potentials for inhomogeneous media. In this

section we are finding the modified Debye potentials for the equivalent curved vacuum.

Spherical potential in physics received a special attention because of their fundamental

importance. Specially in gravity spherical symmetric gravitational fields are an im-

portant family of problems. Any corresponding curved space-time may represent in

spherical coordinate with a metric:

ds2 = g00 dt
2 − g11 dr2 − λ2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)g11, λ (4.50)

The g11 and λ are positive functions of coordinate. We might be interested to investigate

the electrodynamics fields in such a curved space-time. A curved space can be filled with

a medium or just be a curved vacuum. Maxwell equations are well studied in such space-

times.

Spherical symmetry raises the expectation that decoupling of fields to the transverse

modes may result in Debye-like scalar potentials as discussed ealier in this chapter.

2I Y Tamm 1924, J. Russ. Phys.-Chem. Soc. 56 248 in Russian
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Actually Mo and Papas in [63] showed that apart from a modification this is the case.

For a space time filled with medium characterised by ε = ε(r) and µ = µ(r) Hertz vectors(
λrπm

λrπe

)
(4.51)

can generate the solution of wave equations. Accepting this, we can derive:

(
ε

µ

)
∂

∂r

(
g00

g11
)1/2

(
1
ε
1
µ

)
∂

∂r

(
λrπm

λrπe

)+
(g00g11)

1/2

λ sin θ

 ∂

∂θ
sin θ

1

∂θ
+

1

sin θ

∂2

∂φ2

( πm

πe

)

−

(
ε

µ

)
∂

∂t

(
g11

g00
)1/2

(
ε

µ

)
∂

∂t

(
λrπm

λrπe

) = 0

(4.52)

Boundary conditions at any radial discontinuity r = a are decoupling which has to

verified by the particular features of the problem:1

ε

∂

∂r
λπm

 = 0, [πm] = 0

[πe] = 0,

1

ε

∂

∂r
λπe

 = 0

(4.53)

In the following we apply above method to Fisheye medium. For that we are adopting

the transformation optical statement.

Corollary: For any medium with time-independent but arbitrarily space-dependent re-

fractive index given on part of R3 there is a regular conformally station space-time

vacuum and a separable 3-dimensional spatial metric. Light rays of which behaving as

light rays in the medium according to conventional optics [53]

As we discussed in general case it is not trivial to find the corresponding space-time or

equivalently spatial metric but in Fisheye we already know the vacuum. A hypersphere

S3 for 3-dimensional medium.

Any 3-sphere in R4 with radius a centred at origin has a characteristic equation in

Cartesian coordinate:

X2 + Y 2 + Z2 +W 2 = a2 (4.54)

The stereographic map through the relations

x =
X

1−W/a
, y =

Y

1−W/a
, z =

Z

1−W/a
, (4.55)
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transforms this 3-d curved manifold to a 3-d conformally flat geometrical object called

conformal sphere.

x2 + y2 + z2 = r2 (4.56)

We may see the best metric expression for them in the hyper-spherical coordinates

(κ, θ, φ) that connect to Cartesian coordinate via the following relations:

X = a sinκ sin θ cosφ, Y = a sinκ sin θ sinφ Z = a sinκ cos θ W = a cosκ

0 ≤ κ ≤ π, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π,

(4.57)

The line elements of S3 in hyper-spherical coordinates:

ds2 = a2
[
dκ2 + sin2 κ(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)

]
(4.58)

By the stereographic map would transform to the line elements of conformal sphere

counterpart:

ds2 = n2
[
dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)

]
(4.59)

This is a proper coordinate in which S3 has a conformally flat equivalence metric.

n(r) would be equal to:

n =
2

1 + r2/a2
(4.60)

According to definitions, Equation 4.59 is a conformally flat space as it defer from

Euclidian metric by a factor n(r)2.

We restrict ourself to the special case:

µ = ε = n(r)

Therefore:

gij = n2δij , gij =
1

n2
δij , g = n6 (4.61)

Comparing the metric Equation 4.52 and Equation 4.59 we may recognise that by sub-

stituting the following paramours both metric will have the same forms3.

λ −→ rn

−g11 −→ n2

g00 −→ −1

3Please refer to [53], example A.4.
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Helmholtz equation in Fisheye medium becomes equal to curved vacuum with covariant

derivatives: ∇2 +
ω2

c2

ψω(r) =

 1
√
g
∂j
√
ggij∂i +

ω2

c2

ψω(r) = 0 (4.62)

Laplace operator∇ does not necessary has a standard form, hence it is needed to indicate

explicitly according to metric. Respectively in spherical coordinate:

gij = n2diag
(
1, r2, r2 sin2 θ

)

gij =
1

n2
diag

1,
1

r2
,

1

r2 sin2 θ


g = n6r4 sin2 θ

(4.63)

∇2 =
1
√
g
∂j
√
ggij∂i (4.64)

Substituting eq. 4.60 to eq. 4.64 Laplace operator in spherical coordinate for Fisheye

medium becomes:

∇2 =
1

n3r2 sin θ

(
∂rnr

2 sin θ ∂r + ∂θn sin θ ∂θ + ∂φn sin θ−1∂φ
)

(4.65)

And consequently Helmholtz equation: 1

n3(r)r2 sin θ

(
∂rn(r)r2 sin θ ∂r + ∂θn(r) sin θ ∂θ + ∂φn(r) sin−1 ∂φ

)
+
ω2

c2

ψ = 0

(4.66)

Separation of variables in this equation is not trivial due to the position dependency of

refractive index n = n(r). Even in the simple isotropic medium that position dependency

is radially symmetric n = n(r) and a generic solution ψ is separable in variables

ψω(r) = R(r)Θ(θ)Φ(φ)

r2
1

R

∂2R

∂2r
+ r2

 1

n
∂rn+

2

r

 1

R

∂R

∂r
+
ω2

c2
n2r2 +

 1

Θ

∂2Θ

∂2θ
+ cot θ

1

Θ

∂Θ

∂θ

+
1

sin2 θ

1

Φ

∂2Φ

∂2φ
= 0

(4.67)
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By the separation of variables in the standard ways we will obtain independent equations.

r2
1

R

∂2R

∂2r
+

r2∂rn
n

+ 2 r

 1

R

∂R

∂r
+
ω2

c2
n2r2 = M

 1

Θ

∂2Θ

∂2θ
+ cot θ

1

Θ

∂Θ

∂θ

+
1

sin2 θ

1

Φ

∂2Φ

∂2φ
= M

(4.68)

Choosing a proper form for M = ν(ν + 1) and Φ = eımφ:

1

n3r2
∂rnr

2∂rR+

k2 − ν(ν + 1)

n2r2

R = 0

 ∂2

∂2θ
+ cot θ

∂

∂θ
+

ν(ν + 1)−
m2

sin2 θ

P = 0

(4.69)

Comparing Equation 4.69 with Helmholtz equation in Spherical coordinate and Euclid-

ian vacuum we can conclude the set of solutions Ri(r) with ki = (ωi/c)n(r) are weighted

by the refractive index function n2(r). Orthogonality relations express this as:∫
V
n2(r)ψi(r)ψ∗j (r)dr = δij (4.70)

Consequently, amplitude of vector potential in vacuum is connected to the amplitude of

the potential in MFE by the relation:

Afi = 2

∫
V
n(r)∂rA

v
i (r)dr (4.71)

which assumed in [60] and [59] as ansatz. factor 2 is here the renormalisation factor at

r = 0 in the centre of MFE medium. To find special solutions of the 4.69 assuming MFE

as a medium with radial symmetric refractive index Equation 4.60 and implanted point

source in the centre of symmetry. In the best strive, the source can be an ideal antenna

- a thin vertical coaxial cable or at the extreme case an atomic dipole, though small

enough to approximate a point source. From classical electrodynamic we know a simple

antenna with real dimensions and a spatial orientation possess an azimuthal symmetric

vector potential [64] (eq. 9.55). Even higher multipole expansions for a dipole antenna

will hold the azimuthal symmetry [64] (eq. 9.182).

Vector potential of the explained setup has a orientation indicates by direction of dipole

current (which we call it ẑ with out lose of generality) and the amplitude:
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A = A(r, t)ẑ (4.72)

applying temporal Fourier transform on A(r, t) then Aω(r) have to satisfy equation 4.71.

To simplify even more the conditions, we are looking at only at the planar cross section

of device then A(r) reduces further to A(r) [64](e.q. 9.54). Substituting A(r) in 4.69 we

derive:

1

n3 r2
∂rn r

2 ∂rA+ (k2n2 − ν(ν + 1)

r2n2
)A = −

δ(r)

2π
(4.73)

Equation 4.73 shows the relation between the two approaches.

4.4 An Alternative way to Derive EM Equation for MFE

We have seen that the general refractive index profile that position dependency involve

all three spatial variables, there is no known analytic method to solve 4.6 and 4.7 in such a

case. But fortunately for radially symmetric inhomogeneity that n = n(r) =
√
µ(r)ε(r),

we can systematically solve them for various boundary conditions. In inhomogeneous

medium with radial symmetry homogenous field equations appeared as:

∇×
1

µ(r)
∇× G(r)− ε(r)k2 G(r) = 0 (4.74)

∇×
1

ε(r)
∇×H(r)− µ(r)k2 H(r) = 0 (4.75)

Assuming:

ηi(r) =

 ε(r) i = 1

µ(r) i = 2
(4.76)

We have:

∇×
1

ηi(r)
∇×F(r)− ηj(r)k2 F(r) = 0 i 6= j (4.77)

∇2F(r)− ηi(r)∇
1

ηi(r)
×∇×F(r) + ηi(r)ηj(r)k2 F(r) = 0 (4.78)

Inhomogeneity induces an extra term into the left hand side of wave equation. To solve

equation 4.78 we are using a method called vector wave functions. It will result into the

extension of spherical harmonics to vectorial version. Assume the following definitions:

M = ∇× (ψĉ) = −ĉ×∇ψ (4.79)
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ψ is a scalar function and ĉ is a constant pilot vector. From vector analysis M satisfies

following conditions:

∇2M = ∇× (ĉ∇2ψ) (4.80)

ηi(r)ηj(r) = n2(r) k2n2M = ∇× (ĉk2n2ψ)

(Because of spherical symmetry for ĉ = r̂ ∇× ηi(r)ψĉ = ∇× ηj(r)ψĉ = 0)

(4.81)

−→a ×∇×M = ∇×M×−→a = ∇× (∇× (ψĉ)×−→a ) (4.82)

Therefore:

∇2M−−→a ×∇×M + k2n2M = ∇× [ĉ(∇2ψ + k2n2ψ)− (∇× (ψĉ)×−→a )] (4.83)

If ψ satisfy the scalar vector potential:

ĉ(∇2ψ + k2n2ψ)− (∇× (ψĉ)×−→a ) = 0 (4.84)

then:

∇2M−−→a ×∇×M + k2n2M = 0 (4.85)

The same arguments would be valid if we define another vector:

N = ∇×N =
1

k2
∇×∇× (ψĉ) (4.86)

The term

∇× (ψĉ)×−→a r̂ (4.87)

has to find out for any particular problem base on the profile and boundary conditions.

By choosing pilot vector ĉ = r̂ we confine the scalar function ψ to transverse mode to

the radial component:

M · r̂ = 0 (4.88)

For Fisheye medium:
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−→a = η(r)∇
1

η(r)
r̂

for MFE−−−−−−→ −→a = n(r)∇
1

n(r)
r̂ (4.89)

We are calculating the extra term:

∇× (r̂ψ(r, θ, φ))× n(r)∇
1

n(r)
r̂ (4.90)

The transverse-to-r statement of the modes, M · r̂ = 0, plus the spherical symmetry

implies that all angular derivatives would vanish while only the radial derivative of

angular component of ψ(r, θ, φ) appear at the curl derivative. Therefore ∇× r̂ψ(r, θ, φ)

in the spherical coordinate only includes:

1

r
∂rr (4.91)

Consequently:

∇× (r̂ψ(r, θ, φ))× n(r)∇
1

n(r)
r̂ = (0,−

1

nr

∂n

∂r

∂

∂r
rψθ θ̂,

1

nr

∂n

∂r

∂

∂r
rψφ φ̂) (4.92)

Another symmetry argument may omit the azimuthal component. Fisheye medium is

equivalent to the central potential in a Column problem [48]. Similar argument about

conversation of angular momentum in mechanics results in azimuthal symmetry in the

trajectory of light in optics. In the MFE light would confine into a plane even in 3-

dimensional space. Therefore, an angular component naturally vanishes.

Left hand side of Equation 4.92 is zero if the following statement is zero:

∇× ([∇2ψ + k2n2ψ]r̂, 0, 0)− (0,−
1

nr

∂n

∂r

∂

∂r
rψ θ̂, 0) (4.93)

To find such a condition remember that if â · Â = 0 for any arbitrary constant nonzero

vector â and a nonzero vector Â, then Â = 0. and accordingly ∇× Â = 0, then one way

to satisfy equation Equation 4.93 is to require:

([∇2ψ + k2n2ψ]r̂,+
1

nr

∂n

∂r

∂

∂r
rψ θ̂, 0) · b̂ =

||b|| · ([∇2ψ + k2n2ψ]r̂,+
1

nr

∂n

∂r

∂

∂r
rψ θ̂, 0) · I = 0

(4.94)

b̂ is any arbitrary non-zero constant vector. Consequently:

∇2ψ +
1

nr

∂n

∂r

∂

∂r
rψ + k2n2ψ = 0 (4.95)
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Separation of variables results in:

1

r

∂2

∂r2
rψ +

1

n

∂n

∂r

∂

∂r
ψ + (k2n2 − n−

l(l − 1)

r2
)ψ = 0 (4.96)

In the above deriving we applied the derivative property of MFE profile. And finally:

1

r2n

∂

∂r
nr2

∂

∂r
ψ + (k2n2 − n−

l(l − 1)

r2
)ψ = 0 (4.97)

The wave equation in the MFE medium. For l = 0 we obtain similar solutions, linear

combinations of associated Legendre Functions of first and second type.

ψ(r) = {(r +
1

r
)}Pµ1 (ır) +Qµ1 (ır) µ = 2

√
k2 + 1 (4.98)

4.5 Geometrical Optics Exactness of MFE

We will finish this chapter by studying the limiting case of two regimes: waves and rays

in the MFE. We examine the behaviour of light waves in the MFE medium in GO regime.

In Chapter 1 we saw that geometrical optics is valid if and only if the second term in

Equation 1.4, called the quantum potential, vanishes from the Helmholtz-Schrödinger

equations [15]. If the term

∇2R(r)

R(r)
,

becomes small enough to be neglected we are in the good GO approximation. However,

if under specific circumstances ∇2R(r) completely vanishes, the GO solutions are exact.

Miñano et.al. and Philbin [15] providing methods to tailor waves and reflective index

profiles to match this conditions. However, it is no-trivial to have a medium in which

all possible GO solutions are exact. To check this exactness for the MFE, we begin with

the Helmholtz equation in the Fisheye medium:

1

n3
∇ · n∇D̃ + (ω2 − 1)D̃ = −

δ(r)

2πn3
(4.99)

with the solutions [60]:

D̃ =
1

(4π)2

(
r +

1

r

)
e2ıω arctan r. (4.100)

If we separate the amplitude and phase of the solution and call them R and S respectively

R(r) =
1

(4π)2

(
r +

1

r

)
, (4.101)
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S(r) = 2ıω arctan r (4.102)

4.100 became in the form of

D̃ = R(r) eıS(r). (4.103)

Substituting 4.103 in the homogenous form of Equation 4.99:

∇ · n∇D̃ + n3(ω2 − 1)D̃ = 0, (4.104)

we will have

∇ · n∇(R eıS) + n3(ω2 − 1)(R eıS) = 0, (4.105)

∇n · ∇(R eıS) + n∇2(R eıS) + n3(ω2 − 1)(R eıS) = 0, (4.106)

[c]∇n ·

∇R
R

+ ı∇S

R eıS + n

∇2R

R
+

2ı∇S∇R
R

+ ı∇2S − (∇S)2

R eıS (4.107)

+n3(ω2 − 1)R eıS = 0 (4.108)

∇n·

∇R
R

+ ı∇S

+n

∇2R

R
+

2ı∇S∇R
R

+ ı∇2S − (∇S)2

+n3(ω2−1) = 0 (4.109)

Putting the real and imaginary parts to zero independently, we obtain the equation pair:

(∇S)2 −
∇2R

R
−
∇n
n
·
∇R
R

+ n2(1− ω2) = 0, (4.110)

∇ ·
(
n R2∇S

)
= 0. (4.111)

Now the question is whether the MFE solutions satisfy the Eikonal relations of GO. The

difference between Equation 4.110 and the Eikonal Equation 1.4 is the second term:

(∇S)2 − {
∇2R

R
+
∇n
n
·
∇R
R
− n2} − n2ω2 = 0, (4.112)

As we can see for the MFE medium is not only the quantum potential that needs to

be zero, but also some extra terms which relate to inhomogeneity and also especial for
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form of wave equation which at n → 1 the equation will not asymptotically reach the

form Equation 1.4.

If the second term in Equation 4.112 vanishes, then the geometrical optics for the MFE

is exact:

R = r +
1

r
, n(r) =

2

1 + r2
. (4.113)

We obtain

∇2R

R
+
∇n
n
·
∇R
R
− n2 =

2

r2 + 1
−

2r

r2 + 1
·,

r2 − 1

r(r2 + 1)
−

4

(r2 + 1)2
= 0 (4.114)

which shows that the geometrical optics for the the MFE is exact. Because this zero

term in Equation 4.112 is frequency independent, we may conclude that the GO is exact

in MFE for all frequencies. Thus, the wave fronts must follow the the Eikonal equation

and therefore be orthogonal to geodesics.

Nevertheless, the question remain if the exactness of GO can result in diffraction free

imaging. To answer this we must clarify two facts first the imaging properties which is

shared between GO and full wave optics; and, second, finding a proper energy distribu-

tion at the image point.



Chapter 5

Experimental Evidences: Imaging

properties of absolute optical

instruments

5.1 About The Chapter

The purpose of this chapter is to give critical review on three important experimental

attempts to test the resolving power of Maxwell’s Fisheye-type lenses in the microwave

spectrum based on our initial theoretical model described in previous chapters.

We have a critical view of some of the methods, implied in data collection, and exper-

imental outcomes which reported in [5, 8]; but, because these results have appeared in

scientific publications and were the subject of many debates, we feel we should clearly

explain our view on the methods [65]. In the following we report the detailed procedure

and model for further investigation.

5.2 Experimental Demonstrations

After a series of publications on the ultimate imaging resolution of Maxwell’s Fisheye [16,

59, 60, 66, 67], several investigations, both experimental and numerical, were performed

in the community to demonstrate the actual imaging capability of the device or its

limits 1 [5, 8, 68, 69]. However, different experimental and numerical studies still have

not resulted in a consensus about the Fisheye’s imaging capacity as a device for practical

applications. In our opinion, the reason for this is simply that conventional criteria for

image resolution do not apply to unconventional devices like Maxwell’s Fisheye. We

hope this research, followed by new experiments will faciliate a better understanding of

1Surveys also include equivalent devices like SGW (spherical geodesic wave guides), the Modified
Fisheye, and in general, absolute optical instruments [7].

75
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the physics of imaging. In the early stages of the study [5, 8, 16, 59, 60] our investigation

focused on the imaging power of the mirrored Fisheye lens and whether or not it could

achieve a perfect imaging. In this chapter we present the experimental evidence for the

Fisheye’s imaging properties accordingly to current knowledge and recent findings.

In 2010 we made a first experimental run [5] of wave focusing and resolution tests on

MFE in collaboration with Y. G. Ma’s experimental team at National University of

Singapore, reported in [5]. Ma’s experiment confirmed the essential role of the drain

in the formation of a sharp image at a single detector at fixed frequency. We firmly

count the results of that experiment as a proof of the sharp focusing ability of the

mirrored Fisheye when equipped with a drain. Ma’s group also performed a resolution

test with two light sources and an array of detectors to check the Rayleigh resolution

criterion. The results, however, showed some deviations from our theoretical arguments

and simulations [3, 70]. Later we became aware that serious experimental flaws had

occurred [65]. Soon after, Miñano’s group in Madrid performed a resolution test for

a wide spectrum of frequencies with a single source and a single mobile detector on

the spherical geodesic waveguide (SWG)–which optically is an equivalent lens to the

MFE [71, 72]. They reported numerical and (later) experimental indications of super-

resolution for the SWG when a single mobile detector is in action. However, the super

resolution only appeared at specific frequencies known as notch frequencies. Later,

Hao’s group in Queen Mary College of London confirmed, in simulations, the frequency-

dependency of the resolution of the original Fisheye device [68].

In this chapter we first describe the Singapore experiment performed by Y.G. Ma in

collaboration with our group [5], then an experiment [8] with a modified Fisheye lens,

also performed by Y.G. Ma at Singapore in likewise with our group. Later, we com-

pare Miñano’s experiment with Ma’s results and discuss the consequences of Miñano’s

findings.

The design of the two Singapore experiments [5, 8], the configuration of their setups,

and the methods of efficient detection were planned and calculated by Leonhardt and

Sahebdivan, based on theories developed by Leonhardt, Tyc and Sahebdivan. The

implementation of the setups, data detection, data collection, and the reporting of the

data was done by Ma’s group in Singapore.

5.3 Experimental Evidence I; Mirrored MFE, Ma et al. ’s

Setup

Fisheye mirrors were implemented for microwave radiation confined between two par-

allel metal plates establishing a planar waveguide. The device, with the radius of 5cm,
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was inserted between the plates; the varying index profile, n(r) = 2
1+r2

, permits mi-

crowaves in the planar waveguide to behave as if they were waves on a virtual half

sphere (Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1: Focusing in curved space. In Maxwell’s Fisheye, electromagnetic waves
propagate in a plane in physical space (wave pattern below) as if confined to the surface
of a sphere (above). A wave emitted from any point on the virtual sphere is focused
at the antipodal point. In physical space, waves are as perfectly focused as in virtual

space.

The plate separation, 5mm, was chosen so that only microwaves with an electric field

perpendicular to the plates could travel inside because only for electromagnetic waves of

this polarisation does a material with electric permittivity ε = n2 appear to curve space

perfectly [60]. Our device (Figure 5.2) resembles a microwave cloaking device [73] or a

transmuted Eaton lens [74] made of concentric layers of copper circuit board (Rodgers

RT6006) with etched-out structures that shape its electromagnetic properties, except

that the Fisheye structures respond to the electric and not the magnetic field [73, 75].

The structures were originally designed for non-resonant operation so that the device

could perform perfect imaging over a broad spectral band.2

The device has a radius of 5 cm, a thickness of 5 mm, and fits precisely between the metal

plates of the waveguide. We used coaxial cables as sources, inserting them through the

bottom plate. The cable has an outer diameter of 2.1 mm, a 1.68 mm Teflon isolator,

and a 0.5 mm inner conductor; the latter is exposed by 4.5 mm in the device for creating

an approximate line source. Through the source cable, we injected microwave radiation

of free-space wavelength λ0 = 3 cm generated by a vector network analyser (HP 8722D)

that doubles as synthesiser and analyser. The outlets were inserted through the bottom

plate as well, but were completely passive and led to absorbers impedance-matched to

2Our observations were limited to a single frequency. Further studies question the broadband capacity
of the device [1, 68]. However, their findings do not conflict with this experimental demonstration.
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Figure 5.2: The device. Copper structures on concentric layers of a circuit board
and dielectric fillers surrounded by a circular metal mirror create the geometry of the
sphere for microwave radiation with the electric field pointing in the vertical direction.
The diagram shows the designed profile of the electric permittivity ε = n2 at each layer

of the device compared with Maxwell’s theoretical formula

the cables. They led back to the vector network analyser for detection or terminated in

impedance-matched absorbers, depending on their role in our experiments. They acted

as passive outlets and did not cause significant reflections. We varied the exposure

lengths of the inner conductors in order to vary the electromagnetic cross sections of

the cables, trading efficiency for resolution. An outlet with 4.5 mm exposure perfectly

matched the source and therefore had maximum extraction efficiency [76]. But it had a

cross section of about half the wavelength [77], which is not suitable for sub-wavelength

detection. Outlets with 2 mm exposure would have been optimal for resolving sub-

wavelength features of the field because their cross section is comparable to the structure

size in the device, but their efficiency is lower. An outlet with no exposure does not

localise the wave because its cross section is too small, but merely scans the local field

with minimal distortion. The bottom plate of the waveguide is movable laterally relative

to the top plate with 1 mm step size [78]. To scan the field, we inserted an outlet with no

exposure through the top and measure the signal while moving the bottom plate. The

scanning cable feeds into the vector network analyser where the signal is measured and

decomposed into in-phase and out-of-phase components with respect to the synthesised

field. Mathematically, these components correspond to the real and imaginary parts

of the complex temporal Fourier amplitude taken at each scanned spatial point in the

waveguide.
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5.3.1 Experimental Results; The Focusing of the Field With and With-

out Drain

Figure 5.3 illustrates the schemes of two experiments for probing the behaviour of

Maxwell’s Fisheye and comparing it with theory [16, 60]. In the first experiment, they

scanned the field produced by a source without an outlet at the expected image loca-

tion. In the second experiment, they placed an outlet optimised for power extraction

at the image point. To realise the sub-wavelength details of the image, we needed to

look for the sub-wavelength features near the image originating from the structure of

the materials: in this setup these are the rings of the circuit board used to implement

Maxwell’s Fisheye. In the first case, without an outlet, the field forms a standing wave

(Figure 5.3b), where the outgoing radiation arrive at the image point is reflected back

inward to the source. Interference between ingoing and outgoing waves at the image

point perform a standard diffraction limited image. No sub-wavelength focus is found.

However, the potential of perfect imaging is already there, but only realised if there is

an outlet located at the image point (Figure 5.3c). In this case, they obtained a run-

ning wave a sub-wavelength spike. The figure shows both the real and the imaginary

part of the field amplitude, thus proving that most of the injected microwave radiation

establishes a running wave [60] that leaves the device at the outlet.

Figure 5.3: Field pattern. (a) Scheme of two imaging experiments of a point source
without the outlet (b) and with the outlet (c) at the image point. λ0 indicates the
free-space wavelength of 3 cm. The field intensity is scanned. Without the outlet, no
sub-wavelength focus is formed, whereas with the outlet a sharp spike appears at the

image.

The agreement with theory [16] is remarkably good, considering that the device is made

of a structured material and that source and outlet are not ideal. The source and outlet

have electromagnetic cross sections much larger than their geometrical size. It seems

that in this stage the focusing is limited by the source and the detector’s resolution,

which in principle can be improved.

This experiment resembles the MFE as a time reversal focusing device[27, 36]. For

the sake of the argument, the drain plays the same role as a time reversed source. This

analogy with time-reversal imaging clarifies the reason for the spatial symmetry between
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Figure 5.4: Comparison with the theory for radiation without an outlet. The field
amplitude scanned along the line between the source and the outlet is compared with
the analytical expectation. The figure shows a standing wave in very good agreement
with theory. The sub-wavelength features near the image originate from the structures
of the material used to implement the Fisheye mirror. The deviation near the source

is due to its imperfection.

the position of the source and the drain. From the theoretical point of view, time reversal

ultimately brings about focusing for any wave-like entity. Upon time reversal a wave

that was emitted from a point-like source, gets focused in a point-like drain, provided

that the drain is also the time-reversed of the source. We conclude that the experiment

confirms the MFE working as an ultimate focusing device. Though, weather the ultimate

focusing of waves does necessarily result in the ultimate resolution or not is subject to

a deeper study.

5.3.2 Resolution

Based on the most widely used definition of spatial resolution, the best way of verifying

resolution power is by at least a pair of neighbouring sources and an array of detectors.

Here, for sake of documentation, we report an experimental run that had the aim of

testing the resolution of MFE. This setup can in principle be regarded as a model for

further investigation. However, based on the theory developed in Chapter 6 we do not

expect the detection of sub-wavelength resolution in this very current setup, because

in reality sources and drains are strongly coupled. This effect is considered in detail in
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Figure 5.5: Comparison with the theory for the wave with the outlet. The field
amplitude scanned along the line between the source and the outlet is compared with the
analytical expectation. The figure shows a running wave with complex wave function
in good agreement with theory: the sharp spike of Re(E) is a nearly perfect image of

the source.

Chapter 7. The experiment appeared to show sub-wavelength imaging. However, we

believe this was the consequence of incorrect assumption by Y.G. Ma’s group in the data

collection and data interpretation. Nevertheless, because this experiment and its results

have appeared in the scientific literature, it needs to be discussed and corrected.

For testing double source resolution, Y.G Ma inserted two source cables 0.2 λ distance

from each other, where λ denotes the local wavelength λ0/n. In ordinary imaging [7]

the two sources would not be resolvable. They captured the image with an array of ten

outlets of 2 mm exposure inserted in the bottom plate in an arc with 0.05 λ spacing

between them; they represented a detector array. Two of the outlets were at the correct

image points, but the others were not: for perfect imaging, only the detectors at the

correct points should fire. They did not directly monitor the field intensity extracted by

the outlets: their cables terminated in absorbers because it is experimentally easier to

scan the field localised at the outlets. Because the intensity at the outlets is proportional

to the extracted field intensity, this procedure gives the intensity profile recorded by a

detector array. For scanning the field at the image, they inserted another outlet of the

same type (2 mm exposure) through the top plate. For scanning the field at the source

they used outlets with no exposure. The scanning outlet was connected to the vector
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network analyser for measuring the throughput. They moved the top outlet in discrete

steps along the arc and recorded the intensity at each step.

Figure 5.6: Diagram is comparing the detected intensity at sources and detectors. It
shows the recognisable peaks of intensity on the imaging surface from two point sources
separated by only a small fraction of the wavelength. However, a serious misassumption
by the experimentalists on the symmetry of the field distribution cause a misleading
results [65]. In this diagram, only half of the data was detected and the another half
assumed to be mirrored symmetrically[65]. Thus this diagram cannot be taken as

evidence for super resolution by MFE.

Our theoretical studies, described in chapters 6 and 7, show that sub-wavelength-

distanced sources and drains interact with each other, resulting in dramatic distortions

in image formation. This argument is also valid for the experiment with the modi-

fied mirrored MFE discussed in the next section. However, in our opinion this dra-

matic deviation would not necessarily prove MFE incapable of super-resolved focusing

or imaging. Moreover, we strongly believe that the localisation of the field, in contrast to

what has been claimed in the controversy about perfect imaging with positive refraction

[49, 66, 79–86], is not an artefact of the outlets. The role of the drain is to provide the

time-reversal symmetry of the source [27].
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5.4 Experimental Evidences II; Modified Mirrored MFE,

Ma et al.’s Setup

5.4.1 Background

In this section, we describe the experimental setup [8] used to verify the focusing and

imaging ability of the modified MFE. In contrast to the original MFE, which has the

large refractive index range of 1 to 2 from centre of the device to the border, our modified

MFE lens in principle requires an arbitrarily low index contrast between the centre and

the edge. The advantage of the modified Fisheye is the ease of manufacturing compared

to MFE. The goal of the experiment is to verify whether, despite such a modification

in the structure of the lens, the focusing property of the device will remain favourably

compare to that of the original MFE. Such a device can be manufactured from conven-

tional graded-index materials. In our implementation, however, we used, because of its

low costa, microwave metamaterial. We have demonstrated sub-wavelength imaging test

for microwaves because microwave technology provides a degree of detail and precision

currently impossible in the optical range of the spectrum. In addition to demonstrating

an idea for reducing the demands on the materials required for perfect imaging systems,

our experiment illustrates a fundamental point that may also become important in prac-

tice: we demonstrate that it is not necessary to detect the field with perfect efficiency.

The undetected part of the field does not localise at the detectors with sub-wavelength

resolution, but the detected part of the field finds its way into the right detectors. The

sub-wavelength image appears in the detectors, but not necessarily in the field around

them. However, what counts in practice is only the detected part of the field, which

implies that the efficiency of the detectors is less important than their resolution.

5.4.2 Setup; Modified Mirrored MFE

Figure 5.7 shows a picture of our device. It is used for microwave radiation of 30 mm

free-space wavelength (10 GHz frequency). The lens is placed inside a thin brass dish

that acts as a circular mirror at the sides and a ground plate at the bottom. In our

device, r0 = 50 mm and r1 = 65 mm. It consists of 17 metamaterial rings with a height

of 5 mm. The 15 inner rings are made of patterned Rogers Ultralam 3000 circuit board

or square-shaped copper structures on one side. The spacing between two neighbouring

rings in the radial direction is 2.94 mm: thus the unit size of the cells on each ring is

one order of magnitude smaller than the wavelength. The two outer rings are simply

made of a 0.1 mm thick mylar substrate. The inset of Figure 5.7 shows the theoretical

(blue line) and simulated (red squares) values of ε = n2 for the rings of the lens. The

simulated values are numerically retrieved from the scattering parameters of a stack of

planar metamaterial sheets with given patterns [74].
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Figure 5.7: Microwave image device for the modified Fisheye. The lens sits in a brass
dish that serves both as a circular mirror and a ground plate. The modified Fisheye
profile is produced by a microwave metamaterial made of a patterned circuit board.
The inset shows the theoretical curve of ε = n2 versus the simulation results for the

metamaterial layers

In the experiment, the lens was placed inside a parallel-plate waveguide mounted on a

flat stage driven by a computer-controlled x − y step motor [5, 74]. With the movable

waveguide, the experimentalist scan the field through a scanning cable. The scanning

resolution is given by the step size, 1 mm. For scanning, Ma’s group used a coaxial cable

connected to a vector network analyser (HP 8722D) that also synthesised the microwave

radiation they injected into the chamber. As sources and drains, they used coaxial cables

as well. All cables were Teflon-filled and had a 1.68 mm outer shell diameter and a 0.5

mm inner core diameter. By adjusting the exposure of the inner core, they could control

the cross section of the cables. The scanning cable had zero exposure and the source

and drain cables have an exposure length of 4.8 mm. Observations showed that in these

experiments the cross section of the cables is important for the detection of the ultimate

imaging. We believe that this can be explained as follows: In the this experiment, due

to either a fundamental reason or simply some manufacturing granularity of our device,

the electromagnetic waves cannot localise below a certain length scale. If the cross

section is smaller than this scale, as the cross section of the scanning cable certainly

is, one cannot extract sufficient radiation from the field for forming a sub-wavelength

image. The scanning cable simply scans the field and does not alter it significantly. The

exposure length of the sources and outlets was optimised for maximal field localisation,

which probably means that it was optimised for reaching the cross section that matches

the localization length in our device. Our collaborators in Singapore scanned the field

at the outlets. They also measured the field going through the outlets as follows: All

outlets but one were terminated by impedance-matched absorbers; the one outlet is

connected to the detecting port of the vector network analyser where the amplitude was

measured. The throughput through each outlet is measured one by one by repeating

the experiment within the relevant outlet connected. In this way, we demonstrate the

effect of a multiple detector array with just one live detector at a time.
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Figure 5.8: Microwave image device for modified Fisheye. The lens sits in a brass
dish that serves both as a circular mirror and a ground plate. The modified Fisheye
profile is produced by a microwave metamaterial made of a patterned circuit board.
The inset shows the theoretical curve of ε = n2 versus the simulation results for the

metamaterial layers

Ma’s group repeated the entire experiment four times to reduce statistical fluctuations.

We investigate two cases: sources and detectors outside the lens (for r0 < r < r1) and

inside the lens (for r < r0) corresponding to the ray trajectories illustrated in Figure 3.5

which shows the results for the attempted imaging outside of the lens and figure 7(c) the

results when the sources and detectors are inside the lens area. In both cases the scanned

field (grey dots) did not resolve the two sources. In our joint article, [8] , we reported

that, when the imaging occurs inside the lens the measurements of the throughput (black

dots) resolved the sources though they were separated by just 0.2 of the local wavelength.

However, as in the previous experiment, described in above section ([5]), we believe the

initial data collection process, applied experimentally to test the resolution, was based

on a faulty assumption about the spatial symmetry of the out comes. These assumptions

might not be valid. Therefore, we suggest a different preparations for the experiment

are needed to determine the true resolution limit of original MFE or Modified MFE.

The author of this thesis strongly believes that neither of the implemented experiments

nor the simulations, presented in the community, up until today, provide sufficient evi-

dence or physical reason that the Maxwell Fisheye would be incapable of forming in a

super-resolved image.

5.5 Experimental Evidence III; Imaging at Resonance Fre-

quencies, Miñano et al.’s Experiment

The Spherically Geodesic Waveguide (SGW) is an absolute optical device introduced

by J. Miñano. By the methods of transformation optics, he showed that the SWG is
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optically equivalent to the MFE medium in two dimensions [55], meaning that in both

devices the fields behave the same. In this chapter, we briefly review the experimental

and numerical findings of J. Miñano and his colleagues. Their results, to our under-

standing, are valid for the MFE.

5.5.1 Comparison Between Two Experiments; MFE in Singapore vs.

SWG in Madrid

The Singapore experiment confirmed in practice the sub-wavelength localization of the

field in the mirrored MFE equipped with a single drain. However, Y.G. Ma reported it

only for a single frequency corresponding to λ = 3 cm.

Miñano et al. presented a steady state simulation on a broad window of frequencies for

the SWG, which is an optically equivalent device to the MFE [1].

It turned out that the focusing property of MFE or SWG is limited to certain discrete

frequencies, due to cavity resonances. These frequencies, are located in the spectrum

very close to frequencies corresponding to the integer values of the ν (see Ref. [67]): they

are known in geophysics as the Schumann frequencies. 3. Miñano et al. report super-

resolution of up to λ/500 in a numerical study [1], and up to λ/105 in an experiment

[2]. Their results agree with our Singapore experimental field localization in λ = 3 cm

or equivalently ν = 9.98, which is rather close to the Schumann frequency for ν = 10.

5.5.2 SWG, The Spherically Geodesic Waveguide

The general structure of the SGW suggested by Miñano et al. [67] is similar to the MFE

experimental setup [5, 8].

The SGW, Figure 5.9, is equipped with two geometrically identical coaxial probes loaded

with corresponding impedances as source and drain, which Miñano et al. called ports.

In the SGW setup [2, 67], in contrast to our initial theoretical model drain does not

emulate the perfect point drain: there is no full absorption. Therefore, reflected fields

from the drain might present inside the device. Power is injected through the source

point, and the radiation is guided through the SGW and partially extracted from the

medium through the drain port [2]. For a single source in the system, only a single drain

is used.

In this experiment, the method of detection is based on moving the single drain to

measure the resolution of the imaging. By gradually dislocating this mobile drain and

reading its power output, the resolution of the device can be determind.

3Schumann frequencies are the resonance frequencies of a spherical waveguide created by the atmo-
sphere around the Earth.
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Figure 5.9: Microwave (a) SGW with a current line source and a line drain located at
the antipodal position. (b) SGW with the source implemented as input coaxial ports
with a voltage generator VG and an impedance ZG and the drain implemented as an
output coaxial port loaded with an impedance ZL. (c) Concept of super-resolution in
the SGW: the drain is displaced an arc length of λ/N from the antipodal position of
the source and the output power is measured at each position (Picture adapted from

[2]).

To interpret the data from the experiment and simulation, Miñano et al. defined the

resolution in specific Fisheye-like optical device:

Definition 5.1. : Optical resolution in SWG and similar devices is defined as the arc length

in the wavelength units which a drain port needs to be shifted such that the detected intensity

of the field drops to 10 percent .

At first glance, this definition would seems to follow the same principle as Rayleigh’s defi-

nition. However, the two are in fact different. Therefore, any conclusions or comparisons

with conventional cases must be made carefully.

5.5.3 Sub-wavelength Localization of The Field at Resonance Frequen-

cies

In the first run, a source port and a drain port were implanted in antipodal locations.

In this configuration the flow of energy reaches the maximum at the outlet, but only at
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Figure 5.10: Intensity as a function of frequency when drain and source ports are
at opposite poles. The peaks occur at the Schumann resonance frequencies. (Graph is

adapted from[1]).

specific discrete rather than arbitrary frequencies. 4 The system shows a perfect match

with theoretical predictions but only at very specific set of frequencies. These frequen-

cies are known as Schumann resonance frequencies and are related to the resonance

frequencies of a spherical waveguide (Figure 5.10; figure 5 in [1]).

More significant results appear when one measures the resolution by moving the drain

from its antipodal imaging position for
λ

30
. If the SWG has a capacity of ultimate

resolution, we would expect that the off-positioned drain would fail to concentrate the

field at the sub-wavelength neighbouring point. Surprisingly, the simulation shows high

amplitude intensity except at a very narrow line, where the intensity drops to almost

zero for the Schumann frequencies, (Figure 5.11; figure 6 in [1]).

At non-resonance frequencies, for sub-wavelength deviations of the drain from the an-

tipodal position, we have no drops in the detect fields: a point source is imaged into

a diffracted spot. This shows that for non-resonance frequencies, the field localization

lies within the diffraction limit. On the other hand, the opposite in true for resonance

frequencies, a sub-wavelength deviation results in a dramatic fall in the intensity that

can be interpreted as an ultimate concentration of the field in the sub-wavelength area

at the antipodal point of SGW, but only in extremely narrow bands around several

discrete frequencies. The conclusion is that the SWG, and, as a corollary the equivalent

4In Chapter 6 we will see the theoretical reason for this feature.
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Figure 5.11: Intensity versus frequency when the drain port is shifted λ/30 (λ = 1 m)
from the source port antipode. The results are similar to those presented in Figure 5.10
in accordance with the classic prediction, except for the very narrow notches near the

Schumann frequencies. (Picture is adapted from[1]).

devices like MFE, perform ultimate focus of the field at resonance frequencies. Based on

the experimental and numerical reports in [2] and [68], we conclude that the MFE and

its equivalent devices are frequency-dependent focusing systems with a precision beyond

that of conventional optical devices.

5.5.4 Interpretation of the Dip in the Intensity Graphs

As Figure 5.10 shows, for resonance frequencies at the antipodal point–the location that

theoretically is expected to have the ultimate focus of the field– the intensity of the field

is maximal. At resonance frequencies, a slight sub-wavelength deviation results in a

dramatic fall in intensity. The absence of the field at neighbouring points is significant.

This picture is consistent with a general argument from the Green’s function of the

system. Asymptotic behaviour of the Green’s function for both source and drain is equal:

both tends toward the logarithm–in 2D/ delta function–in 3D behaviour. Nevertheless,

theory cannot provide clear explanation why at non-resonance frequencies the image

turns into a diffracted spot.

In the next chapter, we develop a model to describe the action and reaction of sources and

drains with both considered as identical physical entity. A very special configuration of

MFE-like instruments with closed optical paths results in the mutual dynamic interaction

of source and drains. We show that, because of this mutual interplay, at resonance the
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intensity of the field out-of-the-focus (that is, at points neighbouring the antipodal point)

would be zero.

5.5.5 Miñano’s Model of Detection and Breaking the Diffraction Limit

Strikingly, the resolution limit of a particular device strongly depends on the definition

of the term “resolution”.

If one accepts that the Definition 5.1 is an acceptable definition of “resolution” and

accepts that the condition is satisfied by the experimental setup described above, then

SWG and MFE can both be considered super resolution devices because they can give

an image of a single point source much smaller than the wavelength.

However, in practical cases the configuration of sources, drains and their mutual inter-

actions are more complicated than a single point-source–point-drain, therefore, a valid

mechanism for the extension to arbitrary real-size objects is essential. More important,

in our experimental model, the intensity of two neighbouring points were measured si-

multaneously, unlike the experimental model of Miñano et al., that the detection of an

image is based on a single detector. With a single detector, the measured intensity at

one point tell us nothing about the intensity at the neighbouring point, however, to be

in agreement with classical –Rayleigh -type– criteria for resolution, the intensity must

be known at both points simultaneously. However, though, this single detection is a

loophole which allow us to achieve super resolution, but does not necessarily let us truly

exceed the fundamental diffraction limit.



Chapter 6

The Spectrum of The Maxwell

Fisheye Medium; One

Dimensional Model

6.1 Introduction

Miñano and his colleagues showed that in the SWG a point detector is sensitive to

displacements of a point source with an accuracy that is significantly better than the

diffraction limit. The outstanding feature of their findings is that sub-resolution be-

haviour is achievable only specific resonance frequencies [1, 2, 67, 71]. However, no

physical explanation for this phenomenon has yet been found. In particular, the physical

reason for the appearance of a dip in the diagram of intensity at resonance frequencies,

which is a guarantee of a sub-wavelength resolution, was entirely unclear. In this chap-

ter we develop a simple model in one dimension to describe the spectrum observed by

Miñano et al.. In the next chapter we will extend our model into two dimensions. It is

important to emphasise that the key phenomenon missed so far in all of the discussions

about MFE is the interaction between source and drain. This mutual relation between

source and drain is one of the most novel ideas in this thesis and the original contribu-

tion to our understanding of the unusual characteristics of MFE’s imaging behaviour.

By bringing this coupling into the calculation, we provide a more elaborate theoretical

model to describes the conduct of fields at the focal point of The Maxwell Fisheye. Our

analysis is possible thanks to the theoretical model for mutually interacting sources and

drains we develop in this paper. Modelling such sources and drains analytically has

been a major challenge [49, 86–90]: full numerical simulations [2, 68] have been difficult

due to the large difference in the scales involved – specifically, the field localization near

the sources and drains versus the wave propagation in the device. Our analytic theory

draws from a simple, one–dimensional model [3] that explains the experimental data [1].

91
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Beginning with the Lagrangian of the electromagnetic field interacting with the current

[91], we construct a Lagrangian that reproduces the 1–dimensional model [3] and has

the advantage of being extendable to higher dimensions. We extend our model to two

dimension inChapter 7.

6.2 Some Characteristic Features of MFE

Before explaining our theoretical model, we will briefly introduce the distinctive char-

acteristics of MFE, which have a significant role in our model of imaging. We hope this

discussion give some insights into the controversies about the MFE. The first character-

istic feature of the MFE is the drain. The role of the drain in image formation in MFE

has been the subject of considerable debates [49, 58, 60, 66, 68, 79–86, 92–94]. How-

ever, the author of this thesis believes the role of detection in perfect imaging has to be

considered beyond the particular case of the MFE. Any algorithm for super-resolution

needs to discuss the contribution of the detecting process, in optical resolution, and

might even need to provide non-conventional methods of detection. The perfect transfer

of the electromagnetic field from object to image is only possible if the image is proba-

bly detected. Moreover, we have just recognised that the coupling between the source

and the detector plays a novel role in the formation of the image in the MFE. Another

important point is the frequency-dependent behaviour of fields inside the MFE medium.

Unlike most optical lenses, MFE is restricted to resonance frequencies. This is because

MFE behaves as a spherical cavity. In this section we first show that the confinement

of the fields is responsible for the frequency dependence of imaging and then discuss the

role of detection, providing a mathematical model for perfect and imperfect drains.

6.2.1 Resonance Frequencies

Before addressing the question of why MFE tends to be sensitive to a particular family

of discrete frequencies, we consider the mirrored MFE as a spherical cavity for electro-

magnetic waves and analyse the stability of the modes. The MFM might be regarded

as a cavity with a specific geometrical shape; a hypersphere. Therefore, it naturally has

a sort of resonance frequencies. In any resonance cavity, internal reflections result in

constructive and destructive interference. The interference leads to standing waves, but

only for the specific set of frequencies which provide the proper relative phases: only

these frequencies can survive destructive interference inside the cavity. In this way the

cavity works as a sort of frequency filtering device. The spectrum of frequencies is deter-

mined by the geometrical features of the cavity and its boundary conditions, while the

stability and the density of the modes dictated by the optical properties of the cavity,

usually denoted as the fineness or quality factor. The quality factor for a Fisheye-like
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(a) Standing fields at resonance frequency:
The angular variable along the circle shows
the position in the 1-D MFE. Vertical and
horizontal axes shows scale of the amplitude
of the EM field. Modes are excited exter-
nally without any planted source or drain.
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(b) Standing fields at resonance frequency:
In both figures (a) and (b), the angular vari-
able along the circle shows the position in
the 1-D MFE. Vertical and horizontal axes
shows scale of the amplitude of the EM
field. Running fields on the surface of MFE
with planted source and drain at the off res-
onance frequency. The dashed green line
denotes a source and the thick red line indi-
cates the positioned drain at the antipodal.

Figure 6.1: A cross section of a S2 where waves propagating on the surface;
geometry of a two-dimensional MFE

cavity has been calculated, and, MFE is known as one of the most stable types of cavity

[95].

On the other hand, the method used to launch or excite the field might interrupt the

geometrical feature of the cavity and thus inhibit the stability and spectrum of the field.

In a closed spherical cavity like MFE in particular, implementing the source strongly

influence stability of the spectrum. For example, a weak external excitation of the

modes results in a activating the natural resonance frequencies of the spherical cavity

(Figure 6.1a), while an implantation of a single point source into the cavity (as in our

model of the MFE), results in the opposite, forbidding natural resonance frequencies

(Figure 6.1b). 1 The former creates a smooth standing wave while the later includes a

singularity in boundary conditions.

To clarify this argument, first examine the 2-dimensional Fisheye-like media; but the

same argument is applicable to higher dimensions. The 2-D Fisheye-like medium has

a geometry equivalent to a sphere S2 (Figure 6.2). Symmetry and the conservation of

momentum permit us to make an equatorial cross section cut on the S2 (Figure 6.1a)

and restrict ourselves to one-dimension plane on propagation.

Consider the case of on ideal point dipole cable as a source located inside the medium.This

introduces singularities which no monochromatic frequency of a resonance spectrum is

1Here, by external excitation we mean any method that does not change the structure of cavity–for
example, launching the field by a metal tip or a fibre optic.
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Figure 6.2: Running fields on the surface of S2 equivalent to 2-D Fisheye with planted
source and drain at off-resonance frequency. Symmetry allows us to look at a cross

section and write the equations in one variable, φ.
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Figure 6.3: The angular variable along the circle shows the position in the 1-D MFE.
Vertical and horizontal axes shows scale of the amplitude of the EM fieldRunning
fields on the surface of 1-D Fisheye with planted source and drain near the resonance
frequencies. The fields at resonance frequencies significantly exceed as expected from

Leonhardt’s solutions.

able to satisfy at the source point, except for catastrophic high intensity fields (Fig-

ure 6.3). The latter mathematically appear in Green’s function of the MFE as a zero in

the denominator:

D̃ = (r′ +
1

r′
)

sin (2ω arccot(r′))

4(π)2 sinπω
(6.1)

At resonance frequencies Green’s function diverges, which physically results an the enor-

mous buildup of energy.
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However, by adding a non-ideal drain (as Miñano’s experimental model suggests) at the

antipodal point of the system and bringing into account its interaction with source, all

frequencies can survive in the system in the form of running fields, without unphysical

exposure of the amplitude at resonance Figures 6.1b and 6.3. In the rest of this chapter

we provide a mathematical model for the above physical picture. Our mathematical

model will help us to determine the crucial role of drain, and, more importantly the

mutual interaction between source and drain which results in the stability of the system

at resonance frequencies.

6.2.2 1-Dimensional MFE; Differential Model

In one dimension, the variable φ denotes the position in the MFE. The differential

equation of the the total fields which propagate in the MFE with an internal source and

a drain has the the following general form:

∇2ϕ(φ, t)− 1

c2
∂t

2ϕ(φ, t) = δ (φs)Js(φ, t)− δ (φd)Jd(φ, t) (6.2)

Where φs denotes the position of the source and φd denotes the position of the drain,

and Js and Jd are the currents in the source and drain, respectively.

Equation 6.2 can be decomposed into two equations for mono-source and mono-drain.

First, the MFE with a single planted source:

∇2ϕs(φ, t)−
1

c2
∂t

2ϕs(φ, t) = δ (φs)Js(φ, t) (6.3)

Second, the MFE with a single planted drain:

∇2ϕd(φ, t)−
1

c2
∂t

2ϕd(φ, t) = −δ (φd)Jd(φ, t) (6.4)

In our argument, we assume the structural symmetry between source and drain: the

drain is assumed to be time-reversed with respect to the source, so we can mathemat-

ically model both the same. The only difference is that the drain is passive–by which

we mean that there is no external launching into the drain port. Thus Equation 6.4

becomes inhomogeneous only in the presence of an external field that launches through

the source. This feature is modelled in the drain’s current thus:

Jd =
1

zd
ϕs(φd) (6.5)

This equation implies that the current Jd in the drain port is induced by the field of the

source: the induced current in the drain Jd is the response of the implanted cable to

the source field at the antipodal point. To see how the real non-ideal drain in a closed
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optical system like the MFE can couple to a source, we analyse the mathematical model

of the imperfect drain and include the reflection of the field into our equations.

6.2.3 Imperfect drain

The first point we must make concerns sources and detectors. Finding a simple, practical

model for detectors in the controversy on perfect imaging, has long been an outstanding

problem [49, 68, 86–90]. Usually the source was assumed to be a predetermined current

that generates electromagnetic waves and the detector was modelled as a drain. Active

drains are produced by predetermined currents just like sources; passive drains are

supposed to react to the incoming electromagnetic radiation and absorb it. In truth,

both sources and detectors are neither fully active nor fully passive. A detector is a

dynamical system responding to the electromagnetic field by absorbing radiation and

then feeding energy back to the field: it is both passive and active. Also a realistic source

is not simply a predetermined current that generates the field: the source must be able to

receive radiation not captured by the detector because otherwise an equilibrium between

in- and out-going radiation is impossible. The simplest source is an atom in an excited

state emitting light; the simplest detector is an atom in the ground state absorbing light.

In the experiment [2] the source was a cable from which microwave radiation was injected

by a synthesiser, the detector was a cable connected to a vector analyser. Source and

detector are essentially the same. What distinguishes them are the initial conditions:

in a source, radiation is injected with a predetermined flux; in a detector radiation is

not injected, although it could be, if, for example, the detecting atom were excited or

the detector cable connected to a synthesiser. We thus need to consider sources and

detectors as identical physical systems with different initial conditions. Previously we

argued that a drain located at the antipodal position of the point source is an essential

element in the MFE to complete the time-reversal symmetry of the system. There is

another physical argument that describes the implementation of the drain: MFE is

a closed optical system. Therefore, if we just implant an emitter as an ideal point

source and no drain, radiation propagates through the medium and bounces from the

(antipodal) image point back to the source. The phase difference between the source

and image point is φ = πk, where k stands for the wavelength in units of the Fisheye’s

radius [59]. Naturally, one can expect that after enough rounds only special frequencies

remain due to destructive and constructive interferences. This may result in the build

up of stored energy to infinity. However, the drain changes the geometry of the system.

If it acts perfectly or, even adequately, the reflections will be insignificant: the build up

of the stored energy will not be extreme, and we expect all the waves regardless of their

frequency to pass through the MFE medium. Thus, while the existence of a drain in

the system seems essential for proper functioning, its absorption need not be perfect.
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We will see that a real physical drain can achieve the stability of the MFE at resonance

frequencies.

A perfectly passive drain responds to excitations of the source with a relative phase. As

we have seen, a solo wave equation for such a drain can be written:

(∆−
∂2

∂2t
)ψd = −4πδ(~r − ~r′)Jd(~r, t). (6.6)

Jd =
1

Zd
ψs(~r − ~r′) (6.7)

Where J is the time dependent current density in the cables (of the source or drain

port), and d and s stand for drain and source respectively. Accordingly, ψd is a partial

element of the field inside the lens associated with the excitation of the drain, and

ψs(~r − ~r′) is the source field inside the lens. In general Jd is defined by the response of

the passive drain port with impedance Zd to the external field of the source. In further

discussions, we will assume that the source and the drain have identical–structure that

is, both source and drain are cable ports with the same impedance, diameter, and length.

The perfect drain would be a passive drain planted into the system. Consider a pulse

coming from an external source and reaching the drain at t0: Jd would turn on only

for a short time interval around t0. As the time approaches +∞, the existing field ϕs

can be assumed to be siphoned off by the drain [64]. If we define the perfect drain as

a complete absorber, as we assumed in our initial model [16], then a non-ideal drain

results in incomplete absorption and a nonzero reflection. In this case, we would have a

flow of energy through the device from source to drain and back.

Ptotal = T +R , (6.8)

where P is the total power emitted from the source (assuming the medium is not dis-

sipative), T is the absorption at the drain, and R denotes the reflection of the source’s

field back into the lens with a corresponding phase shift. An imperfectly passive drain

acts partially as a time-reversed source (swallows the source’s field) and partially as a

secondary source (reflecting parts of the field). This reflected field propagates toward

the source and induces a secondary excitation of the source port.

6.2.4 Mutual Relation Between Source and the Drain

Imperfection of the drain appears in the calculations by secondary a response of the

source port to the reflected field:

Js(φs, t) =
1

z0
J0eıνt +

1

zs
ϕd(φs) (6.9)
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The total current in the source cable Js|φ=φs consists of two parts, one from the external

synthesizer J0 and the other from the response to the reflected fields in the lens. Given

that ϕd ∝ Jd, Equation 6.4 becomes:

∂φ
2ϕs(φ) + ν2 ϕs(φ) = −δ (φs)

 1

z0
J0 +

a

zs
Jd

 (6.10)

The terms J0eıνt and z0 denote the external input current and the corresponding

impedance respectively. The characteristic impedance of the source port, zs is indepen-

dent of the input power launched into the system: Characteristic impedance zs depends

only on the physical features of the source port (in our model, the height, diameter and

material of the cable ). Usually zs is far larger than z0 and therefore the second term

on the right hand side of Equation 6.10 will become significant only when the reflected

field from drain port, Jd(~rs, t), reaches the high values. As we consider drain to be

good enough to absorb, but not perfect, Jd(~rs, t) will stay negligible expect at resonance

frequencies. In resonance frequencies, the enhancement of the drain field, switches on

the the secondary emission and absorption at the source port. We might consider these

mutually interacting source and drain as a dynamic drain. This dynamic response re-

sults in the finite distribution of energy at resonance frequencies, which permits those

frequencies to stay inside the MFE medium. Our simulations show that the proper

phase relation between the source, and the drain, and proper relative vales between the

port’s impedances, result in finite values for the field at resonance frequencies.

6.2.5 Field Solutions

Both figures 6.4 and 6.5 are based on the same Green’s function equations:

∇2ϕ(φ, t)− 1

c2
∂t

2ϕ(φ, t) = −δ (φ) δ(t) (6.11)

After applying a Fourier transformation on the equation and choosing a proper unit

(c = 1) we have:

(∂2ν + ν2)ϕ(φ, ν) = −δ (φ) (6.12)

The general solution has the following form:

G(±)(φ, τ) =

∫ +∞

−∞
G(±)(φ, ν)e−ıνtdν (6.13)

G(±)(φ, ν) = A(±)e±ıνφ (6.14)
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To adopt the analogy with time reversal imaging, we can carefully choose the solution.

The boundary conditions on source and drain suggest choosing the retarded solution for

the source and the advanced solution for the drain [64]. Choosing the retarded solution

provides the casualty condition discussed in [60]:

G(+)(φ, τ) =

∫ t0

−∞
G(+)(φ, ν)e−ıνtdν = 0 (6.15)

For the drain we choose the advanced solution as we demand the extraction of the field

at the drain.

G(−)(φ, τ) =

∫ +∞

t0

G(−)(φ, ν)e−ıνtdν = 0 (6.16)

Boundary conditions on the source point, φs = 0, and on the drain point, φd = π, lead

to:

Gs(φ, t) = A(+) cos (ν(π − |φ|))e−ıνt (6.17)

and

Gd(φ, t) = A(−) cos (ν(π − |φ− π|))e−ıνt (6.18)

A drain (represented by the advanced solution) is a time reversal source that swallows the

field. A perfect point drain swallows all the energy from the system, while an imperfect

drain mainly absorbs but partially re-emits (reflects) the energy back into the lens. It is

reasonable to assume the reflection is negligible except for resonance frequencies. The

total solution for the fields in a single source-single drain MFE, aligned in antipodal

position, would be the summation over both solutions:

ψtotal(φ, t) =

∫
G(+)
s (φ, t;φ′, t′)Js(φ′, t′)dφ′ dt′ +

∫
G

(−)
d (φ, t;φ′′, t′′)Jd(φ′′, t′′)dφ′′ dt′′

(6.19)

By substituting G
(+)
s and G

(−)
d from equations 6.17 and 6.18, and the corresponding

currents from Equation 6.9, we can calculate the total field in the MFE lens as well as

the currents in the cables. Methodologically, assuming a large value for zs and therefore

a negligible reaction of the source port to the drain field in off-resonance frequencies,

we can calculate the field by recursive substitution. The final results simulated by

Mathematica (Figure 6.4a) shows that the presence of source and drain together will

change the boundary conditions. At resonance frequency, despite the exceeding high

values of the of individual elements of he field (source field, drain field, and secondary

passive stimulation of the source), the total field remains finite and a has a smooth flow

from source to the drain (Figure 6.4a).
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(a) At resonance frequency: Despite
the exceedance by individual elements
of the field, the total field remains fi-
nite and a has a smooth flow from

source toward drain.

(b) Off resonance frequency: Secondary ex-
citation of the source (orange graph) has a
negligible effect, as the field is not exceeding

in off resonance frequencies.

Figure 6.4: A cross section of the MFE, including the source and an imperfect passive
drain port. Red, purple and orange show the source field, drain field, and the passive
stimulation of the source port respectively. Blue is the overall propagating field in the

system.

6.3 1-Dimensional MFE; Matrix Model

In this section we focus on the injection and extraction of the field through the source and

drain ports. We use the physics of the 1-dimensional MFE as described in section 6.1 but

illustrate each port as a vertex and apply a matrix approach to calculate the transmission

and reflection of the fields. We will see that assuming the interaction between source

and drain can describe Miñano’s observations of the sub-wavelength focusing of the field.

Let us consider the simplest case of perfect imaging, the 1-D sphere illustrate as a circle

inFigure 6.5. Imagine that light is confined to a circle, say a fibre loop or ring resonator.

Here light can go in only two directions, right or left. An “image” is formed when the

two rays meeting have the same phase, which happens when both are antipodal. Light

is coupled in and out of the circle by two 1-D channels that represent the source and

the detector. These 1-D channels are idealisations of the cables used for injecting and

extracting radiation in the simulation [1] and experiment [2]. Clearly, this 1-dimensional

system represents a rather primitive model, but it does reproduce the findings of the

experiment [2]: the model is simple, but not too simple.

We show how a point detector is able to sense minute displacements of a point source.

Note that this is not imaging in the traditional sense of taking the image of a source
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Figure 6.5: 1-dimensional model of a perfect-imaging device. The device is repre-
sented by a circle where light can propagate clockwise and counter-clockwise. Light is
coupled in and out through one-dimensional channels that represent the source with
in-coming amplitude a0 = 1 and the detector with a1 = 0. A wave with amplitude a′0
is reflected back to the source and a wave with amplitude a′1 is detected. We calculate
the transmission |a′1|2 as a function of the wavenumber and the misalignment δ between

the actual detector position and the image of the source.

distribution all at once, but rather corresponds to scanning, as follows. Suppose that

the detector is moved across the imaging region of the device. The detector would only

produce a signal when it is close to the imaging point of the point source. The resolution

is the distance from the actual imaging point where the detector begins to fire. We will

show that, for light at the resonance frequency of the instrument, the resolution of the

scan is infinitely fine. Well-known and widely-used examples of scanning methods that

beat the diffraction limit are near-field scanning optical microscopy [96] and fluorescence

microscopy [14]. In contrast to the former, here the detector is placed far away from the

source; and in contrast to the latter, only linear optics are used. The idea of Miñano et

al. [1] of turning an absolute optical instrument into a super resolving scanning device

may thus find a place in the arsenal of methods for breaking the diffraction limit. Here

we explain how it works.
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6.3.1 Source and Drain as Coupling Vertices

Describing sources and detectors is particularly easy in our one-dimensional model: both

are identical vertices where an external channel is connected to the circle (Figure 6.6).

We model them as specific linear multi-ports [97, 98] using the following arguments.

Figure 6.6: Coupling vertex. We model both source and detector as a linear coupler
where a one-dimensional external channel interacts with the two modes in the device
such that the amplitudes (a′0, a

′
+, a

′
−) of the out-going waves are a linear transformation

of the amplitudes (a0, a+, a−) of the in-going waves.

Consider one vertex, the source. The vertex has three in-going modes: the mode incident

through the external channel, and one clockwise- and one counter-clockwise-propagating

mode. The vertex turns these three in-going modes into three out-going modes: it is a

six-port. As the out-going radiation must be proportional to the in-going radiation, the

six-port is constrained to be a linear device. We denote the complex amplitude of the

incident radiation in the external channel by a0 and the amplitudes of the clockwise-

and counter-clockwise-propagating waves in the circle by a±; together they constitute

the amplitude vector a = (a0, a+, a−)T . To denote the out-going modes we use primes:

a′ = (a′0, a
′
+, a

′
−)T . We require that the vertex performs a linear transformation:

a′ = V a . (6.20)

As a consequence of energy conservation, a Hamiltonian for the mode transformation

must exist, from which it follows that V is unitary [97]. In order to deduce the specific

form of V , we make use of the semantics and symmetries of our system. At the source,

light is coupled in with a certain efficiency and then distributed equally to the two waves

in the device. At the detector, light is captured equally from the two waves and coupled

out with a certain efficiency, assumed to be the same as for the source. Let us mentally

separate the in- and out-coupling from the equal distribution and gathering, by writing
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V as

V = S T S−1 (6.21)

with

S =


1 0 0

0 1/
√

2 1/
√

2

0 1/
√

2 −1/
√

2

 . (6.22)

The orthogonal matrix S describes the equal distribution of an amplitude from an inter-

mediate channel to a±. As intermediate channel we have chosen the second component

of the amplitude vector. The 1/
√

2 terms guarantee that the sum of the intensities of

the outgoing amplitudes is equal to the modulus squared of the initial amplitude. By

the same token, the inverse matrix S−1 describes the equal gathering of the clockwise-

and counter-clockwise-propagating waves. The intermediate channel is coupled to the

external channel via the matrix T that depends on the coupling efficiency. We know that

V must be unitary, so T should be a two-dimensional unitary transformation between

the external and the intermediate channel. For simplicity, we assume T to be real. For

perfect coupling T describes a flip between the two channels, for imperfect coupling an

incomplete flip:

T =


− sinα cosα 0

cosα sinα 0

0 0 1

 . (6.23)

The angle α parameterizes the coupling efficiency; for α = 0 we get a perfect flip and

hence perfect coupling, for general α the cosine of α describes the transmissivity τ and

sinα the reflectivity ρ. It turns out to be wise to parametrise the coupling as

g =
√

2 tan
(π

4
− α

2

)
(6.24)

where we get for the transmissivity and reflectivity

τ = cosα =
2
√

2 g

2 + g2
, ρ = sinα =

2− g2

2 + g2
. (6.25)

In terms of g we find for the vertex matrix

V =


g2−2
g2+2

2g
g2+2

2g
g2+2

2g
g2+2

2
g2+2

− g2

g2+2

2g
g2+2

− g2

g2+2
2

g2+2

 . (6.26)

The form (Equation 6.26) of the vertex matrix reveals an important property: V is

symmetric,

V = V T . (6.27)
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As V is an orthogonal matrix, V T must be the inverse of V , and thus

V = V −1 . (6.28)

The in-coupling vertex is also the out-coupling vertex: sources and detectors are funda-

mentally the same.

Let us briefly discuss two limiting cases, g = 0 and g = ∞. For g = 0 we obtain V =

diag(−1, 1, 1): the incident radiation is perfectly reflected with the reflected radiation

changing sign, while the modes inside are not changed at all, but are shielded from the

external channel. thus case g = 0 corresponds to zero coupling where the vertex acts as

a perfect mirror. For g =∞ we obtain

V =


1 0 0

0 0 −1

0 −1 0

 , (6.29)

The incident field is also reflected, but without changing sign, while the waves inside the

circle are reflected with change of sign: the case g = ∞ describes a perfect scatterer.

Perfect coupling corresponds to α = 0 and thus to g =
√

2. In order to find a direct

interpretation for g we derive from Equations 6.20 and 6.26 the relations

a′+ + a− = a+ + a′− , a0 + a′0 = g(a′+ + a−) . (6.30)

We may interpret relations 6.30 as conditions on the amplitudes of the fields and in this

way obtain an interpretation for g as follows:

Consider the field in the circle around the source point. We chose the angle ϑ as the

coordinate around the circle, with the source sits at ϑ = 0. The field oscillates ν times

along the circle, ν corresponding to the wavenumber with respect to the angle ϑ. If ν

is an integer the light is resonant. To the right of the source (Figure 6.6) the clockwise-

propagating mode is outgoing with amplitude a′+ and the counter-clockwise mode is

incident with amplitude a−. To the left of the source the clockwise-propagating mode

is incident with a+ and the counter-clockwise mode is outgoing with a′−. Hence we can

write the complex field ψ as

ψ =

{
a′+eiνϑ + a−e−iνϑ for ϑ ≥ 0 ,

a+eiνϑ + a′−e−iνϑ for ϑ ≤ 0 .
(6.31)

Relations 6.30 show that the field is required to be continuous at the source. We also

see that the intensity |a0 + a′0|2 in the external channel is g2 times larger than the field

intensity inside. For example, for perfect in-coupling g =
√

2, so the incident channel

must provide twice the intensity of the field inside, as one would expect, because the
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incident radiation propagates away in two directions. The parameter g thus describes

the ratio between external and coupled field amplitude, which is a useful parametrization

of the coupling.

Having developed a simple model for both the source and the detector, we can now

combine it with the propagation in the device (Figure 6.5). The detector is shifted by δ

from the antipodal position (it sits at ϑ = π + δ while the source sits at ϑ = 0). Waves

propagating in the positive direction from the source thus experience a phase shift of

ν(π+ δ) followed by a phase shift of ν(π− δ) back to the source. For waves propagating

in the negative direction the phase shift is ν(π − δ) followed by ν(π + δ). The total

phase of each round trip is 2πν, a constant, which is the property of an absolute optical

instrument [7, 17, 99] that we use. We describe the propagations with the help of the

matrices

U± =


1 0 0

0 eiν(π±δ) 0

0 0 eiν(π∓δ)

 . (6.32)

The light coupled in at the source propagates to the detector,
a′0

b+

b−

 = U+ V


a0

a+

a−

 , (6.33)

where a′0 denotes the light reflected back to the source and b± are the wave amplitudes

incident at the detector. There the light is partly coupled out, with amplitude a′1, and

partly reflected back to the source,
a′1

a+

a−

 = U− V


a1

b+

b−

 . (6.34)

We require that light with unity amplitude be incident at the source and that no light

enters through the detector,

a0 = 1 , a1 = 0 . (6.35)

The transmission coefficient t is given by

t = |a′1|2 . (6.36)

6.3.2 Sub-wavelength Focusing of The Field

Equations 6.33-6.35 with definitions 6.26 and 6.32 establish six inhomogeneous linear

equations for the six variables a±, b±, a′0 and a′1 with a unique solution. Solving this
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system we obtain for the transmission coefficient

t =
16g4 cos2 νδ sin2 νπ

4g4 sin2 2νπ +
(
(g4 + 4) sin2 νπ − g4 sin2 νδ

)2 . (6.37)

Figure 6.7 shows the transmission as a function of ν for various coupling strengths g and

offsets δ. Let us discuss the most relevant limiting cases. For perfect alignment, δ = 0,

we obtain from our result 6.37

t0 ≡ t|δ=0 =
16g4

16g4 + (g4 − 4)2 sin2 νπ
. (6.38)

For perfect alignment the transmission is periodic in ν, it reaches unity at resonance

where ν is an integer, and we obtain for the integral

T =

∫ 1

0
t0 dν =

4g2

4 + g4
. (6.39)

For perfect coupling, g =
√

2, and the transmission 6.38 is unity for all ν; but for different

coupling parameters the total transmission 6.39 lies below unity. The device behaves

like a typical Fabry-Perot resonator [7]: it spectrally distributes the transmission such

that at resonance it always reaches unity. This Fabry-Perot feature of the device is

completely expected. The surprising feature of the perfect-imaging device appears for

δ 6= 0, where source and detector are misaligned. We see from our result 6.37 that

t = 0 for δ 6= 0 and ν ∈ N . (6.40)

Exactly at resonance, the Fabry-Perot transmission curve drops to zero for δ 6= 0. To

deduce a measure for the width of the dip we calculate the second derivative of t at the

resonance (the first derivative vanishes, as zero is obviously a minimum of t = |a1|2).
We find

1

2

∂2t

∂ν

∣∣∣∣
ν∈N

=
16π2 cos2 νδ

g4 sin4 νδ
∼ π2

(gνδ/2)4
for small δ 6= 0 . (6.41)

The smaller the displacement δ of the detector, the sharper the dip. However, regard-

less how small the displacement, a step change occurs at resonance between alignment

and displacement. This ultrasensitive behaviour can be used to measure, with a fixed

detector, small displacements of the source, as only the relative angle between source

and detector matters. Whether or not our model is of direct practical relevance, it

represents the simplest toy model for super-resolution in absolute optical instruments.

The diffraction limit of imaging [7] would suggest a resolution of νδ/2 ∼ 1: here the

resolution is in principle unlimited for a finite wavenumber. Miñano et al. observed the

characteristic transmission dips for a two-dimensional system in a computer simulation

[1] and then experimentally [2]; we will call them Miñano dips. Here we have captured
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this characteristic feature in a simple formula2.

Figure 6.7: Transmission through the device. We plot the transmission t from 6.37 as
a function of wavenumber ν and for various displacements δ (light grey: δ = 0.1, grey:
δ = 0.05, black: δ = 0.01). The transmission curves follow Fabry-Perot resonances that
depend on the coupling coefficient g. Near the resonances where ν is an integer, the
transmission sharply drops to zero. The smaller the displacement the narrower the dip,
as described by Equation 6.41. At exact resonance, the transmission changes abruptly

between 0 for δ 6= 0 and 1 for δ = 0.

Moreover, using our simple one-dimensional model for perfect imaging, we can also iden-

tify the physical mechanism behind the Miñano dips. At resonance and for misaligned

source and detector, the incident radiation would buildup an infinite field inside the

device unless, in the stationary regime, it is prevented from entering. For δ 6= 0 and

ν ∈ N we obtain from the solution of Equations 6.33–6.35:

a+ = a′+ = a∗− = a′∗− =
i e−iνδ

g sin νδ
, a′0 = 1 , a1 = 0 . (6.42)

2In practice [1, 2] the Miñano dips were shifted by about 10−3 with respect to the exact resonance,
which is presumably due to the finite size of the sources and detectors used.
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With these coefficients we obtain for the field 6.31

ψ =
2 sin [ν(δ − ϑ)]

g sin νδ
. (6.43)

The incident radiation is reflected, without changing sign, while a standing wave with

finite amplitude is formed inside the device. The incident plus the reflected amplitude

amounts to a0 +a′0 = 2, which, according to relations 6.30, is g times the field amplitude

ψ(0) at the source, as 6.43) shows. Similarly, the standing wave described by 6.43 has

a node at the detector, where the total out-coupled field a1 + a′1 is zero. We thus see

how for δ 6= 0 the standing wave formed inside the device adjusts itself at equilibrium

such that further radiation is prevented from entering, which reduces the transmission

to zero, causing the characteristic Miñano dips.

Now consider the case of perfect alignment, δ = 0. We obtain from the solution of

Equations 6.33–6.35 the amplitudes

a+ = a− =
τ√
2

e2iνπρ η , a′+ = a′− =
τ√
2
η ,

a′0 =
(
e2iνπ − 1

)
ρ η , a′1 = τ2eiνπη (6.44)

in terms of the reflectivity ρ and transmissivity τ according to Equation 6.25 and the

coefficient η describing Fabry-Perot multiple reflections:

η =
1

1− e2iνπρ2
=
∞∑
m=0

e2miνπρ2m . (6.45)

The total transmission 6.39 we can understand as τ4
∑∞

m=0 ρ
4m, the product of the

transmissions τ2 at source and detector times the multiple reflections in the device. We

get for the field 6.31

ψ =
τ√
2

(
eiν|ϑ| + e2iνπρ e−iν|ϑ|

)
η . (6.46)

The exp(iν|ϑ|) and exp(−iν|ϑ|) are the Green’s functions of wave propagation with two

sources, one at ϑ = 0 and one at ϑ = π, describing waves running from source to detector

and vice versa. The field thus consists of running waves (and their multiple reflections).

No standing wave is formed, because it does not need to be formed: for perfect alignment

the radiation can run through the device; it is not accumulated at resonance. In the

case of perfect coupling we get

ψ =
eiν|ϑ|√

2
, (6.47)

which is the one-dimensional equivalent of the propagating wave in the Maxwell Fisheye

that performs perfect imaging [16]. The amplitude is reduced by
√

2 because the incident

radiation is distributed into two partial waves, one running to the right and the other

to the left.
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To summarise, we have developed a simple one-dimensional model for super-resolution in

absolute optical instruments that has allowed us to describe the interplay between source

and detector. The key innovation of our model is the description of sources and detectors

as linear dynamical systems. We used a simple one-dimensional model that we believe

can be extended to two- or three-dimensional systems. Our model has captured some

of the most characteristic features of super-resolution with positive refraction: we have

found analytic expressions for the Miñano dips [1, 2] and their physical explanation.





Chapter 7

The Interacting Sources and

Directors; A Lagrangian Model

7.1 Model

In this chapter, we extend our Lagrangian model from Chapter 6 to the higher dimension.

Our aim is to investigate the role of interacting sources and detectors in perfect imaging.

We establish limitations and possibilities that arise from interactions and resonances

Figure 7.2 and what mutually interacting detectors do. As we will show, an array of

detectors can image a point source with arbitrary precision and a single detector can scan

an array of near–field sources from a far–field distance with perfect fidelity. However, for

this the radiation has to be at resonance and the number of detectors or sources must

not exceed the number of waves.

7.1.1 Lagrangian

Consider the electromagnetic field in both the device and the cables. The field shall

be polarized such that only one component A of the vector potential is relevant. We

describe the field dynamics by the Lagrangian density,

L = L0 +
∑
m

Lm, (7.1)

that consisting of the Lagrangian density L0 of the field inside the device,

L0 =
1

2

(
n2 (∂tA)2 − (∇A)2

)
, (7.2)

111
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and the Lagrangian densities Lm of the field in the cables and their interaction at their

ports of entry to the device:

Lm =
1

2

(
(∂tA)2 − (∂mA)2

)
− gA (∂mA) δ(z − zm) . (7.3)

Here n denotes the refractive–index profile in the device. The refractive index profile of

MFE written in complex variables, reads:

n =
2

1 + |z|2
. (7.4)

We consider wave propagation in two–dimensional space described by the complex coor-

dinate z = x+ iy on the Cartesian (x, y) plane. The wave propagation with refractive–

index profile Equation 7.4 is equivalent [35] to the free wave propagation on the unit

sphere (X,Y, Z) = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ). Both are related to each other by stere-

ographic projection Figure 7.1:

z =
X + iY

1− Z
= eiφ cot

θ

2
. (7.5)

In the language of transformation optics [35], the unit sphere represents virtual space

and the plane with the profile of Equation 7.4 the physical space. We shall mentally

switch between the two pictures whenever one is more convenient than the other. As the

unit of length we take the radius of the device, and as the unit of time the round–trip

duration divided by 2π.

Figure 7.1: Stereographic projection. The plane of the MFE is the stereographic
projection of the surface of the sphere (shown in a cut). Experiments [5, 8] in the
z–plane with the refractive index profile of Equation 7.4 are equivalent to experiments

[2] on the sphere with n = 1.

In the model of the field in the cables, Equation 7.3, we assume that the field A inside

the device extends to the cables. The cables are idealized as one–dimensional: the

propagation coordinate along the m-th cable we denote by sm; the derivative with
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respect to sm by ∂m; the port of entrance we put at sm = 0. For the interaction

term gA (∂mA) δ(z − zm) we have assumed that the flux of the field in the cable, ∂mA,

generates with coupling strength g a current j localized at the port of entrance. The

current interacts with the field according to the standard electromagnetic coupling jA

in Lagrangian density [91]. In short, we have assumed the cables act as point antennas.

7.1.2 Field Equations

Having established the Lagrangian, we obtain the field equations from the Euler–Lagrange

equation [91]. We separate them into the field equation inside the device and the field

equation in the cables:

(
n2∂2t −∇2

)
A = −g

∑
m

(∂mA) δ(z − zm) , (7.6)(
∂2t − ∂2m

)
A = gA(zm) ∂mδ(sm) . (7.7)

For the field equation in the cables we have read δ(z − zm) from the perspective of the

cables, i.e. as δ(sm). As we consider an equilibrium of the radiation in the device and the

cables, we write A as a monochromatic field oscillating with circular frequency k (that,

thanks to our choice of units, agrees with the free–space wavenumber). Furthermore, we

decompose the field into a stationary component Ψ in the device and the components

χm in the cables:

A =
(
Ψ +

∑
m

χm
)
e−ikt . (7.8)

We obtain from Equations 7.6 and 7.7 the stationary wave equations

(
∇2 + n2k2

)
Ψ = g

∑
m

(∂mχm) δ(z − zm) , (7.9)(
∂2m + k2

)
χm = −gΨ(zm) ∂mδ(sm) . (7.10)

In the cables we have the oscillatory solutions

χm =

ameiksm + a′me
−iksm : sm ≤ 0

0 : elsewhere.
(7.11)

The coefficients am describe the incoming amplitudes, and the coefficients a′m the out-

going amplitudes. For a drain representing a detector, the incoming amplitude am is

zero.
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7.1.3 Consistency with Our One-Dimensional Model

Let us briefly compare our Lagrangian theory with the one–dimensional model of sources

and drains developed earlier [3]. Here we assume n = 1. Consider one port at position

z = 0, with the wave amplitudes a = am and a′ = a′m in the cable. In one dimension,

we can write the solution of the wave Equation 7.9 as

Ψ =

a′+eikz + a−e
−ikz : z > 0

a+e
ikz + a′−e

−ikz : z < 0 .
(7.12)

The a± describe the incoming waves at the port from within the device, the a′± the

corresponding outgoing waves. We obtain from Equations 7.9 and 7.10:

a′+ + a− = a+ + a′− ,

a′+ − a− − a+ + a′− = g(a− a′) ,

a+ a′ = g(a′+ + a−) . (7.13)

These relations constitute a system of three linear equations for the outgoing ampli-

tudes in terms of the ingoing ones. Its solution agrees with Equation (7) of Ref. [3],

which proves that our Lagrangian theory reproduces the one–dimensional model that

has explained the experimental data [2].

7.1.4 Green’s Function

Having confirmed the validity of our Lagrangian in the case of one–dimensional propaga-

tion, we return to the case of two–dimensional imaging. We obtain from Equation 7.10

for the amplitudes am and a′m of Equation 7.11

am + a′m = gΨ(zm) . (7.14)

We assume that the field in the device is only generated through the cables; there is

no initial field remaining inside. Then we can write the solution of the wave equation

Equation 7.9 in terms of the Green’s function G(z,z0) as

Ψ = ikg
∑
m

G(z, zm) (am − a′m) . (7.15)

For the MFE and, equivalently, the surface of the sphere, the Green’s function is given

by the expression [81]

G =
Pν(ζm)

4 sin νπ
(7.16)
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in terms of the Legendre function Pν [100] with index

ν =
1

2

(√
4k2 + 1− 1

)
. (7.17)

At resonances the ν is integer; the resonances correspond to the standing waves on the

surface of the sphere. The ζm depend on the coordinate z and the position zm of the

m-the port [81]:

ζm =
|z′|2 − 1

|z′|2 + 1
, z′ =

z − zm
z∗mz + 1

. (7.18)

If the Fisheye is surrounded by a mirror at |z| = 1, the stereographic projection of the

equator of the sphere, we need to use Green’s function [16, 81]

G′ = G(z, z0)−G(1/z∗, z0) . (7.19)

The mirror makes the Maxwell Fisheye practical in application, because it confines the

refractive–index profile of Equation 7.4 within |z| ≤ 1 where the refractive index varies

maximally by a factor of two. Here we are primarily interested in the fundamental

capabilities and limitations of perfect imaging with interacting sources and drains, and

so we only consider Maxwell’s archetype with Green’s function Equation 7.16, but our

results are easily generalizable.

Note that near a port Green’s function must diverge logarithmically [16], because the

port acts as a delta–function source for a two–dimensional wave. For the Maxwell

Fisheye we obtain for z ∼ zm where ζm ∼ −1 the asymptotics

G ∼ 1

4π

[
ln

(
ζm + 1

2

)
+ 2γ + 2ψ(ν + 1) + π cot νπ

]
(7.20)

where γ denotes Euler’s constant and ψ the digamma function [100]. The logarithmic

divergence is a consequence of the mismatch dimensionality between the device and the

cables taking radiation in and out — two–dimensional radiation originates or disappears

at the ports of entry of one–dimensional cables. In practice, we would regularize the

divergence, requiring, for example, that the cables have a small but finite diameter.

However, in this paper we are mostly concerned with the behaviour of the system near a

resonance where ν tends to an integer. Here the cot νπ term in Equation 7.20 dominates

over the logarithmic term if the latter is regularized. We regard the logarithm as a good

approximation for a constant, and use simply

G ∼ cot νπ

4
. (7.21)

Now we are prepared to tackle the problem of perfect imaging in the MFE with mutually

interacting sources and drains.
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Figure 7.2: Scheme: absolute optical instrument with mutually interacting sources
and drains. Radiation enters and leaves the device via cables that act as sources and
drains. The instrument shown is Maxwell’s fish eye [46] surrounded by a mirror [16].
In the figure one source faces two drains. Only the drain opposite to the source couples
the radiation out, the other does not transmit. In this case the two drains resolve the
position of the source. The roles of sources and drains may be reversed: the figure may
also represent two sources scanned by one movable drain. Only when the drain is at
the image position of one of the sources it transmits, even if the sources were much

closer than the wavelength, provided the radiation is resonant.

7.2 Analysis

7.2.1 Scattering Matrix

The amplitudes am describe the incoming waves at the ports, and the a′m the outgoing

waves. We wish to relate the vectors a and a′ of the am and a′m as

a′ = Sa (7.22)

where S denotes the scattering matrix. We notice that Equation 7.14 and Equation 7.15

at z = zl establish a closed system of linear equations for a′m. The solution is going to be

of the form of Equation 7.22 and, therefore, will give the scattering matrix. Equation 7.15

at z = zl depends on Green’s function, Equation 7.16 at ζml = ζm(zl) = ζlm. Note that

ζml becomes −1 for l = m (the port interacting with itself) where Green’s function

diverges, unless it is regularized. In this case we use the asymptotic of Equation 7.21

for Green’s function.

It is convenient to express the linear system of Equation 7.14 and Equation 6.31 at z = zl

in terms of the matrix

Wml =

cos νπ − iσ sin νπ : l = m

Pν(ζml) : l 6= m
(7.23)
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with the parameter

σ =
4

g2k
. (7.24)

We see that the linear system appears as

Wa′ = W ∗a , (7.25)

and hence

S = W−1W ∗ . (7.26)

As the scattering matrix is given by the ratio between W ∗ and W , it crucially depends

on the imaginary part of W . We see from Equation 7.23 that

W = V − iσ sin νπ1 , V = W |σ=0 (7.27)

where V is a real matrix. At a resonance where ν ∈ N the imaginary part vanishes; S = 1
if detV 6= 0, which means the outgoing radiation is equal to the incoming radiation —

the device rejects all incident waves and reflects them. However, in the case of imaging,

detV vanishes, and so in the limit as ν → integer it is behaviour becomes complicated.

Near a resonance, the calculation of the scattering matrix becomes numerically delicate.

It is advisable to compute S with the help of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of V . We

see from Equation 7.18, Equation 7.23 and Equation 7.27 that V is a symmetric real

matrix. Hence V has real eigenvalues Vm and an orthogonal system of eigenvectors. We

express V as

V = RTdiag(Vm)R (7.28)

in terms of the rotation matrix R of the normalized eigenvectors. From Equation 7.27

follows

W = RTdiag(Wm)R (7.29)

with the eigenvalues

Wm = Vm − iσ sin νπ . (7.30)

Since R is real, we obtain from Equation 7.26 for the scattering matrix

S = RTdiag(W ∗m/Wm)R , (7.31)

which is a numerically more stable expression than Equation 7.26, although it may still

require high-precision arithmetics near a resonance. We also see from Equation 7.31

that S is unitary, as one would expect: we are considering a passive device where the

total intensity is conserved, a′∗ · a′ = a∗ · a. Furthermore, we see from Equation 7.31

that S−1 = S∗ and get from the unitarity S = ST : the scattering matrix is symmetric.
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7.2.2 Single Source, Single Drain

Consider the case [1, 2] in which a single source faces a moveable single detector Equa-

tion 7.3. Without loss of generality, we put the source at the south pole of the sphere

(θ1 = π) and the drain at an angle δ away from the north pole (θ2 = δ, φ2 = 0). For sim-

plicity, we only consider the wave propagation along the circle φ = 0 where, according

to Equation 7.5 and Equation 7.18,

ζm = − cos(θ − θm) . (7.32)

Requiring a1 = 1 (unit source) and a2 = 0 (drain) we obtain from the solution of the

linear system of Equation 7.25 with matrix W defined in Equation 7.23

a′1 =
Pν(cos δ)2 − cos2 νπ − σ2 sin2 νπ

Pν(cos δ)2 − (cos νπ − iσ sin νπ)2
,

a′2 =
2iσ sin νπ Pν(cos δ)

Pν(cos δ)2 − (cos νπ − iσ sin νπ)2
. (7.33)

The intensity |a′2|2 describes the transmission of the device through the detector port.

We see that a′2 vanishes at resonance where ν ∈ N, unless δ = 0. The transmission

shows the Miñano dips [1, 2] characteristic of scanning in absolute optical instruments

[3]: when the radiation is resonant, a displacement of the detector, however small, will

extinguish the transmission; the incident radiation is completely reflected. For δ = 0, on

the other hand, a′2 tends to (−1)ν at resonance: for perfect alignment of source and drain

all incident radiation is transmitted. This on-off behaviour may be useful in scanning a

single source with arbitrary precision from some distance away.

Figure 7.3: Single source, single drain — the setup of experiment [2]. Radiation
incident at the source S is scanned with a mobile drain an angle δ away from N (we

rotated the sphere of Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.4 shows the transmission versus wave index ν. The figure agrees well with the

transmission curve of the simple one–dimensional model [3] and with experiment [2],
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apart from a tiny shift of the resonance frequencies that is probably due to the finite

sizes of the source and drain. The Miñano dips are narrow features in the transmission

curve; we characterize their width by

1

2

∂2|a′2|2

∂ν2

∣∣∣∣
ν∈N

=

(
2πσPν(cos δ)

Pν(cos δ)2 − 1

)2

(7.34)

that scales like δ−4 for small δ. Minute deviations of the drain are detectable near

resonance.

Figure 7.4: Miñano dips with the setup of Figure 7.3. Transmission of a single source
through the MFE to a single drain; |a′2|2 of Equation 7.33 plotted as a function of ν.
Black curve: the drain is misaligned by the angle δ = 0.1. Grey curve: δ = 0, and the
drain is at the correct imaging position. In both cases we take σ = 4.0. The figure
shows the typical Fabry-Perot resonances of the device, but also, for the misaligned

drain, sharp drops at the resonances (ν ∈ N).

Consider the case of perfect alignment of source and drain, δ = 0, for variable ν. We

obtain from Equation 7.33

|a′2|2 =
1

cos2 νπ + T−2 sin2 νπ
, T =

2

σ + σ−1
. (7.35)

The device behaves like a typical Fabry–Perot resonator with average transmission∫ m+1

m
|a′2|2dν = T . (7.36)

At resonance, it transmits perfectly. Out of resonance, the transmission is reduced due

to coupling losses, unless σ = 1, which we regard as the case of perfect coupling.

Finally, we calculate the field Ψ for the case of perfect alignment. We obtain from

Equations 7.15, 7.16 and 7.33 for δ = 0 the field

Ψ =
i
√
k

π
τη eiνπ

[
Qν(ζ) + ρ eiνπQν(−ζ)

]
(7.37)
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in terms of the Legendre functions Qν (defined on the branch cut [100]):

Qν(ζ) =
π

2

e−iνπPν(ζ)− Pν(−ζ)

sin νπ
(7.38)

and the coefficients

τ =
2
√
σ

σ + 1
,

ρ =
σ − 1

σ + 1
,

η =
1

1− e2iνπρ2
. (7.39)

Note that eiνπQν(ζ) describes a running wave from the source to the drain [16]; Qν(−ζ)

corresponds to a wave running back from the drain to the source. Note also that Qν is

well–behaved for ν → integer. We interpret τ and ρ as the transmission and reflection

coefficients of the ports, with τ2 + σ2 = 1. The factor η sums up the geometric series

η =

∞∑
m=0

e2imνπρ2m (7.40)

of all the reflections and phase factors during the roundtrips in the device. The field of

Equation 7.37 thus describes the characteristic behavior of a wave injected with trans-

mittance τ that accumulates a phase shift of νπ from source to drain, is reflected with

reflectance ρ, gains the phase factor νπ from drain to source, where it is reflected again

etc., until it is recorded at the drain. In the case of perfect coupling, we obtain the sole

running wave eiνπQν(ζ) characteristic of perfect imaging in the two–dimensional MFE

[16].

7.2.3 Single Source, Multiple Drains

In Sec. III B we investigated in detail a single source observed with a single, movable

detector in the MFE. Imagine now that the source faces an array of M detectors: the

source we place at port 1, the drains at the remaining ports. Consider the field Ψ given

by Equation 7.15 close to a resonance where we might expect perfect imaging. The field

must remain finite at resonance, but Equation 7.15 diverges when ν → integer, unless

M+1∑
m=1

Pν(ζm) (am − a′m) = 0 . (7.41)

Suppose that all the drains are misaligned and also that all the Pν(ζm) are linearly

independent functions. It follows that

a′1 = a1 , a′m = am = 0 . (7.42)
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The device rejects the radiation fed in at the source; none of the detectors fires. Suppose

now one drain is aligned with the source, say port number 2. In this case ζ2 = −ζ1 and

Pν(−ζ) = (−1)νPν(ζ) for ν ∈ N. We thus have

Pν(ζ1)
[
a1 − a′1 − (−1)νa′2

]
−
M+1∑
m=3

Pν(ζm) a′m = 0 . (7.43)

We get,

a′m = 0 for m > 2 , (7.44)

and none of the auxiliary detectors fire. The problem reduces itself to the problem of a

single drain aligned to a single source as we have seen in previous sections:

a′1 = 0 , a′2 = (−1)νa1 (7.45)

at resonance when ν ∈ N. The detector array thus perfectly discriminates between the

correct image position and the incorrect ones, regardless of the distance between the

detectors, i.e. not affected by the diffraction limit [7, 9, 10, 12].

Figure 7.5 shows the simplest case: one source facing both one aligned and one misaligned

drain. We see that the transmission of the misaligned drain exhibits the characteristic

Miñano dips [3], while the transmittance of the aligned drain becomes perfect at the

resonances.

However, we must make one important qualification. We need to assume that the

Pν(ζm) for all the detectors are linearly independent. However, the function space of the

stationary waves on the unit sphere is (ν + 1)–dimensional for the following reason: the

space is as dimensional as the quantum–mechanical state space of an angular momentum

with quantum number ν [101] restricted to real wave functions. We thus need to require

that the number of detectors does not exceed ν+ 1, the number of linearly–independent

waves at resonance.

7.2.4 Multiple Sources

Which of the imaging properties of the single source will remain valid for multiple

sources? Consider first M sources and one moveable detector, the exact opposite of

the situation investigated in section 3. We assign port 1 to the detector and the other

ports to the sources, and assume resonance. We see from Equation 7.41 that none of the

sources is able to inject radiation, a′m = am, unless the detector is aligned to one of them.

In this case, the corresponding source transmits all of its radiation to the detector. At

exact resonance this effect is independent of the distances between the sources (it will

be detuned from resonance ): the detector is thus able to scan near–field features from
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Figure 7.5: Miñano dips for multiple drains. Transmission of a single source to two
drains (similar to Fig. 7.2), one at the correct imaging position and the other misaligned
by the angle δ on the virtual sphere. We assume the case of perfect coupling, σ = 1.
Top: the black curve shows the transmission through the misaligned drain (δ = 0.1), the
light–grey curve the one through the aligned drain. The figure exhibits sharp Miñano
dips for sub-wavelength separation, less sharp dips and a growing gap between the two
transmission curves for νδ > 1/2. Bottom: transmission curve of the misaligned drain
around a Miñano dip for δ = 0.1 (solid curve) and δ = 0.05 (dotted). One sees how the

dip narrows for smaller drain separations.

a far–field distance, without the need of switching on the sources selectively, as in the

stimulated emission microscopy .

Imagine now several sources with an array of detectors Figure 7.6. Suppose, for example,

two sources are placed an angle δ apart on the virtual sphere and are observed with a

detector array similar to the questionable part of the microwave experiments [5, 8].

There ν = 9.984, which was probably too far from the narrow Miñano dip around a

resonance. Consider exact resonance. According to Sec. III C the misaligned detectors

will not fire; but will the two aligned drains transmit perfectly? Place, without loss of

generality, the sources at θ1 = π, θ2 = π + δ and the aligned drains at θ3 = 0, θ4 = δ,

and all φm = 0. Figure 7.7 shows the result: the two sources are neither independently

nor perfectly transmitted, unless they are farther away than about half a wavelength.

Detector arrays interacting with the sources are thus not able to resolve multiple sources

closer than the diffraction limit [7, 9, 10, 12].
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Figure 7.6: Multiple sources and array of drains. Two sources with amplitudes a1
and a2 are facing an array of drains as in the experiment [5, 8]. At resonance, only the
aligned drains transmit with amplitudes a′3 and a′4. Radiation may also leave through

the sources with amplitudes a′1 and a′2.

7.2.5 Antipodal Fields

We have analysed imaging in the MFE as a scattering problem: the fields incident at

the source ports and the lack of them at the drains give rise to the outgoing fields at

sources and drains. We have primarily focused on a regime near resonance where we

expected — and obtained — some, though not all, of the properties of perfect imaging.

Arrays of multiple sources are not perfectly imaged in detector arrays. Yet how do the

fields behave?

Consider the field Ψ given by Equation 7.15 near resonance. Assume an arbitrary number

and arrangement of sources and drains. Compare the fields at one position z with the

field at the position that corresponds to the antipodal point on the unit sphere. The

antipodes to (X,Y, Z) reside at −(X,Y, Z). We see from the stereographic projection

of Equation 7.5 that the antipodal point to z is −1/z∗. We see from Equation 7.18 that

ζm is replaced by −ζm for the antipodal field. As Pν(−ζ) = (−1)νPν(ζ) for ν ∈ N we

obtain from Equation 7.15 that

Ψ(−1/z∗) = (−1)νΨ(z) . (7.46)

The fields at z and −1/z∗ are thus identical copies, apart from the propagation factor

(−1)ν , and without any symmetries in the arrangement of the sources and drains Fig-

ure 7.2 gives already an example). The fields may exhibit sub-wavelength features, for

example superoscillations [29] due to a suitable configuration of sources and drains, and

yet the fields are perfect copies of each other. A negatively–refractive lens [24] does the

same [34]: it copies the field [35]. Perfect imaging with positive refraction thus mimics

the imaging with negative refraction. Note, however, that only the fields are copied,
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Figure 7.7: Two sources, two drains. Transmission of two sources separated by an
angle δ to two aligned drains as a function of δ for ν = 10. Only one of the sources
is excited (a1 = 1, a2 = 0). The black curves show the transmission |a′3|2, the grey
curves the reflected intensity |a′1|2, and the dotted curves |a′2|2 = |a′4|2, as indicated in
Figure 7.6. Top: beyond the diffraction limit the two drains distinguish the two sources
— mostly the correct one transmits. Bottom: for separations smaller than a critical δ
the transmission curves meet at single points depending on σ and ν where they become

indistinguishable.

not the sources, and the copies are not recorded in the drains. So this feature, although

interesting, is probably of rather limited practical use.

7.3 Final Words: Does the Maxwell Fisheye Break the

Diffraction Limit?

In the conclusion, we are returning back to the discussion at the end of the Chapter 1,

remind the readers, to analyse the resolution of the optical AI devices, such as MFE,

and study their imaging perfection in wave regime, we need an applicable measure

for perfect focusing applicable in this regime. We end this thesis by providing such a

measure weather a system that breaks the diffraction limit. Our measure is based on the

definition 1.5. Weather, any of existing optical devices satisfies this condition is subject

to examination: theoretically and experimentally.
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Definition 7.1. An optical device violates the diffraction limit if and only if its point

spread function (PSF) is smaller than its own Airy pattern.

To explain the relevance of this criterion, we remind the readers for examining the

perfection of an optical device –in the context of our discussion–, one must compare the

resolution with the effective wavelength in the medium and not the λ0 of the probing light

in vacuum. Unfortunately, taking this point into account, even more, examples of super-

resolved devices would exclude from being a candidate for the perfect focusing device.

The advantage of our definition is to avoiding such a misinterpretation. The Airy pattern

is a particular case of SPF for a simplest aberration free, circular aperture, in fact, Airy

pattern is the smallest possible SPF to achieve in a diffraction-limited instrument, even

might regard as the perfect image in the astronomical literature. While the radius of

the Airy pattern can be calculated by the following formula:

rAiry = 0.61
λ

NA
, (7.47)

a true SPF for an unconventional optical device such as AI, needs complicated calcu-

lations, sometimes, base on numerical methods. So, based on the classical concepts of

optics we provide a measure which applies to a larger category of devices beyond those

conventional instruments, particularly, for optical absolute instruments, which is the

subject of this thesis. In our research, we studied the imaging property of a particular

AI; the Maxwell Fisheye lens. We calculated the PSF for that medium in our paper [60].

For the Maxwell Fisheye, which is highly symmetric, the Airy pattern can be calculated

through Fink’s definition of diffraction limit, the diameter of the Airy disc for a time re-

versal focusing system is given by the difference between advanced and retarded Green’s

function of the system [37]:

dFink =
1

2
(G− −G+) (7.48)

Airy pattern of the MFE is obtain by substituting the Green’s function of the MFE,

D̃ =
1

(4π)2
(r +

1

r
) exp

[
2ıω arctan (r)

]
(7.49)

in to the above relation 7.48.

The SPE for the MFE is the asymptotic of its Green’s function at the image point:

D̃ |r→∞=
1

(4π)2
(r +

1

r
) exp

[
2ıω arctan (r)

]
|r→∞∝ δ(r0) (7.50)

where r0 denotes the image position. Compare the resulting Airy pattern, which is a

finite function, with the SPF for the MFE, a delta function, confirms that, based on
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our measure 7.1, the Maxwell Fisheye is a perfect focusing device in wave regime as

it is in geometrical optics. However, imaging process is a bit more that focusing. To

go from a perfect focusing to the perfect imaging, there is more conditions to satisfy,

which in conventional optic systems are trivial. One is the linearity of the system. Most

existing optical instruments can not meet the conditions defines in definition 1.5, and

those unconventional ones that are able to focus perfectly such as the Maxwell Fisheye,

might not be linear. We have shown in this thesis, while the intrinsic properties of MFE

leads to a perfect focus for a pair of embedded source and drain, the perfect imaging is

not achieved under current circumstances. To have a perfect imaging, one must provide

a mechanism for forming an arbitrary image from the multiple ideal image points. In

conventional optics, mathematically this mechanism is provided by integration over a

proper boundary. However, in the Maxwell Fisheye, the internal interactions between

the multiple source/drains ruin this final stage. So Maxwell Fisheye is a perfect focusing

device but not a perfect imaging device. Although, being a focusing device, according

to the history of diffraction limit, is not a little achievement. The Maxwell Fisheye,

already fulfils the requirement in the definition 1.5, for breaking the diffraction limit. In

this point, we refer to an argument in [22] about the failure of Maxwell Fisheye based

on the results published in [65]. Accordingly, we state that based on any results from

Singapore-type experiment [5, 65] which tests the imaging behaviour, one cannot refute

the Maxwell Fisheye as perfect focusing device which breaks the diffraction limit, even

though this significance, would not have a practical benefit in term of imaging.
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Conclusion Chapter

8.1 Prospect and Conclusion

“Feynman [6] objected to Abbe’s diffraction limit [7, 9, 10, 12], arguing that as Maxwell’s

electromagnetism is a time–reversal invariant, the radiation from a point source may very

well become focused in a point drain. Absolute optical instruments [7] such as Maxwell

Fisheye [46] can perform the time reversal and may image with perfect resolution [16].

However, the sources and drains in previous experiments [2, 5, 8] were interacting with

each other as if Feynman’s drain would act back to the source in the past. Perfect

imaging with absolute optical instruments [16, 59] seems therefore restricted by some

qualifications: so far it has only worked for a single–source single–drain configuration and

near the resonance frequencies of the device. On the other hand, Feynman’s argument

appears to be universally valid. What was the problem? In the experiments [2, 5, 8]

the sources and drains are interacting with each other. The cables coupling in-and-out

microwave radiation to-and-from the device Figure 7.2 They establish an equilibrium of

radiation that depends on their transmission and reflection coefficients. In Feynman’s

argument, however, the detector ceases to operate when the field is detected, and the

drain definitely does not act on the source the future does not act back to the past.

An array of detectors can image a point source with arbitrary precision and a single

detector can scan an array of near–field sources from a far–field distance with perfect

fidelity. However, for this the radiation has to be at resonance and the number of

detectors or sources must not exceed the number of waves.

The mutual interaction of sources and drains does ruin some of the promising features

of perfect imaging. (We note that different ways of detection might circumvent this

feature.) Arrays of sources are not necessarily resolved with arrays of detectors, but it

also opens interesting new prospects in scanning near fields from far–field distances. In

addition to potential practical applications, the fundamental physics of perfect imaging

with interacting sources and drains illustrates how counter intuitive wave propagation

127
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may be. Who would have thought that so much physics is hidden in Maxwell’s innocent

looking Fisheye?
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